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tubes
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CO.VIl'AltE a iiarc with ;« lorloiso —that shows the differenee in lH;aling-s|Joe<l between Evcreatly Raytheon
type 22T and 227 tubes and lite old-style. 45-seeond
tubes with which many radios are still hem<i equipped.
I nlike the hare in the table. 4-pillar lubes not only
fie I off in front, but hold their lead through every
phase of performance.
New radios with slow-heating tubes arc never new
in performance — handieapped from the start. Eveready Raytheon heater-type tubes have always given
qniek action. It is impossible to gel an old-style one
there never were any!
NATIONAL CARBON C O M I'A N V , I is .
General Offices: New "\'ork, N. \.
Branches r Ctiira^o Kansas City INew^ ork Sim (■'raneiscit
nml Gnrlmn
f nil af I'nintt ( itrhiilf

EVE READY
RAYTHEON
TRADE-MARKS

4-PILLAR

RADIO
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■
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IN October, vacations over, people
once more interested in indoor
sports, radio again comes into its own.
Static declining, holidays ahead, new
million-dollar programs on the air—
this is the time to stock up, wisely
but well.
JUST in time to help you do it.
Radio Retailing presents its
annual Specifications Number (seventh successive year). In addition to
a complete, accurate description of
tubes, consoles, midgets, short-wave
sets and automobile radios offered by
American manufacturers, other home
entertainment products such as Television, Home Talkies and Automatic
Musical Instruments are included in
this bigger, better service.
WATCH the mails for the October issue of Radio Retailing.
It will be so valuable one of your
competitors may bribe the postman.
MANUFACTURERS:
If you have not yet received a
questionnaire form for our annual
Specifications Issue, write for one
immediately.
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No- 19 Superheterodyne
Receiver. Mahogany filiiali.

1

THE radio line which yields the most profit per unit
sale is the "life line" for your business.
Stromherg-Carlson Receivers have a unit sale high
enough to pay your direct sales cost, credit work,
delivery charge, and general overhead with a PROFIT
MARGIN in addition.

j'»r L ■

phfj
No. 26 Superheterodyne
Console with phonograph
option. Walnut fmish.

Stromherg-Carlson Receivers also have high public
acceptance, (nearly everyone will admit their preference for a Stromherg-Carlson) and now, for the first
time, the price range begins within reach of practically
everyone's purse.
No. 20 Superheterodyne
Receiver. Walnut finish.

No, 2 5 Superheterody
Receiver, Walnut finish

These are the reasons why many a dealer today is finding the Stromherg-Carlson line his economic salvation.
Distinctive Strombor^-Carlson Consoles from $175 to $375.
The Multi-Record Radio, (automatic radio-phonograph
combination^ electrical), $660. (Time prices, complete with
tubes, Kast of Rockies,)
STROMBERG- CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO., ROCHESTER. N. Y.
CONCEALED RADIO. Phis fall, Slromberg-CatIson dealers nvill bare
Concealed Radio, as 'well as regular Furniture Radio, both Remotely
Controlled to offer the public. Architects and builders hare been 'waiting
for this development. Models 12, 14, 22, 2y, are units of this system.

No. 2 7 Superheterodyne
Receiver. Solid t

No. It Mulli-Record
Radio. Solid walnut.

©
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&
■
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Swell Vour PROFITS the year
aroun d . . . sell the NEW
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STEWART-WARNER
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HOLLYWOOD MODEL—With every essential
(or takins perfect pictures —complete with sporty
leather-bound, waterproof carrying case

Movie

Camera

The new Spring-driven STEWART-WARNER Home
Movie Camera has been universally accepted by the
established 16 mm. camera trade as the greatest value of
its kind ever put on the market.
Only $50! Yet this home movie camera has built into
it, feature after feature heretofore obtainable only in
high-priced, semi-professional cameras—and it takes pictures comparable with the best of them.
Interchangeable lens mount—exclusive simplified lens
adjustment—four speeds, including s-I-o-w motion —
audible film counter as well as footage meter — just a
suggestion of the amazing value you get here. And in
a camera that weighs only 2 lbs. 10 oz., the lightest weight
camera on the market. And that, moreover, is so absolutely simple that anyone can operate it.
The Stewart-Warner Camera is no TOY! It is the first
and ow/y strictly high-grade 16 mm. camera designated to
meet popular needs. Its price and quality are made possible only through the tremendous production facilities
and the 25 years of synchronized gear experience utilized
by Stewart-Warner in creating it.
Thousands, tens of thousands of people in every locality
throughout the length and breadth of this land, as well
as the camera trade in general — all have been waiting
for the simplified operation, quality of workmanship and
results, and the low price which ONLY this camera affords.
Here's a red-hot item for you as a radio dealer. Heads
the new Stewart-Warner Line of Home Entertainment
Equipment. Has tremendous sales possibilities—is a sure
profit-maker ail the year. Requires no added overhead.
Further utilizes your present sales force. Sold by simple
home and store demonstration. Backed by a great name
—and by heavy national advertising.
Get in on the ground floor! Write for details of camera
and franchise. Send the coupon NOW.
STEWART-WARNEE CORPORATION, Chicago, 111.
Your camera proposition might interest us. Please send details.
Name
Sfrfft

IS

ISO

City
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If

you

want

faster

turnover,

display merchandise advertised

in

THE

AMERICAN

WEEKLY.

This great magazine brings that

merchandise

of

5,500,000

twice

by

as

any

to

the

families,

many

as

other

attention

or

are

nearly

reached

publication.

THEAMERICAN
Greatest
Circulation
in the World

Main Office: 959 Eighth Avenue, New York City
Branch Offices: Falmolive Bldg., Chicago . . . s Winthrop Square, Boston . , . 753 Bonnie Brae, Los Angeles . . . 222 Monadnock Bldc., San Francisco
(1-250 General Motors Bldg., Detroit . . . 1138 Hanna Bldg., Cleveland . , . 101 MARrETTA Sr., Atlanta . . . International Okficb Bldg., St. Louis
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33

Qfiick Tur/wver- Quukf/udhj tyofit

ADIO dealers, in inareasing numbers, are finding tbe REGAL Washer a new and very acceptable money maker. The REGAL sells quickly because it is easily an "over a hundred dollar value"
—and each sale brings you a good, husky PROFIT!
The REGAL is the only washer, with a LIFETIME
GUARANTEE, the only washer, at or near its low
price, with an Outside Control, a distinctly highpriced washer feature.
m

The REGAL Washer, furthermore, has a SUBMERGED Agitator—the easiest washing principle to
sell in $165 washers, certainly the easiest to sell at
$59.50.
Other Features that make the REGAL Washer easy
to sell are its nationally advertised Lovell Wringer,
large Porcelain Tub, Direct Drive, Westinghousc
Electric (or Briggs-Stratton Gasoline) Motor, Durex
Oilless Bushings (made by General Motors) and
Bassick Casters.
Order a sample REGAL Washer today. We will
furnish you with our complete Resale Service, which
includes advertising and display material that will
sell REGAL Washers for you quickly. Mail coupon
below and you will receive a reply by return mail.
GRINNELL WASHING MACHINE CORP.
GR1NNELL, IOWA

The REGAL with BRIGGS STRATTON
4 Cycle Gasoline Motor
$99,50
There is a big marker for the REGAL
Washer equipped with the famous
-(•cycle BRIGGS-STRATTON Gasoline Motor, Easy to operate. Easy
to self. Retail price (with a good
PROFIT to you) only S99.50.
GRINNELL WASHING MACHINE CORP.
Grinnefl, Iowa,
Rush me
New improved
REGAL

REGAL

Store
Address

57
Attention
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SPRAY-SHIELD

MODULATED

TUBES

CIRCUIT

W

Good news for radio dealers! Contrary to expectations, selling of radio
receivers this Fall will not be confined only to the mention of Multi-Mu and
Pentode as features. Majestic has them, of course, but Majestic engineers
have developed yet newer and more important achievements!
Spray-Shield lubes, a German practice, by which shielding metal is placed
directly on the lube itself. No more metal cans ....
majestic havenwood
Exeeplionalty gelcctive and beaun'p
fully toned. GcorRiiin deaign vvi«h
recefiaed Gothic grill in mntclicd
^ofinUysTifu/eT^iu^
"K'uuY<^
Sprny-ShirUl and Pentode Iubea and
fnll dynamic H|>enkcr. Q* 4 /i CO
Complete wiili tubed. tP'l'i.'.OU

J ^ higher efficiency in the tube.
rp • T)
Tv.*
i
„T.
i Will lOWCr L/Ct6CtlOll, t nG DrOpCr
UtlllZatlOIl
of tWO
1
*
aetectors for yet truer tone, was found by Majestic engineers in a Britisli set in the Science Museum in England,

MVJESTIC
ELLSVfrOOD
A lowboy of early English design with recessed center panel
and mati-licd. hit it
walnut aide panels,
lluudsome wood carving. EquipfieJ with
M ajest ic fi-tithe sn | n-rIietcrodync cliiipsta of
monitor conslnirtioti.
using
5»pray.SIlie)
and T'enlmfc
tu lies,it
"Mmlulaled'" cin nil,
lone control a nd
Grand Opera .Speaker.
Coruplcto
uT't'ubes 859.50

www.americanradiohistory.com

M\JESTTC
FVFEWOOP
An end table model of
Dtmcaa
Fyfc design.
Top
is brantirufly
grained nmk-hcd hult
walnut—side panels
Imrilered in imported
marquetry inlay. Majestic fi-tithe fliiperlieierodync chassis
Utilizing Hew "Modu-r
lated" cireuil, ,S(ir;i) Sbicld and Pentode
tubcH. lone control,
static modifier and I
Grand Opera Speaker.
864.50
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Majestic

that

Jirn^NEW

TWIN

POWER

DETECTION

—

known as tlie "Perfect Quality Receiver," and adapted to American
tubes and methods. The "Modulated" Circuit, worked out in collaboration with Hazeltine Laboratories, by which the functions of two tubes
in the usual superheterodyne are now performed by one.,.
making possible a first-class 5-tube superheterodyne model.
MAJESTIC ABBEYWOOn
Our finrMi radio-phunoBTApliTrue Charles II imriod in butt
These features are exclusively Majestic.... will be heavily
walnut■ exquisitely inlaid. The
MajcHtic 10-liibc auperbetcroadvertised to the American public.. .and Majestic dealers will
dy neclmssis; Automatie Volume
Conlrol
Spray-Shield and
make the profits this Fall. Eight great new models, five priced
Multi-Milv lubes. Twin Power
Deteetion and Twin Pentode
below $100.00, each a Value thought impossible in previous
Out put; tone ronlrol anil Twin
Grand Opera Speakers. Klcclric
pick-up and lurniiiblc: Anioseasons. Get in touch with the Majestic Distributor...NOW!
niatin Iterord changer, handliitg
10 records. Coitiplete |
GRIGSBY-GRUNOW COMPANY, CITTCAGO, ILLINOIS
with tubes.
$290
World's Largest Manufacturers of Complete Radio Receivers

MAJESTIC
CHELTENWOOD
licpplvwlute design in
rnnteiied bull wuhiut
and imported, boxwood
inlays. MnjeMic9-tube
snperhcteruiIyiiR idiassia
with Twin Power Dcle.-lion.Twin PrniodeOutput. Spray-Sbield liilun,
lone euiitrol and. Grainl
f>i ierawith
Speaker. Complete
lubes. $79.50
Prices slightly higher tee at of the Rockies.

MAJESTIC
IlKEMWOOO
Jacobean Lowboy with
mar v rliiunly grainctJ
niatflicd Lull walnut center panel with larewood
overlayh, Side pnnelrt of
ScriR'in inr curved wa Inn I.
KcrrPHcd Gothic Rrill, The
M njcrti Ic en piTlieterody no
cLuHbi-sllBCe^lulies.lin-lnil ing l>j»ray-Sliicldf MulliMu and Twin Pentode
Out put, Twin Power Detection, lone coniml ami
Grand Opera Speaker.
S99.50

QCLJ
45-1

Superheterodyne
Multi-Mu
Spray-Shield
Pentode
"Modulated "
Twin Power Detection

#
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See how National

Union Dealer Sales parallel National Union Sales.
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TH E STANDARD TUBE
FOR STANDARD SETS
"It works I tell you. It is just the thing you
need! It may have sounded like the old
story last month when you laughed. But
I tried it ... I know!
"Did you ever have a tube company come
into your town and help you sell tubes?
Did they ever find customers who needed
tubes and didn't know it and send them to
you? Did they ever bring in new prospects
. . . both for sets and tubes? Did they ever
get your name around town so that an old
400

MADISON

customer came in and paid a bill he owed
you? Or have a plan that sold tubes during
the slowest time of the year? I'll say you
never did. But friend, take a tip from an
old timer who has seen them come and go
. . . Let National Union help you!"
This is a conversation one of our salesmen
overheard. The plan will not perform miracles
but we may be able to help you sell more
tubes. National Union sales are well beyond
the 50% increase mentioned last month. Our
National Union dealer sales have kept pace
with them. Perhaps we can help you. Please
ask the National Union salesman about our
tube selling plan if you are interested.

AVENUE •

NEW

YORK

CITY

in
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G-E

Powerful

*

WINS

*
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VICIORY

nation-wide advertising campaign

AFTER

features repeated

wins. Gives General Electric Radio dealers greatest

sales story ever put back of a radio

r
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That's what G-E told these leaders in music when they listened to four hidden radios and unknowingly picked General

Electric I And that's what G-'E's national advertising is
telling America—11 Believe your own earsl"—not claimst

www.americanradiohistory.com
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VICIORy

"Better tone." General Electric has
proved it beyond a shadow of a
doubt. And G-F. presents this proof
to America in its great advertising
campaign, which opened with a two
page advertisement in the August
29th Saturday Evening Post.
If you haven't seen this advertisement, by all means look for it in The
Saturday Evening Post, Collier's and
Liberty, for it sets a new high-water
mark in radio advertising! It is the
first of a series of advertisements in
the biggest circulation magazines
and newspapers of the country featuring the Cienerat F.lectric tonetests.
The greatest music authorities in
America were the tone-test
audiences
The group on the opposite page—
featured in G-E's first advertisement
—is typical of the authorities that
have heard the tone-tests. George
Gershwin, "Roxy," Sophie Braslau,
Mischa F.lman—people who know
musical tone as a schoolboy knows
his ABC's. Such authorities listened
to four hidden radios, known not by
name, but only by numbers—and
gave G-E 23 out of 26 votes!
Other groups that have given
General Klectrie's brilliant radio tone
win after win are such organizations

GENERAL
FULL

IN

★★★

TONE-IESIS

as the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music, officials of the Stehiway
Piano Companv, passengers of the
giant ocean liner "Berengaria," and
so on. Out of the dozens of groups
that have heard these tone-tests, net
one has failed to award the victory to
General Electric—voting by number
— not by name!
And each of these victories will be
the subject for an advertisement
that will sweep the country, giving
people proof as to which set actuaily
has "better tone."
"Fair and square"—the first
rule for tone-tests
These tone-tests are not testimonials.
They are hot endorsemen ts. Not one
person in the audience ever knows
what sets are competing. Trade
names are never mentioned, and—
out of fairness toother manufacturers
—never will be. Each set is a leading
make, a large console model, with as
many tubes as the General Electric,
or more. Each listener votes for the
radio he prefers by number. All sets
are inspected by an outside, nonpartisan service man before the test
to make sure that they are in good
working order.
What this means to the G-E dealer
I ndoubtediy, this force fill advertis-

«

11

ing campaign is not only going to
exert a tremendous influence on the
mind of the consumer but will also
give the G-E dealer a powerful advantagein selling G-E sets. For every
prospect is invited and urged to "Relieve your own ears!" This sales approach is as powerful in the hands of
the house-to-house salesman or in
selling on the floor as in the advertising. The tone-tests prove that G-E's
superiority of tone can definitely be
detected hy the average ear. The
prospective radio buyer can forget
all claims, forget all sales talk, and
if he follows the judgment of his ears,
as suggested hy the advertising and
the salesman, he will be led straight
to General F.lectric!
Dealers! Act now!
This is going to be a great year for
General Electric radio. It's a great
product with a great name backed
by great advertising.
The season is starting. General
Electric lias some selling and merchandising plans ready that are
going to help sets move towards
new sales records.
Get in touch with your G-E Radio
distributor or write Section R-689
Merchandise Department, General
Electric Company, Bridgeport,
Connecticut.

ELECTRIC

RANGE

PERFORMANCE
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Instrument
:.~hr
UT of the weker of profitless price
merchandise;
With an irresistible appeal to the
people who are able to buy;
Capehart Series "400" instruments afford Radio
and Music Merchants the one outstanding opportunity to make money in 1931!
Consider these details;
{i} The only automatic phonograph in the world
which plays complete operas, symphonies and albums
of records of both sizes, in correct sequence.
{2} An especially engineered 13-tube Super-heterodyne Radio, of proven sensitivity and selectivity.
Tone with a depth and "wholeness" of character which makes amazingly faithful reproduction
in the entire range from 16 cycles to 4608 — the
piccolo's top-most note.
{4} Exquisitely wrought cabinets of authentic
period design, in the finest of woods.

.A
m mp
f

r**<

•A,

CAPEHART MODEL No, 4GC

Adverrising and merchandising support in
harmony with the quality of the instrument—a
plan of proven effectiveness, will help you sell
the Capehart "400,"
There are prospects in your community who
will buy this fail! Will you get the profit?
Write now for detailed information without
obligation,
THE CAPEHART CORPORATION
FORT WAYNE
.
INDIANA

CAPEHARvT
A

CKEAT

NAME

IN

MUSIC
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[TVERy customer of yours who owns and operates
any of the following sets, must buy Kellogg 401
A.C. Tubes for replacements.

The manufacturers specifically designed these sets
to use, and originally equipped them with
Kellogg 401 A.C, Tubes, In your own locality
there are many prospects for 401 tube business
—set owners who can use no other tubes.

KELLOGG Sets—510, 511, 512, 514, 515, 516,
517, 518, 519, 520, 521. McMILLAN Sets—26,
26PT. MOHAWK Sets, Spafton Sets—62,63, A-C 7. The market is already established for you,—
DAY FAN sets—5143, 5144, 5145, 5148, 51 58, profits per sale are large. Price levels are mainMARTI Sets—TA2, TA10, DC2, DC10, CS2, CSlO, tained—always. Here is an opportunity that
1928 Table, 1928 Console. CLEARTONE Sets— you cannot afford to miss. Get your share of
110,
And the first A.C, models of
this business by supplying the demand
rvrtCEiaoi
the following: Bell, Walbert, Wurlitzei,
in your locality. Stock and display
KELLOGG
Rathe, Shamrocls, Bush & Lane, Minerva,
Kellogg tubes now. Write department
Crusader, Liberty, Metro, Supervox,and Case.
54 for the name and address of your
nearest Kellogg jobber.

KELLOGG
SWITCHBOARD
1066 W. ADAMS ST.

AND

SUPPLY

COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Set-Testing"
it

PROVES

means
that

Sales

tube

and

set will work together
Put yourself In your customer's place. When he buys tubes,
he wants the make that is right for his set. Not just tubes
with the right number of prongs on the base or the right
type stamped on the box . . . but tubes that will give him
the best possible results with the particular make and model
he owns!
With Sylvania tubes you make quick sales because you convince this customer he is getting what he wants. Sylvania
tubes have been tested and approved in a radio just like
his. No distant relatives here! No strangers or misfits! Every
Sylvania Tube feels 100% at home!
Write now for your copy of the Sylvania Certified Test
Chart. Ask about the new Sylvania 100% Dealer Plan, the
Emurgentcy Kit Plan and the new Tube Analyzer Plan.
Licensed under RCA Pafents

HYGR ADE-SYLV AN IA CORPORATION
Sylvania Division, Dept. R-9-1
Emporium, Pennsylvania.
Ptease send me a copy of the new Certified Test Chart and
information about Set-Tested Tubes.
□ I have never sold Sylvania tubes.
_ I am now stocking Sylvania tubes through
(Name of Jobber)
Name
Address
City
State
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III the Super'SO tmc, Sparlon introduces a new a]>pIica(U>n of
(lie anperheterodyae that improves musical quality beyond words.
Oilier innovations and refincmenU,and prices more attractive llian ever
before, are making the new Spartou models the most talked-aboul radio
of the year. Demonstrations give listeners a new thrill of perforuiancc
... a new conception of richness . . . but most of all a new standard of
value that could only be possible tinder today's conditions. The Sparton
franchise holds greater possibilities than ever before, right now when
you want such a line most. Consult your distributor.
THE SfAHKS-'W ri-UXNCTOlM COMPANY. JACKSON, MICIIIOAN, U. S. A.
SPAIITON of CANAOA, LIMITED, LONDON, ONTaHIO (550)

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Replacements.

A Coming Major

.

.

Factor

RADIO dealers know, from hard experience, that the rapid
saturation of their worthwhile markets has raised to serious
proportions the factors of sales resistance and selling expense.
At first blush the outlook would appear discouraging.
Actually, quite the contrary is the case.
This prediction is based upon a new, and most encouraging,
market for quality receivers which has recently taken definite shape.
We refer to that growing demand for high class, modern consoles
and mantle models—a trend everywhere mentioned to the managing
editor of this paper on his recent trip of investigation.
Dealers estimate that fully-50 per cent of their clientele need new
radio equipment. These prospects realize that their present sets
are obsolete.
But the best part is that, of their own accord, many of these
customers arc seeking information about the new models in the
higher price brackets. Again, large trade-in demands are diminishing.

1RAD01D WEEK
R
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TO FURTHER brighten this encouraging picture comes the news
that today's battery sets are much more satisfactory than those of
'29 and '30; that practically all set makers will have one in their line
and that jobbers and dealers intend to recultivate this vast unwired
home market in intensive fashion.
One note of warning remains to be sounded : Those who want to
replace an old set with a new one naturally are making this move to
obtain better reception and purer tonal qualities. They frequently
are prepared to pay, therefore, from $85 to $150 for such a set—
providing its superior performance can be demonstrated. To this
end the manufacturer must back up the dealer. Sets priced at $95,
for example, must positively and unequivocally out-demonstrate
those excellent little outfits now selling between $60 and $70. They
not only must look better but they must sound better—so that dealers
with "ready money" replacement prospects in sight may profit fully
by the situation.
To corral volume radio business this fall is going to mean intensive work and keen selling. Dealers and salesmen who have grown
soft during the long period of easy order-taking during past years
will have to harden up—they will have to shift into a new gear to
make the grade this year.
But there will be good radio business ahead for those fighters
who will exercise their muscles, tighten their belts, and go after it.
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Despite

All
usiness
Obstacles
WHEN' Radio Retailing wants a dealer experience
article, or the lowdown on a trend or a practice,
its editors leave their desks and seek first-hand
information at its source—in the field.
"What's the outlook for fall business? What are the
new low prices doing to our markets? Who's buying
radio today—if any? What are they buying, and why?
We wanted to bring our readers up to date on what's
been doing since the Chicago Trade Show,
"But don't go now." my associates warned me.
"You'll find nothing but grief. Jl is the wrong time of
the year."
But my associates were wrong. I found the old fighting spirit just as strong as ever. Dealers were "taking
their business where they found it," to paraphrase
Kipling—and many liked it.
Take a look at some of their actual statements—
printed in italics in the center of the next following
page.
Strange declarations these, coming from
radio dealers in the year of our depression, 1931.
Strange, but true. And not only true but representative
of 70 per cent of the thinking of all dealers interviewed
in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana. Pennsylvania and New York.

Sivitching 9 out of 10 suh-midget prospects to higher levels

Midget Menace Has Been Overrated

Reducing number of home demonstrations

TO GET down to cases: The $3S-$45 midgetina is
not dragging price and value standards to new low
levels. This is because dealers and the dear public itself
have been quick to appraise these 3-4 tubers for their
real worth—and to sell, and buy, higher whenever possible. Dealers are demonstrating by actual performance
that it is not such a difficult thing to "sell up" from these
excessively low levels of price and quality which manufacturers have seen fit to establish.
The following quotations—all authentic and indicative
of majority opinion—tell the story:
"I wish 1 had taken on a low priced set sooner. I
lost some business by not doing this and could have
made my higher priced sales just the same."
"Service men can sell midgets."
"No problem in towns remote from broadcasting stations because they don't perform, and people know it."
"Permits me to reach the unmarried worker of low
earning power, but to others can sell sets at $60."
Here's one to think about: "The $69.50 model killed
the higher priced demand but the $40 receiver has not
hurt the $69.50 sale,"
"It's easy to sell up—but only to the $75 level."
"As only the poorer classes buy the very low priced
Radio Reiaiiing, September, 1931

hat the
Dealers are Doing

Using part time salesmen to cut selling
costs
Developing a prime replacement market,
at quality price levels
Cutting trade-in allowances

Learning to control credit losses
Pushing major electrical appliances

and IVhat They PVam
A set for $90 which, demonstrably, is as
superior to the $70 article as is the latter
to the new $40 lines
A good combination for $150
Higher prices on tubes
Annual, instead of semi-annual, changes
in styles

19

unit, credits must be watched with more than usual care."
"With the sub-set we can tell the prospect frankly
that it just isn't 'radio.' "
"We sell a few, but not many."
'Til never stock another set under $49.50," manager,
radio department, Cleveland's largest department store.
"The low price trend will kill itself."
"I can resell two out of three customers a better set."
And this, from the sales manager of a set concern :
"We purposely made an ultra low price set of necessarily inferior quality with the thought that the public
soon would see for itself that it cannot get something
for nothing, and would, therefore, revert to the better
models."

deal er must he a tremendous factor in the refrigerator
hush less. Next year he will rate even higher.
Big Kepi.agement Market Just Ahead

WITH 50 per cent of all wired homes already
equipped with radio, the saturation question cannot
longer he lightly dismissed. Perhaps the most encouraging of the many cheering things I heard on last month's
trip was the unmistakable evidence that a large replacement market is rapidly developing and should materialize
into a factor of major stock moving importance this
winter.
Although 70 per cent of all worthwhile buyers now
own some sort of radio equipment, according to dealer
estimates, more and more inquiries concerning the newer
Cutting the Cloth to the Man
models are being received from this class of prospect.
BLT there's more to this radio industry of ours than
"Invariably I 'sell my quality consoles to the man who
the pee wees.
already owns a set," said G. H, Walter, New Castle,
"What changes: are you making in your ways of doing Pennsylvania. "The newly weds are contented With somebusiness to meet changing conditions?" was asked of thing small and cheap but the person who knows his
every merchant.
radio demands, as his modern set, the very best he can
While many gave vague replies, two definite trends afford. This replacement market, in ray town, must he
were apparent; the wider
at least 50 per cent of all
use of part time workers
sets now in use. For in"There's been enough of fault finding; of
and of service men for
stance, in 1927 [. sold 392
crying for higher prices; of waiting for some
selling and the addition of
of the first electric, maga line of electric refrigernew invention, just around the corner, to restore
netic-speaker type of sots
ators.
to come out. So far I have
the days of '28,"
Lower price levels, the
replaced 27 of these. There
"IP e'U fight it out on this line if it takes all
midget set and greater
must be a near future
winter."
sales resistance arc remarket, among the balance
"Maybe we got a better deal in the past than
sponsible for this first step.
of these purchasers, for 70
we
were entitled to .. . Maybe present prices
Even on a 12 per cent
modern consoles."
commission basis the
and profit possibilities are in line with the
Naturally replacement
weekly earnings of the full
business involves a tradetimes."
time outside salesman are
in. Here, again, condi"If my radio business was any better I'd have
seldom sufficient to keep
tions
are shaping up more
to lure more help."
him happy. On the other
favorably. 'T lead these
"The menace of the $40 list, hah! I can sell
hand an 8 or 10 per cent
people to my stock of
nine out of ten a better set with a little extra
commission to the man
brand new receivers priced
effort."
who works two to four
from $40 to $70," said
days a week elsewhere
more than one retailer.
"In spite of all obstacles we'll yet make it a
provides sufficient addi"How can I possibly allow
darn good business!"
tional income to keep him
more than a few dollars
at the peak of his producfor your old set when the
tion possibilities. Furthermore, the latter is "anchored."
1932 models are priced so low?" 1 ask Mrs. Browning.
He has a wider circle of friends and prospective Cus- The reasonableness of this question is so self-evident
tomers, owns a small car, and frequently his home that the customer must acquiesce, especially as few transas well.
actions now involve more than $90."
To both the part-timer and the service man the small
Present conditions also are mitigating competition from
set is a boon. It can readily be carried along when either the so-called "gyp." With most new models below $100
type of semi salesman is engaged in his primary avoca- and excellent sets selling for $65, cut price stores have
tion,
little to oiler in the price line that cannot be matched
by the dealer up the street. I took the trouble to consult
Rkfhigeration Kept Me Out of the Red
a number of my chain store friends on this point. They
FF.FRIGERATION is so new to the radio merchant agreed, if unenthusiastically, that today's $70 average
that its ultimate importance is yet to be determined. list is killing the trade-in and orphan console business.
One live wire, who specializes in replacing orphans,
To many dealers, however, stocking four or five refrigearly
electrics and battery sets puts the works of a $69
erator boxes lias meant the difference between net profit
midget
in special, floor type cabinets and thus can price
and red ink.
them
high
enough to cover all reasonable trade-in
"We haven't sold as many as we expected." they said,
demands
and
return also a more than average profit.
"but sales are increasing and it's clean, profitable business."
Sales and Service Costs
Fully 70 per cent of the outlets visited, regardless
of type, were displaying electric refrigerators. Many ^Tl/TIAT about sales and service policies on sets sellmanagers had in their employ one or more seasoned
V V ing for less than $50?" was a question always
refrigeration specialty salesmen. Month by month the asked. General practices run as follows:
number of unit sales is increasing. Right now the radio
( P/ease turn to pagg: 54)
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ALBANY for Example

WHAT does it cost to merchandise radio? Or,
conversely stated, what are the common losses
associated with this business of ours ?
For the purpose of gathering first hand information
on this, subject, and on other distribution and retailing
practices, the editorial staff of Radio Retailing, working
in conjunction with the Marketing Counselors staff of the
McGraw-Hill Company, recently interviewed 20 wholesalers and 155 dealers in the city of Albany, N. Y.
Why They Lost
Of the 63 retailers whose detailed costs were available,
17 lost money. Total deficits aggregated $30,725, and
total profits, $190,507.
Why did 25 per cent of Albany's electrical and radio
merchants run into the red last year? The principal
reasons, in the order given, were: administration, service,
deductions and occupancy.
Administration, which was the reason for 64 per cent
of the failures, is a short, and polite, way of saying that
the proprietor paid himself first, and then didn't have
enough left to cover his other expenses.
The dealers, of course, felt that the real reason for
their losses was inadequate sales. This theory collapses
in the face of the fact that many more dealers, whose
sales were smaller, managed to show a profit. Volume
is desirable, but the problem of avoiding losses also is a
Radio Rcliiithiffi Sefitetiibcr, 1931

matter of carefully controlling all operating costs.
Under "deductions" a total of $34,869 was reported.
This includes deductions by those dealers who showed a
net profit. When it is realized tliat this amount is more
than sufficient to wipe out the total loss of $30,725
suffered by the unlucky 1 7 who failed to show a profit
the magnitude of this evil is apparent.
This amount was composed of the following items:
Item
Amount
Per cent
Open credits
$17,357
49.8
Allowances
7,484
21.4
Installment accounts.,,
4,570
13.1
Returns
3.628
10.4
Miscellaneous
1,830
5.3
Next in importance was "occupancy"—too much rent
per sales dollar. This item cannot be quickly corrected.
If one's location is high priced and floor space excessive,
moving to a side street, and compensating by the employment of a force of part time outside salesmen, is a
logical step.
The other three items of expense, cost of merchandise,
publicity and selling, were less important—too much so.
One properly might ask of those Albany dealers who lost
money in 1930, "Why did you spend so much on administration and deductions and so little on promotional
effort?" This question sums up the situation, not only
in the Capitol City but for the country at large.
21
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HOW can we sell more radios and make dealership: worthwhile? These questions concern every
merchant, Henry M. Granzow, head of Home
Entertainment, Inc., radio dealer in Dayton, O., believes
he has answered them.
Make every salesman a dealer is the plan used by
Home Entertainment, Inc. Dayton is divided into 15 districts. Each of Granzow's eight salesmen has a district
assigned to him, with the understanding that he is to get
acquainted with the people in every home.
Each man must make 25 calls a day. Each must turn
in two prospects daily, make two demonstrations and
bring at least one person into the display room. The
salesmen go to work in the morning as a man would
enter a factory. Their work is laid out for them. Mr.
Granzow explains the method as follows :
"We have laid out the city so that each man has a
district with sufficient homes to keep him going a month
22

Note the clcan-cul carpeted shoieroorn and the unusual location of
the custonirr's sendee desk

and he must cover this territory once a month. Mornings arc devoted to calls and getting acquainted. In the
afternoon he goes back on the calls which looked fruitful, and in the evening he makes his demonstrations,
"There is much talk now-a-days about eliminating or
cutting down the call-back. We reverse this. We have
the salesman really get acquainted with the families in
his district. He cultivates everyone with whom he comes
in contact. He works steadily, ploddingly, and after he
has done a certain amount of work he finds that he makes
a given number of sales.
"Our records show that a sale is made about every 100
calls. The 'law of averages' seems to operate. Out of
25 calls, the salesman should get two prospects.
"Two demonstrations arc required daily with a chassis
or midget set, and the salesman must bring someone into
the store each day. This does not necessarily mean that
he must bring in prospects. He may pick up someone on
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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Each salesman averaijes 25 calls per day, turns in hen
prospects, gives two home demonstrations and brings
somcnftc to the showroom. A report is required of every
contact
the street and show him the display room. The fact that
he brings them in, helps him to get in the habit of doing
this with prospective customers.
"We have no prospect cards or protected file in the
usual sense. The salesmen get commissions on all
merchandise sold in his territory. Each man makes out
a daily report on calls and is allowed to keep this as his
own record.
"Our salesmen work on a commission basis. fhey
are paid 10 per cent on sales up to $100, 12 per cent on
amounts from $100 to $200, and 15 per cent on sales
over $200. Commissions on Frigidaires run 10 and 12
per cent. Some of the men sell both radios and electric
refrigerators.
"The beauty of our system of having the salesman
work at selling just as he would any other job, is that it
keeps the man occupied in a valuable way. He doesn't
have to spend time digging tip prospects. He can make
more calls and spend more hours in demonstrating and
selling. Today a salesman needs twice as many prospects
or 'suspects.'
"Our store is located right downtown. If we had to
depend on drop-ins we would starve to death. As it is,
our men working on a commission, with careful supervision from the office, and using our 6 point selling
method, make the job of the dealer much easier. Overhead doesn't bother us. We do not have to run store
'specials.' Our business is on a solid basis of production.
"Another advantage in onr plan lies in the fact that
our men get many prospects who have never been ap(Please turn to page 54)
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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WITH the ctjining of September, the curtain rises
on the most stupendous entertainment spectacle
in the world's history—American Broadcasting
for the season 1931-32.
And to every reader of Radio Retailing, it is signili
cant that the business beneficiary of all this outlay, running into many millions, is the radio retailer.
For in the hands of radio dealers in every city and
village in the land, rest the sales of modern radio sets—
the preferred seats for this mammoth amusement series
which will continue throughout the fall, winter and
spring.
Preceding seasons in broadcasting's short history have
witnessed notable outpourings of money, talent and resource. But this fall the programs about to be inaugurated will eclipse anything the past has afforded,
and will represent a money outlay of at least $35,000,000
for entertainment and talent alone by the principal networks and independent stations.
24

The entertainment markets of the world have been
scoured for unique novelties and interesting features.
News events from every corner of the globe will he firsthand affairs to every listener with a good set. Meanwhile, educational programs and cultural topics will have
a new place in the sun this season, as the broadcasters,
under sharp political pressure, give increasing attention
to educational requirements.
Chain Programs Reach Many New Communities
CHAIN program service lias been extended into many
new communities, bringing the choicest selections
of the entertainment world to additional millions of the
listening population and so increasing the local demand
for modern sets.
Probably the most significant of these expansions of
chain service is the acquisition by the National Broadcasting Company of four Pacific coast stations, which
will become tlic nucleus of a second Pacific coast nctRadio Retailiag. September, 1931
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work as well as outlets for programs of the Blue network. They are KJR, Seattle; KGA, Spokane, and
KEX, Portland, all of the Northwest Broadcasting System, and KYA, San Francisco, of the Pacific Broadcasting Corporation.
On the Columbia System, additions include station
WNOX in Knoxville, Tenn., which will hereafter be
served on a permanent basis, taking all of Columbia's
available sustaining programs. In Florida, stations
WOAM in Miami; WDBO in Orlando and WDAE in
Tampa will henceforth also receive full program service.
Station WTOC in Savannah, also in this group, will
benefit by the greater volume of network programs made
available from the main studios of the system through
WABC in New York, and from WET, the Dixie Network key-station, Charlotte, N. C. Station WGST, Atlanta, Ga., also has been granted full time.
Northeastern stations that have become full time outlets for the chain programs include WHP in HarrisRadio Retailing, September, 1931

burg, Pa.; WCAH in Columbus, Ohio; WOKO in Albany, N. Y., and WHEC, in Rochester, New York.
Tmprovild Quality of Transmission
PROGRAMS of the Columbia Broadcasting System
originating in New York are being transmitted to
listeners throughout the nation with much improved
tonal quality because of the recently completed installation of a new lead-covered cable circuit between New
York and Chicago. Operators of the various stations
report unanimously that their listeners have materially
benefited by the installation.
The cable permits a wider frequency range than was
heretofore possible. The old circuit would pass only
those frequencies between 100 and 5,000 cycles. In the
new circuit, frequencies between 30 and 8,000 cycles are
passed with true reproduction without distortion. The
figurative effect of the installation provided by the
American Telephone & Telegraph Company, is to bring
25

distant stations in the network 1,000 miles nearer to
Columhia's origination point in New York.
New NBC Programs Starting This Fall
WHILE the popular features of last season will,
practically without exception, be continued during the coming fall and winter, a number of new features
arc being added on both groups of national networks.
During the summer months, directors and program
experts have been hard at work ironing out minor program wrinkles and will shortly offer favorite features
in new and attractive guise.
Included as outstanding features, according to National Broadcasting Company's representatives in the
office of Merlin H. Aylesworth, president, will he:
Collier's Radio Hour to be heard each Sunday night
beginning September 13. In this presentation, stories
from Collier's Weekly will be dramatized by NBC
artists. Guest speakers and musical selections will also
be included.
Echoes of "Quick, Watson, the Needle!" will he heard
when the adventures of Sherlock Holmes are enacted
in true detective drama style beginning Thursday, September 17.
Fuming to popular melodies, a concert orchestra, with
soloists and guest artists, will "high spot" the McKesson
Musical Magazine series on October 6, and to be heard
each Tuesday night thereafter.
The Brownbiit Footlites series introduces smart dance
tunes by a well-known orchestra, assisted by guest artists.
This feature begins September 30.
Another instrumental aggregation will be the "Gaytees
Orchestra ' of the United States Rubber Company, which
will feature each Tuesday night, commencing September 29. This program, while it differs somewhat from
the former type of presentation, holds much promise.
"Little Orphan Annie" will be dramatized beginning
Sunday, September 28. and will be on each Sundav
thereafter.
Another dance band, this one under Wayne King, will
lend prominence to a program of the Lady Esther Company each Sunday afternoon beginning September 27.
Two morning presentations, one a dramalogue to he
inaugurated on September 17, the other sponsored by the
Charis Corporation which begins October 1, will brighten
the he fore-noon hours of many housewives.
Columbia Adds Distinctive Features
ON THE Columbia Broadcasting System, a number of new programs will be begun during September and October, adding to the rapidly-growing popularity of the system under the direction of President
William Paley. Among these features as listed from
Mr, Paley's office are:
Leopold Stokowski and Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra—Occasional, starting October 12th, 8: 15 to
10 p.m.
New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra. Sundays, starting October 11th, 3 o'clock.
Abe Lyman's Band, sponsored by Sterling Products,
Inc., makers of Phillips Dental Magnesia.
Street & Smith (Ivove Story Magazine). Thursdays
—starting October 1, 9 :30 to 10 p.m.
Carborundum Co. (Listing and time to be announced
later.)
Flecker Surprise Party. Thursday, September 17th,
9 to 9:30 p.m., Pacific Time.

Helps for Feeders, from the Pratt Experimental Farm,
Pratt Food Co., Thursdays, starting September 17th, 1
to 1 :15 p.m.
Arthur Murray School for Dancing. Starting September Sth, (other information to be announced later.)
Blue Coal Hour, Sundays 5:30 to 6:30 p.m., Del.,
Lack. & Western Coal Co., starting September 6th.
Goodyear Musical Program. Mondays, 6:47 to 7 p.m.,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., starting September 14th.
Tropic Aire, Inc. Starting September 19, Saturdays
5 :45 to 6 p.m.
K. A. Hughes Co., starting October S, (Listing and
time to be announced later.)
International and Religious Broadcasts
ANOTHER basic change in program plans, of wide
- interest to many listeners, is the recent decision by
Columbia to follow the policy adopted by National, not
to sell any more network time for religious broadcasts,
but rather to tender fixed Sunday periods free of charge
to the organized Protestant, Catholic and Jewish faith,?,
This decision, long anticipated, was one of the first
made by Mr. Paley upon his return after his European
tour, during which he entered into important affiliations
with the broadcasting administrations of England, Italy,
Austria. Hungary and Czechoslovakia for more international broadcasts both to and from those countries.
The new international series, which will supplement
Columbia's regular Sunday rebroadcasts from Europe,
will start in October and will probably be heard on
Thursday and Saturday nights.
The decision to eschew religious broadcasting on a
commercial basis means that Columbia will no longer
take such paid programs as those carried from the
Churchill Tabernacle in Buffalo and from the Church of
the Little Flower in Detroit. Columbia has found that
selling time to particular religious units has meant recriminations from others willing to pay for time, but for
which hours were simply not available.
To have continued selling periods to religious organizations might have meant that others would invoke public utility standards upon radio, and thus demand so much
time that balanced programs of popular appeal would
have been impossible.
Columbia's broadcasting system's business for the first
six months of 1931 increased 46.6 per cent over that of
the first six months of 1930. During the same period,
the National Broadcasting Company's own large business showed a 33.5 per cent increase.
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J. JValter Johnson
has won ten national prizes offered by radio
manufacturers.
He is with the Ira
F. Powers Furniture Company
of Portland, Ore.

i
Prize-W inning W indows
S

e

'esigns
Sft
T7 XPER1ENCE has taught J. IV alter
/ j.tohnson to abide by a few simple rules
for good windows:
THE: merchandise must be the center of attraction. Keep the background in the background
MOTION windows, mysteries, must be used
with caution. They often divert attention from
the sets.

Cutouts of a negro quartet, obtained from a bill-poster, pasted in
front of a semicircle of black inierlinina formed one of Johnson's
best, inexpensive nnndbws

COLORED light, improperly used, misrepresents goods. Seen under ordinary light in the
store they may seem much less desirable.
A WELL-WIRED
vestment.

iudow

Mite

m
w

a good in-

DO NOT lie afraid of black. It gives strength
to displays.
J3E SURE the color of the window contrasts
with colors outdoors.
DON'T attempt realism with artificial flowers.
Use them for theatrical effect.

Brown, figured linoleum, rolled into modernistic tubing and used
as a lining for the "porthole" display did an excellent job

BURLAP, oil-cloth, wall-paper, linoleum and
wall-board can be used just as effectively as
more expensive materials.
A POWER cutting tool saves time and
drudgery.
■ • 11

NEUTRAL colored carpet is usually most satisfactory as a foundation floor covering.
GIVE the public what it wants. Tie in with
the song everybody is whistling, the popular
hero, local or national celebrations.
KEEP the window simple. People should be
able to get the story as they pass by.
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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Here's one that used only two window cards and a three-foot vase
of imitation nasturtiums. The backdrops were entirely black
27
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NO SALES activity will produce greater resnltbringing action than a paper and pencil analysis
of one's market possibilities and the keeping of a
real prospect card system,
To actually ascertain the buying character and capacity
of your local territory first prepare two listings, "Things
I Sell or Should ScSl" and "People I Should Sell To."
For example:
Things I Sell
Midgets f$25-$50)
Mantle Models ($50-$75)
Small Consoles ($60-$95)
Better Consoles ($85—$150)
De Luxe Installations
Custom Jobs
Combinations
Electric Clocks

Automobile Radio
Battery Sets
Tubes
Service
Automatics
Amplification
Refrigeration
Misc. Appliances

Peoplf. I Shohld Sell To
Bachelors
Auto Owners
Bachelor Girls
Boat Owners
Summer Homes
Working Class Families
Salaried Men
Hospitals
Professional People
Institutions
Executives
Stores, etc.
Wcll-to-Do
Schools
Farmers
Public Meetings
Notice that sets are broken down into at least six
classifications. That is because there are fully six different types of buyers who require a receiver of a specific
size and price.
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TYPE HOME—Boarders don't buy fancy
consoles, as a rule. And the "man on the
hill" should be sold a de luxe installation.
Hunt elephants with an elephant gun.
OCCUPATION—With this knowledge available you have a hot clue for building up a
special canvass talk. Mention others in his
line who have bought from yon.
INCOME—The prime need for this information is obvious. Type set, terms, credit and
sales approach all hang on this item.
NUMBER IN FAMILY— Important, since
an income of $60 a week, for a bachelor, is
quite different than for feeding a family
of five.
AUTOMOBILE—Key to spending power
and to prospects for auto radio equipment.

Now cross out those items which it is unprofitable for
you to handle and those classes of prospects you are not
prepared to follow up. Next jot down the number of
homes, farms, stores, institutions, etc., in your selling
area. Much of this data may be obtained from the
Chamber of Commerce, the newspapers, local lighting
company. With this preliminary work accomplished the
number of immediate-sales-action ideas, which a review
of this marketing picture will inspire, will surprise you.
Offer the right merchandise to the right man or woman
at the right time and a sale generally results. But what
is the right radio for the right family?
This is where the need for a properly designed card
comes in—so that you may "match the product to the
prospect." In other words "market analysis" applied to
each "case history." With all essential information
marshalled you can then practice the kind of planned,
selected selling that today's conditions necessitate.
It's just translating into radio selling the insurance
man's approach when he says: "You're buying a home,
Mr. Hirose, but what would happen to it if your wife
were left without you? . , . You have a little girl
in school . . . Will she be able to go to college if
you pass on?" Heaven only knows how he finds out
all these things about me. But he docs and it makes his
story convincing.
Radio Retailing, September, 1931

Arthur P. Hirose

to

and
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Frospect

Individual

Lead

Mean Something
PRESENT SET—Very vital. Source of business for accessories, tubes, service, and especially for a replacement sale. See leading
editorial in this issue.
FRIENDS—How much depends upon the
words of friends. Most leads come from
this source. Word-of-mouth advertising is
most effective
ANALYSIS—Here notate the salesman's impression of chances for a sale, when, hotv.
Also reactions of prospect and key remarks.
ACTION—Continue your remarks by jotting down trade-in situation, offers made,
and best time to reopen the discussion. Now
tab the upper edge of card on the right
month.

Here's how to turn the trick: First get some filing
cards, about 6 inches wide by 4 inches high. Write, type,
mimeograph or have printed on them headings for the
kind of information you want to get about each one of
your prospects and customers. The form illustrated with
this article is suggested, and the paragraphs between the
two cards explains its simple and logical application.
"What about the months of the year at the top of the
card?" yon may ask. Check off the month as you make
a call on the prospect, or send him a circular. Surprising,
isn't it, how easy it is to neglect a prospect without a
follow-up system ?
After fairly complete data has been collected for each
prospect, you can decide what kind of merchandise he
or she can buy and ought to buy. And when they buy,
jot down in the "Have Bought" column the date they
made the purchase.
Examine the two sample cards reproduced on this
page. Can't yon get a real picture of the difference
between these two homes, these two people, these two
prospects just by reading their histories? You can have
the same helpful selling data for every prospect. And
plenty of prospects will be needed this next year. These
prospects won't come on a silver platter, wrapped in
cellophane. They'll have to he dug out, continuously
and systematically. This card system will add names
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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that mean something—quickly and easily. These cards
also constitute an admirable mailing list for circulars,
letters and other material.
Just about now 1 can hear you say, "Sure, It's easy
enough for that fellow to tell me I ought to have all this
information about my prospects. It's fine dope, but
how'11 I get it?" Here's how; Much of the data you
have. You know what sort of place John Jones and
his wife live in, you can recollect what his job is, and
what it ought to pay him. You can, with a few minutes
thought, recall the names of his friends or neighbors to
whom you've sold merchandise.
And where this information isn't available there are
scores of ways of getting it. Most important of all.
carry around a dozen cards with you whenever you go
out. Ask about prospects and jot down the information
conscientiously and systematically. Send your men out
when they're not busy. Get them to do some gumshoeing.
Tell the repair men you need their help. Hire a school
hoy after classes are through for the day. He can help
by looking in the garage, by ringing door bells and asking
what kind of a radio, refrigerator or clock is in use.
The phone book and the classified directory are invaluable. Other merchants can help—your butcher, baker,
grocer and auto dealer. You can swap names with most
every store in town.
The whole basis of business getting is "Know your
prospect." This is just another way of saying that comprehensive facts about prospects, an intelligent analysis
of this data, carried on regularly and systematically, and
planned action are bound to result in more business.
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150 CONTRACTS LAST YEAR
Roger Hozvcll, Reliable Radio Shop, Long Beach,
Cat., donates his public address system for public
gatherings. At regular intervals, during the programs, this fact is announced. This type of publicity has proven sufficient to keep him busy.
Though radio set sales and service hare fallen
off considerably this year, extra business rculing
and selling amplification apparatus has put Hozvcll
ahead of 1930. IVhilc typical installations average
$175, rentals are even more profitable.
His best prospects are: high schools, skating
rinks, dance halls, parks, churches, hotels, factories,
ball parks, simmmmg pools and apartment houses.
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OST radio dealers, who equip
M to handle the local demand
for public address and amplification service, are
amazed at the size and diversity of this potential
market.
Two of the most outstanding examples of aggressiveness and success in this attractive allied line
arc the Reliable Radio Shop, Long Beach, Cal.,
and Sun Radio, Inc., Akron, Ohio.

Both state

that, after the first two or three jobs, the "selfadvertising" character of this apparatus accounts
for at least 70 per cent of all future contracts or
sale.

Business usually comes in by itself.

DEALEK INSTALLS BIGGESt AMPLIFICATION
JOB
.Mneteen thousand people heard every ivonl and caught
every note, zvhpn "AIda" was presented at Cleveland's
monster Municipal Stadium last month. Truly an outslanding demonstration of the value and present perfection
of public address equipment . . . and of the future possibilities of this Hue for radio dealers.
Just a few specifications, indicating the kind of a job
Sun Rodin put over; characterised by Dr. Howard Hanson. head of the Eastman School of Music as. "the most
rcniarkable aid to the development of outdoor music yet
produced": 27 microphones; 10 loudspeakers; all speakers
and mierophones independently connected to a central
manipulation board in upper deck of Stadium; complete
control of sound intensities thus possible.
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Installations

Create

Their

Own
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WILLIAM Pi:NROSE
(left) and his partner,
S. BERNARD BERK,
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Sun Radio, Inc., of Akron, Ohio. These
men installed and successfully operated
one of the biggest amplification jobs yet
attempted—outdoor grand opera, in the
Mwucipal Stadium, Cleveland.
Ki
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OX WllliELS
This portable address system
is one of the largest in the
industry. It is frequently
used at Akron municipal air
port and at Goodyear-Zeppclin ceremonies. Top photo
shows interior of truck.
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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IVitii livo or three instruments loaded in a
truck, the salesmen
cruise in 20 counties,
jnakiny demonsirations
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The ERICKSONS

have

grossed $189,000 in automatic
w
,Af

record players and slot machine
radios since 1925

\
By
Tom Blackburn

WISH we coulda have da radio music at da restaurant lika I have at home," an Italian restaurant
I owner ecstatically said to A. J. Erickson of
LaCrosse, Wis,, one day about two years ago.
Pondering over the remark, Erickson returned to the
store operated by him and his cousin. G. J., and known
as the Erickson Music Company.
Erickson was open minded. He gave a second glance
at the literature from an automatic player company which
lay on his desk. It promised a continuous program of
music, with the excellence of night radio reception, at
ail times, through phonograph records.
Certainly LaCrosse, with a population of 40,000 didn't
offer much of a market for an instrument which listed
at $1,290. However, a territory of twenty counties in
Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin, including such towns as
Sparta, Kilbourn, Rochester, Winona, Hudson, Red
Wing, Waverly, Decorah, Cresco and Stevens Point,
amplified the opportunity. And the trucks which had
been used to deliver pianos could be turned to the job.
32

The rage of the hour in LaCrosse was radio when
the Ericksons took on the record player. There was
a scramble oi competition for radio business, but the
Ericksons traveled their path alone on the automatic
item. Their salesmen called on prospects whose credit
ratings were known, worked a longer day, and made a
bigger profit on each sale. In 1929, the banner year,
sales of automatic players reached $61,989,75, surpassing
that of home radio at $50,948.02.
"The picture has changed somewhat with hard times,"
cautions Mr. Erickson. "In 1931 our collections are off.
and we are having our share of the hard going, you
must remember."
The Erickson adventure proves the existence of a
market for automatic phonographs in rural communities.
Approximately 500 good spots for radio players exist
within a 200 mile radius from LaCrosse, Mr, Erickson
thinks. About 150 are covered already by the Erickson
Company, 200 by competitors. Popular restaurants and
places where young people gather are the choice spots.
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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I he Ericksons scoop
the entire coin-box Intake during free demonstration periods,
while the store-keeper
looks hungrily on
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The three salesmen {one full time) now follow a
policy of piling two or three instruments on their trucks
and taking to the road. 'Idle minute a likely prospect is
located, a coin operated radio-record player is put in on
trial, with the understanding that the Erickson Music
Com patty is to have the entire coin box intake as payment for the demonstration. One of the greatest mistakes, in the Erickson opinion, is to put a radio record
player in the rear of the store. It most be up front.
A stumbling block in the making of automatic sales
has been the old fashioned piano player. A dealer
nsuatly refused to entertain the notion of an automatic
player as long as there was a piano player on the
premises, 'lire solution has been found in offering to
take the piano player to another spot, usually a pool room,
with all the money front it going to the dealer. Less
than SI,000 has been allowed for trade-ins, so successful
has been this policy. The Ericksons will not put a radio
player in a pool hall. It takes the boy-and-girl conthination to start the nickles going, they claim.
STRANGELA" enough, the most resistance has been
met iti Iowa towns unfamiliar with nickel-in-the-slot
musical instruments. Salesmen found it best to cut out
all references to a coin box, and simply state that they
had an instrument which they desired to demonstrate
without cost to the storekeeper.
When the coin box was opened, dealers in country
towns reacted precisely as in larger cities. After gazing
hungrily at the voluminous intake of nickels, and learning
the moderate monthly payments, they were not difficult
to close. I'ayments are spread over eighteen months.
In two and one-half years the Erickson Music Company has purchased 121 automatic players, and has sold
more than 75. Those not sold are kept at work on
demonstrations, and have averaged in good times, around
$45 a month in intake. At the start all sales were for
cash, Then followed thirty-two sales of the higher
priced instruments at $1,350 ( a S60 charge being made
Radii'1 Ri failing. Septtmber, 1931
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for coin boxes) and a guarantee of from $40 to S75 a
mouth obtained. On the smaller model automatic player,
selling for $915 on time, a guarantee of $45 monthly
was obtained. Seven per cent interest was charged on
unpaid balances.
The salesmen handle the coin box collections, which
are made monthly, and look after service, which is free
during the payment period. They also supply owners
who subscribe to the record service, at $1 weekly, with
four new numbers. Getting 10 per cent on sales, it has
been a good proposition, paying about $300 a month.
So closes the Erickson saga on the radio-record player.
Hud not both partners been young and open minded,
the adventure might never have been undertaken. However. the firm's policy has been to establish a musical
center in their $l75-a-month building, rather than promote any one form of instrument. Besides the automatic
phonograph, three makes of radio and three brands of
pianos are carried. A record stock of about 1.000 numbers and sheet music is handled hv two girls.
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NORTH
AD LW A TOWER—Something new in billboards
u introduced by Winegardcn's furniture store.
Signs, pasted inside the windows of this Flint,
Michigan tower, and reading from top to bottom,
advertise a tube testing service

SPLITTING THE OVERHEAD
ANEW JERSEY dealer who has asked us to withhold his
name for reasons which will he obvious writes; "We are
located in a town of 5.000. Our overhead, including owner's
withdrawals, has been averaging about $350 a month. Gross
volume had been falling off and it seemed desirable to reduce
fixed expenses.
"The rent could not be reduced directly, as we were under
lease, but we did have some room not needed for display and by
sharing this space with a florist just starting in business we
cut our rent, light and heat in half. The floral display "dolls
up" our own goods and the line does not in any way conflict
with our own. We are working on a plan to let one clerk
handle both sides of the store, thus cutting our labor overhead.
"In our opinion the florist will^ be able to do from $6,000 to
$10,000 gross the first year and in view of his low occupancy
expense this will be sufficient to yield him a modest living.
"The nearest store handling musical supplies is nearly IS miles
away. By taking on strings and other small musical accessories
and ukelcles we have been able to secure about $25 a month
additional gross profit. Many a week the owner did not turn in
enough outside business to justify his own salary and to help
this situation he made arrangements with a large hardware store
to handle bottled gas on commission in the outlying districts.
This has proved itself a profitable sideline,
"Radio repair work is not nearly as abundant or as profitable
as it was. To help keep down the loss on time on a salaried
service man wc have begun to advertise for repair work on
vacuum sweepers and on Washers. This department is growing
and as most of the. work calls for skilled labor rather than
materials it lias helped us to pare down idle labor waste."

STUNT FOR SATURDAY NIGHT
THERE is always a crowd iii the store of C. A. Whited &
Sons, Raton, New Mexico, on Saturday flights. "We have
sold more radios on Saturday nights than on all the other davs

■

m

Dealers every
out of the rut,
IM

schemes to stirn

on |f»e
AdtHdfr
of the week combined,
"states. Whited, Sr., who
goes on to explain how he
does it,
"Every male prospect we
contact is invited to join an
Eissai
informal EX party on the
following Saturday in the
back of the store. We
usually manage to have
from 5 to 12 men on deck.
Thirty-three years of experience with western men
lias taught me that they
enjoy a quiet evening and a
smoke. Most of them still
get a kick out of listening for DX. We keep our "smoker"'
interesting by tuning in stations as far away as New York.
"When we sell radios at such a meeting we sell two and
three at a time. One man buys and his friends buy with him.
We have had no trouble getting a satisfactory attendance."

$1 DOWN, BUT OH THOSE
WEEKLY PAYMENTS!
CARL Chilson, Young'stown, Ohio, has found a way to make
the little set help business. In the first place he uses it as
an advertising leader, "$1 Down, only $40 List," his copy reads.
But when the prospect conies in the store he discovers that there
are better buys at slightly higher prices and that the weekly payments are not so weak. Terms' are so jacked up that, within a
month the customer has at least a 30 per cent equity in his purchase, and within three months he owns it.
The first four payments are watched with special care. If
remittances are not forthcoming right on the dot the set is likely
to be "pulled." On the other hand if experience shows that the
new customer is financially conscientious he is interviewed with
the idea of selling him better equipment. Again, full value is
allowed on the first outfit and the new terms are based on
monthly, instead of weekly, payments.

L'P GOES ELEVATOR, SALES—Lachman
Brothers, San Francisco, keep a radio working in
an elevator, demonstrating to shoppers that a good
set will work well even under adverse conditions

WEST
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EAST
where

are

stirring

themselves

devising their own promotional
ulate sales.
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Here are just a few.

BILLBOARD ON WHEELS—Dumug a recent
campaign in which B.O.R. Radio of Reading, Pennsyh/ania sold 40 refrigerators Ike company truck
was fitted up with three colored billboards. These
pulled business while the truck worked its delivery
route

AN IDEA FOR RADIO WEEK
AS THE final feature of Radio Week in San Francisco and
/VOakland, Calif., last year the Pacific Radio Trades Association staged a radio artists' ball for the purpose of raising funds
for the purchase of radios for the blind and shut-ins of the section. Artists from nine stations appeared in a three hour show,
first at the Oakland Auditorium on a Thursday night and on
Saturday in the Dreamland Rink, San Francisco.
Fifty cents admission was charged in each case, the proceeds
being used to purchase sets at manufacturers' costs. These were
delivered by Boy Scouts who also undertook their maintenance.
The event stirred up much community interest for radio, churches
undertaking to sell tickets and five-minute speakers appearing
before department store entrances, civic organizations and service
clubs to announce the plan. Estimates of attendance were between 5,000 and !0|000 at each performance,

TRADES JUNK FOR STORE TRAFFIC
THE Niles Phonograph and Radio Shop, Denver, Colo.,
recently placed in its display window a miscellaneous collection of old panels and parts salvaged from antiquated trade-ins.
A sign offered: "Come in and help yourself—no strings to this
offer."
This stunt attracted plenty of store traffic. Additional parts
were displayed, together with price tags, in counters adjacent to

the window and Niles found that in most cases people who had
a use for the free stuff needed some of the parts offered for sale
as well.

INTERFERENCE PUT TO WORK
EVERY now and then, in almost any locality, the subject of
radio interference becomes an all-absorbing topic among
radio enthusiasts. This was the case, not so long ago, in Springfield, and the Amber Radio Shop utilized this interest to build up
a really valuable prospect list.
At a total cost of $72 this store had printed and distributed
from house to house, 20,000 post cards, one side of which bore
the proper return address and a stamp, the other side this
wording;
RADIO tnterfsrence: locator
In order to assist in locating certain radio interference,
with a view to preventing, as far as possible, its recurrence,
we will be pleased to have you answer the following questions.
Are you troubled with noises in your radio set?
At what time of the day are they most noticeable?
Make of set
Model
Battery or electric, .......
Have you any of the following electrical equipment?
Battery charger. . . .Electric iron
Toaster . . . .
Heating pad
Washing machine, . .Refrigerator
Curling iron
Percolator
Oil burner .
Vibrators
Motors
Remarks
Name
Address
Forty-three per cent of these cards were filled out and returned. About two thirds of those returned were complete, the
remaining third noting little more than the make of set used and
the name and address.

SOUTH

STAGE FOR SPECIALS—By placing especially
good buys on a raised platform equipped ivith
drapes and lighting to form a stage the National
Furniture Company of Washington, D. C., builds
business. Other sets are arranged in a seini-cirdc
in front of the stage for efficient comparison
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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Operation Notes.
Aerial, Shielded
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By E. Jay
Engineer, RCA-

From

This.

\ typical roof-top, uptown New York, sliowhiff inefflcient ;is well as
unsigrhtly condition of aerials

IN this day of advanced radio technique. we might very well ask "why
the haphazard tangle of antenna wires
atop the average apartment house?"
The answer, that this muddle is an
arrangement to facilitate radio reception
for tenant's housed in the apartments
below, is comical.
Obviously, the
tenants themselves have rigged up these
contrivances in an effort to drain
enough signal energy from the sides to
operate their sets. Upon close inspection one sees that many of the wires in
this topsy-turvy jungle are abandoned.
There they hang, however, eventually to
tangle up the rest of the wires.
R. F. Amplifier Included
The "Anteilnaplcx" system, on the
other hand, employs one central antenna. approximately 100 feet long, located in the most advantageous position
on the roof, where it will be clear of
surrounding objects, and as far away
as possible from any source of undesirable local interference, and where it
will collect a inaxinuim of radio signal
energy. This energy is fed into a device known as the Anlensificr" usually
located in a penthouse as near as possible to the antetina. It employs four
tubes—one 280 rectifier, and three 245
amplifiers, which make It possible to
transmit and distribute, much of the
antenna signal energy to each and every
radio outlet throughout the building.
This device draws approximately 100
watts tinder normal operating conditions. Where power line noises are
troublesome, a specially designed filter is
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employed between it and the 110 volt 60
cycle power line, to keep these disturbances from passing through the Anten-ifier into the "Cabloy" lines. A suitable
fused switch for the power line, and an
approved lightning arrester are also employed at this gcjint. The Antensifier
is, coupled into the: Cabloy line with a
lead-covered conductor. The Cabloy is
tb" in diameter, and it may be run in
concealed metal conduit or in surface
wiremokl. It may be fished through
hollow partitions, or it may be run on
the surface, secured by clips designed for
the purpose. Thus it is suitable,
practicable, and economical for installations both in new buildings and in existing structures.
At each point on this line where it
is desired to locate a radio outlet,
a small metal box is located. For
concealed work, a metal box. 4}f." x

4 U" x H" deep, is used with cover k"
deep, which accommodates the single
gang flush plate on which are located the
two little pin jacks, one for antenna and
the other for ground. Within this box
is located a cartridge-like device, known
as a "Taplet," which is connected between the conductor of the Cabloy and
the radio outlet terminal, to prevent any
interaction between the various radio
sets which may be connected simultaneously to the system. The Taplet is
so designed that after its pig-tail leads
are connected, it may be conveniently
stuffed into any available space in the
box, and being entirely protected by a
sleeve of insulating material, no precaution is necessary to keep it from coining
into contact with metal parts within the
box. To expedite the work of installation, this device is designed without
fastening screws.

J
-

Note - A represents Standard
CAB LOT. AttV
inLOAOiNC
lengthOFof]Cabloy]
runINCREASE
oecreases
The nomber of Outlets That
CAN 8E EFFIOENTLVi OPERATED.

CABLOX loading
Curve j

o

ioo fSo 3cro 40T5 500 600 7oS 5U(3 5515 nJ55 055 I35SRunninG Feet of Cabloy loop or Riser Circuit

S|ieeial downloads have a praotieally "fiat'* resiionste from 500
to 1.500 ke. with standard loading
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Installation,
Single

Wire

Lead-ins Used.

Quinby
Victor Co., Inc.
mmm
V,
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This

A miMlern shii'tdiMl lead-in job atop the Apartment Hotel Governor Clinton, opposite IVnn. Station and serviriK all the rooniH
below

presents a neater appearance than the
usual rectangular surface box with spuare
corners. This new box is circular, with
a rounded top, and is provided in two
parts, base and top. First, the base is
attached to the wall by screws, then the
Taplet is spliced into the Cabloy, after

. Centra/
conductor -

tighfnmg
arrester.

Copper
ribbon
ground

T

Ground
connect/on
Showing typical arrangement of
" Antensifier" and aasoeiated tievices near antenna lead-in, usually
Installed in a pent house
For exposed or surface work, "Wiremoid" boxes, IS" deep, may be employed
for these radio outlets in which case,
the RCA single gang flush plate with the
antenna and ground pin jacks is the
same. However, for extensive surface
work, as in the case of wiring up the
entire premises of an existing building,
a surface box has been designed, which
facilitates the work of installation and
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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"Cabloy," Nhh'lded conductor
in.
in diameter used for signal distribution

which the Cabloy is secured to the base
by small clamping ears which: are
punched up as an integral part of the
base. Next, the corresponding "twistouts" are removed from the cover, and
after the cover member is connected to
the "pig-tails" it is placed over the base
and secured by two screws.
Wherever the lead sheath of the
Cabloy has been opened for splicing or
connecting, rubber tape is securely
wrapped over the joint, applied in such
a manner that it will not only insulate
the conductors, but also run well up
over the ends of the. lead sheath to effectively exclude moisture from the
opening. A layer of friction tape is then
applied to secure the rubber tape in
place. All joints or splices are soldered,
using rosin core solder only. Under
ordinary circumstances, as many as 50
radio outlets may be connected to the
line fed by one Antcnsifier. In the last
radio outlet box on each line—in addition to the Taplet—another device is employed, known as a "Terminet." It
looks just like the Taplet, but instead of
being finished in black, like the Taplet,
the_ Terminet is finished in bright redi
.1 his latter device is a line terminating
resistance.
The lead sheath of the Cabloy is at
ground potential, and irnmcdiatelv under
this lead sheath, there is a flat' copper
ribbon, also at ground potential, which
provides a low resistance ground connection for each outlet and each terminal, and at the same time maintains
the proper distributed capacity design of
the Cabloy, The sheath and the copper
37

strip are grounded at both ends of the
line, and also at the lowest point on lines
which loop downward and hend upward
again,
250 Sets to Each Wire

This is the second of a
series of articles about
master antennas.
The
first appeared in the June
issue of "Radio Retailing" and the third will
follow in an early number

The system is designed tor a 500-foot
maximum line with a maximum o£ SO
radio outlets, but longer lines with
correspondingly fewer outlets may be
employed, as shown by the curve printed
ou these pages. The design of this system permits as many as five Antensifier
units to be connected to one antenna,
and since as many as 50 radio outlets
can he fed by one Antensifier on a 500foot line, this means that a maximum of considered hopelessly shielded from
radio waves, but at the same time, effectively shutting out the bedlam of
electrical interference from various surrounding sources, such as sparking com-Clip
mutators, arcing contacts, X-ray devices,
etc. Obtaining satisfactory radio reception is largely a matter of improving the
ratio of desirable signal energy to undesirable- local interference, and very often
this means employing a remotely located
antenna.
G.E.
clamp
Taped
System is Flexible
G.E5.P.
Ant
"Cab/oyi
000
pin jack^ connection,^. 1■A I
One of the worst problems of this
sort to he encountered w:as readily
solved by the Antcuaplex System on an
island in Lake Ontario near the entrance
to the St. Lawrence River, where an
antiquated IXC. power house created a
hopeless din of local intereference, which
was radiated by all the transmission
lines of the sys'tem. Since it was not
deemed economical to spend any money
on the hnprovcmnt of the powwr generatK
ing equipment at the time, and it was
Ground
highly desirable to get good radio receppin Jack
tion immediately at two or three impor58361
tant points, an antenna was constructed
5
at one end of the island some distance
box
Tap/er
away from the nearest branch of the
power network. Here an Antensifier
unit was located in a weatherproof box
Arrangement of rndio outlet in an
on a pole, and an overhead line was
apartment uning a narrow box
built for a distance of 500 feet to the first
point where radio reception was re250 outlets may he energized by a single quired. Supported by poles spaced 50
antenna. It is of special significance that feet apart, a f" stranded galvanized,
even at this maximum loading, all out- steel "messenger" cable was employed,
lets on the system deliver most of the to which suspenders located at frequent
antenna signal energy to the radio set, intervals held two lead cables, one being
minus the local intereference which the Cabloy line, and the other a lead
would otherwise he picked up by long covered Ko. 14 110 v. 00 r. ax. The duplex supplied operating current to the
lead-in wires.
Antensifier from a properly filtered converter in the building where the first
radio set was to be located. This same
converter
supplied A.C. power to run the
Lead-ins Thoroughly Shielded
radio set at this location.
Between this point and the next location where radio sets were to be operated,
The Cabloy, being metal sheathed, ef- an underground line was constructed for
fectively shuts out most everything ex- a distance of 1,000 feet, necessitated by
cept that which is picked up at the an- an intervening golf course. This line
tenna, and having located the antenna consisted only of the single Cabloy conwhere it will pick up good, clean signals, ductor, as another filtered rotary conthese signals can be kept clean and verter was available in the other buildtransmitted all over the distribution sys- ing to which this line was run. The total
tem to all points where it is desired to length of this line was 1,500 feet, the
sheath being well grounded at both ends
deliver them to the radio sets.
Experience has demonstrated the and at the 500-foot point where transpractical value of this system, it having position was made from overhead to
not only carried strong signals down underground construction.
The ground at the antenna end was
into locations which were heretofore
3S

effected by a large copper plate anchored
at the bottom of Lake Ontario about 30
feet from the shore, and the other two
grounds were made in the conventional
manner to water pipes. The results were
very gratifying, as WEAF, W]Z,
WABC, and many other major stations
were brought in clearly for the first
time on record—that is, at such times as
old man Static chose to give us a break.
As only a few outlets were required, the
length of this line was within the allowable operating limits of the systemWhile the above instance represents
an extreme case, it demonstrates the possibility of locating an antenna where receiving conditions are good, and of conveying the signals thus picked up over
fairly long distances right through the
heart of had local interference sources.

U

'dip

Cabloy —
. ' '!

I plate
a
/ Mtp.
itcrews
f
Tap/ef

How a surface outlet box la
connected
Of course, it is important, in such cases,
to keep the flexible leads from the radio
outlet to the radio receiver as short as
possible, or to property protect them
with well grounded shields. Moreover,
due attention should be paid to effectively filter the power supply to the
radio receivers as well as to the
Antensifier unit.
Has Many Uses
We have yet to encounter a receiving
problem that the Antenaplex System
will not solve, and although the multifamily dwelling seems to be the most
extensive field for this type of equipment, it is coming into popularity in
radio dealer's demonstration rooms, the
radio section of department .stores and
office buildings, hotels, hospitals—even
for many large detached dwellings.
Herein lies a new and fertile field for
the radio man and the electrical contractor to jointly exploit.
Radio Retailing, September, 1931
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Test for Open Oscillator
Grid Coil

By l.'mis iVilheii. Jr.
An open grid Coil in the oscillator circuit
of a superheterodyne cannot be checked
with an ordinary circuit analyzer. Tins
usually makes it necessary lo go to the
suspected coil itself and this is a lengthy
and difficult process.
The coil may be checked externally by
means of a d.c. voltmeter. The diagram
(Majestic dOf shows how the coil is isolated

6

/

7^ 3jU aid

-D.C
vo/ffrt&ter

from tlic rest of the circuit by the condensers C, C2, CJ, C4 and C5. When the
tube is oscillating current flows in the
100,000 ohm resistor between grid and
cathode and produces a voltage drop. If
an attempt is made to check this circuit
with an analyzer the plug and Its long
leads prevent the tube from oscillating.
By twisting a short length of llexible
wire to the grid prong of the tube and
inserting the low-range d.c. voltmeter
between the grid and ground wc are able
to read the drop across the resistor. If
the grid coil were open the tube could
not oscillate, the resistance would not pass
current and hence there would be no voltage drop, proving that the trouble is in L.
This test is applicable to most supers,
although the oscillator circuits differ in
detail.

this is not an indication of gas. but is
caused by cathode ray bombardment of the
glass. This condition is produced by electrons passing through the grid either above
or below the plate, receiving an accelerating energy from the plate but not being
stopped by it, then striking the glass and
causing the "getter" deposits on the glass
to lluoresce with a btue color.
According to the Cable Radio Tube Corporation this phenomenon is. proof that a
pentode is exceedingly gas free as a slight
trace of gas disperses the electrons in such
a manner that their energy and path is
not concentrated enough to produce this
effect. This fluorescence should not be confused with the true gaseous condition which
produces a glow immediately surrounding
the plate, between filanient and plate or
sometimes lilling the whole bulb volume.

Replacing Dial Drives
By Frank L. Bowers
To replace cable drives on all sets remove
the dial and slip two sponge rubber cushion
disks snch as those supplied with the Bosch
33 chassis on the shaft. Put the dial back
on the shaft, compressing the rubber disks
and tighten up the setscrcw. Then whistle
soft music while you replace the belt. The
dial won't turn.

Home-Made AutoT ransformer
By J. P. Kennedy

An old Calkite trickle-charger transformer may be re-vamped to function as an
auto-transformer capable of raising or
lowering a.c. line voltage. With a 1 amp.
load it is possible to vary 110 volt a.c.
Dope on the Pentode
supply about 10 volts in either direction
merely by connecting the secondary in the
When a curious glow is noticed in a proper manner. If one end of this wind-pentode just under the surface of the glass ing is connected to the primary as shown
Radio Retailing, September, 1931

Another Service Survey
A nationwide survey just completed by
Radio Retailing indicates that 97 per cent
of all retail sales outlets do their own
service work. The remaining 3 per cent
split it between specializing organizations
and the shops of other dealers.
The average radio store employs 2.3 fulltime servicemen. In addition, managers
arc maintained by 52 per cent. Primary
radio dealers boast the largest repair
forces, electrical, music and department
stores trailing in this order.
Faulty tubes are responsible for 57 per
cent of all service calls. Condensers cause
11 per cent of the grief, resistors 9 per
cent; antennas and grounds 8 per cent.
The average dealer repaired 878 sets in
1930.

the voltage will be increased while reversal
will decrease the output voltage.
This home-made device may be used in
the shop if the line voltage is consistently

! 10 A.C. Line
I
i

Primary \
Load

too low or too high in order to operate
testing equipment and sets at specified
voltages.

To Remove Chassis Rivets

By Ralph Lc Brun
I have just finished work on an all metal
chassis with plenty of rivets. Several of
these had to be removed and I didn't want
the repair job to show. It was impossible
to get at them from underneath and diffi39
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cult to work on top of the chassis without
scratching it,
So 1 startetl a drill, one as small as
possible without slipping through the opening, in each rivet, keeping as near to the
center as 1 could. This was followed by a
drill about the same sine as the rivet top.
As a result tiie rivets dropped out and no
scratches or marks showed.

A Convenient "Silencer"
By B. S. Naimark
In most homes the radio receiver and the
telephone are some distance apart. To be
able to silence the radio when the phone
rings, at the phone, represents a convenience that cannot be overestimated.
The method by which this may be accomplished, pictured in the accompanying
sketch, is both simple and effective and has

Re-vamping a Jewell 209
Auto-Radio—
a new service instrument
Auto-radio, in the service car.
is a good investment. IVhen a
customer complains about noisy
reception and the racket is in the
poicer line, the sen'iceman tvho
has a radio-equipped car can
prove it.
And there is every chance that
such a permanent exhibit in the
car, which spends its lime right
in among prospects, zvill produce
iinlu-radio business.

By Macks Conaway
A Jewell model 209 tube checker may
be re-vamped so that it will test both
plates of an '80 rectifier by adding a push
type single-pole, double-throw switch and
a single-pole, single-throw switch as shown
in the illustration,
T he push type switch may be mounted on
the side of the tester case within the instrument by bolting it to the wood and
drilling a hole for the button. The singlepole, single-throw switch, closed for testing tubes other than the '80, is left open
- Case

Pilot Lamp Test Adaptor
By Edward F. Dugan

G..

F

To construct an adaptor which simplifies
J-J
the job of testing pilot lamps, solder fine
wires to the filament prongs of a fourprong base, inside the base, and connect
m
these to the terminal screws on a miniature
socket.
Fill the base nearly full of hot pitch
and press the miniature socket down into when a rectifier is placed in the socket.
K .
9.
it, holding it in place with wood screws Pressing the button swings the milliampassed through the retaining holes into the meter from one plate of the rectifier to the
pitch.
other.
fw;
ti
Place this adaptor in a '45 socket for
testing 2.5 pilot lamps and in an '80 socket
'tjrovnd
for testing 6 volt types. The adaptor can
be used with a receiver, analyzer or tube
the following advantages, (a) Only an checker as its power supply.
Microfarad Meter
OX and OFF switch and a single length
By E. W. Scaton
of wire is required, (b) The mechanism
of the set is not tampered with- (c) The
An inexpensive, but quite accurate, microwiring does not carry power hence docs
larad meter capable of checking condensers
not require Underwriter's approval.
with capacities of from .25 mfd. to 4 mid.
The OX and OFF switch is placed in a
Another Dial Cable Kink
may be constructed by connecting a cheap
convenient position close to the phone, it
0-50 "plunger" type voltmeter, such as
may be of the pendant type if convenient,
those used to test B-battcries, in series
and when the phone is to be used the
with a SO watt lamp, a light line plug and
By
Richard
G.
Devaney
switch is turned to the OX position, effeca pair of test prods.
tively grounding the antenna greatly reWhen the plug is connected to a 60 cycle
ducing or completely eliminating reproduc11 you have ever had occasion to change a.c. line and the prods touched to the
tion from the set.
a dial cable on a Majestic 71, 72 or 52 or terminals of a condenser the meter needle
a Philco then you have wished for three will rise, the reading being high for high
hands. Here's the third one for you. capacities, low for low capacities. The
Secure a
in. rubber band and loop it instrument may be calibrated by connectaround tbc dial shaft, wrapping it around ing a number of condensers of known
several times to secure the desired tension capacity in the circuit one at a time and
and then slipping it over the volume con- marking their values on the meter dial.
Charging From a 32-Volt
trol knob to hold it in place.
I always wind up the rear cable drum
Plant
first, then put on the rubber band and then
wrap the front drum.
By Edivin IV. Holscher
Tool for Setscrews;
Farmers who have 32-volt electric plants
Condenser Test Set
may charge batteries without moving them
How Do YOLJ Do It?
' close to the generating and storage system.
Radio Retailing ivitl pay for acConnect the positive side of the line
By M. E. llcnsler
directly to the positive pole of the battery
ceptable letters from experienced
to be charged and connect the negative
servicemen describing Original
side of the line to the negative pole of this
methods, or equipment of interest
By tjiking an old screwdriver and cutting
battery tlirough a 2S-walt electric lamp:
to other shops.
off tiie blade, just leaving the round shank
A larger tamp charges the battery faster,
We can use dope on modernisaand then by filing a notch in the end a
a smaller one reduces the charging rate.
tion of old tube testers, analysers
A switch may be connected permanently to
very handy wrench can be made to fit setand oscillators.
the lamp socket to permit the battery to be
screws
on the condensers of Crosley
Mail "kinks" to W. MacDonald,
charged at will. This method is much
modcls.
Technical Editor, Radio Retailing,
better than using J cells of the plant batTo make a good filter condenser checker
10th Ave. at 36th St.. New York
teries as this causes the system to be unconnect an old B-eliminator supplying
City.
evenly loaded even though it is periodically
about 180 volts d.c. in scries with a small
charged.
neon lamp and a pair of test leads.
40
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NATODNAL
(RADOO WEEK
Posters such as this will help
make the public "radio conscious." One should be in the
window of every store in the
country

i
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ehind
C^OOD sales ideas can he no better than the salesmen
J behind them.
Retailers must he the salesmen behind National Radio
Week, September 21-27.
This annual celebration, sponsored for the fourth
consecutive year by the National Federation of Radio
Associations, can he the means of selling many new sets.
Just how much each individual dealer gets out of it
depends largely on just how much he puts into it.
The trade should by all means join the movement,
if not for the general betterment of the radio business,
then for purely selfish reasons. Dealers who played it
up to the full in past years have derived material benefit.
The idea has proven sound.
What Has Reex Done
NFRA's committee (Harold J. Wrape. J. Newcomh
Blackmail, Peter Sampson, Michael Ert, Harry
Alter and II. G. Erstrom) have laid interesting plans
for the national celebration. They have started the half
rolling in this manner:
Posters (21 in. x 28 in.), one of which is reproduced
on this page have been prepared. Stickers, carrying the
same design and useful in advertising through the mails,
are also available. In addition, a window streamer and
a yellow and black poster reading "Buy Now, Come in
for Demonstration" (11 in. x 21 in,), may be obtained
at moderate cost. All display material may be purchased
directly from headquarters, 32 West Randolph Street.
Chicago, if your distributor cannot supply it.
The cooperation of two broadcasting chains has been
requested and there is every reason to believe that many
special programs by nationally known artists will he
arranged during the week to attract the attention of the
listening public. Sponsors of chain programs have been
requested to make some sort of announcement concerning
radio's 11th birthday during the celebration and many
have already signified their intention of so doing. It
is believed that the number of chain programs dedicated
licuiio Retailing, September, 1931
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to National Radio Week will easily exceed the 33
obtained last year.
All individual broadcasting stations arc to lie contacted
prior to September 21 and it is expected that more than
300 will carry frequent announcements pertaining to
the celebration.
More than 100 newspapers will create special sections.
Set and tube manufacturers will make it the theme of
their billboard, newspaper and magazine advertising.
What You Can Do
USE Radio Week to stimulate business in your own
neighborhood. Don't "let John do it" for the chances
are that if he does he will get the lion's share of business
resulting. The following methods of attracting attention
to the store are suggested. Work out your own details:
1. HOLD "OPEN HOUSE." Store open evenings. Special
window spate and interior decoration. Perhaps a one-man radio
show. Entertainment in the store.
2. PLAN JOINT ADVERTISING. Dealer-distributor tieups with manufacturers copy. Cooperation through local trade
association.
3. PLAN JOINT BROADCASTS. Suggestions; Sporting
event, local talent, perhaps a noted educator to talk to children.
4. COMPETITIVE WINDOWS. Suggest at your next association luncheon : Prizes for best local radio windows, newspaper publicity.
5. RADIO BANQUET. Another idea to be suggested at your
association meeting. Secure attendance of radio stars. Broadcast the banquet.
6. RADIO BONFIRES. Burn up old sets. Secure publicity.
7. RADIO QUEENS. Cooperate with other retailers and
start a beauty contest.
8. ESSAY CONTEST. Offer prize for best one on "What
Radio Means to Me."
9. ANNOUNCERS CONTEST. Enlist cooperation of local
stations. Get public to vote for favorite voice.
Many other ideas, and variations of those listed above,
are possible and can be the means of producing business
during the week of September 21—27, Plan your activity
now. Advertise Radio Week. Cash in on the national
publicity which will be given to radio.
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careful consideration to the "open pool" proposed by the Government's agent, Judge Olney.
2. The independent radio manufacturers want
a pool, but a pool limited to their own or present
industry membership. An "open pool," they insist, would throw the radio business indeed "open"
to every outside manufacturer who ever took a
whim to enter radio as a side-line, thus compounding the present situation of too many factories
and too much production,
3. The radio inventors claim that unless the
proposed pool machinery is carefully designed,
the inventor would have only one prospective
customer to whom to take his future inventions,
the pool monopoly, and that such concentration
of patent buying power would leave little opportunity for Incentive or reward for invention.
Here are the three conflicting viewpoints which
must in the end be coordinated—and a compromise reached — in the interest of the public,
which is the ultimate customer to be served.

Battery Sets More Numerous
ACCORDING to the figures of a large manufacturer of batteries, designed for radio
receivers, 15 prominent radio concerns now make,
and are pushing, at least one "farm" model—
"and the balance of the big fellows will announce
an item of this nature not later than October 15."
Jobbers, too, are appreciating the merit of such
a line, which carries a higher list and opens a
large and less saturated market.
Now it's the dealer's move. Better battery
sets are available. What will be done with this
opportunity?

The "Patent Pool"
from Three Angles
OUT of the welter of discussion of the proposed radio patent pool, three different and
distinct points of view are emerging:
1. Threatened with a gun at their heads, in
the form of the Department of Justice suit,
accompanied by the menace of staggering fines,
the Radio Corporation group have been giving
Poor vs.

Good

A Tip on Tubes
THE radio industry Is apt to witness, in the
next few months, growth of the replacement tube business from a sideline into a major
activity. As set prices decline, and as cheap
midgets become still cheaper, tube business will
become, by comparison, more attractive to
dealers. For the same amount of net profit may
often be realized on the sale of 30 tubes as from
the sale of a small set. And tubes sell for cash
and are practically devoid of installation and
maintenance worries.
Tube manufacturers, recognizing this possibility, are producing efficient "silent salesmen" In
the form of elaborate, eye-filling testers for use
by retailers. Around these instruments, which
will probably be as numerous as cash registers by
fall, high-pressure sales talks calculated to reach
right out and take the customer by the pocketbook will materialize.
Dealers would do well to climb aboard this
band-wagon. Little enough has been done to tap
the replacement tube market and it is likely that

Radio Reproduction-—(1.) Ordinary speec
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concentrated effort will produce much unsuspected
business. The profits accruing might well be
used to tide over until set prices again return to
more profitable levels.

Raucous Radios
AS HAS often been voiced, our business is that
of selling entertainment, not noise. Certainly no one factor is of greater importance to
this objective than pleasing tonal value. Why.
then, do 95 out of 100 dealers completely overlook this point in their continuous front door
demonstration (?) of the merchandise they are
selling? The answer is thoughtlessness, pure
and simple.
Time and again, when visiting dealer's stores,
the volume and quality of the noise "background"
against which conversation must be conducted,
has been so raucous as to practically prohibit an
intelligent exchange of ideas. What must be the
state of mind of the discriminating customer,
when subject to like conditions?
Wanted: to hear from a dealer who specializes
in tone purity. How does he do it, and with
what results?

Pack with Care, Mr. Setmaker
COMPLAINTS are being registered that
many of the tubes now being received by
dealers in the smaller sets are damaged in transit. This Is causing endless trouble and expense,
generally borne by said dealer.
Because of the small margin of profit on sets
selling for less than $70, one unnecessary service
call frequently means the difference between a
retailing profit or loss. It is distinctly up to the
manufacturer, therefore, to exercise unusual care
in packing these tubes in the original shipment.
We recommend that they be enclosed in Individual
cardboard containers.
It is the unescapable duty of the shipper to so
pack tubes that everyone will be received in 100
per cent working order.
with high and low frequencies eliminated.
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Seeing Sound
SOME radio sets "sound real"; others distort,
and reproduce imperfectly and indistinctly.
Whether a set delivers clear distinct speech
and "reality" of musical tone, depends upon the
faithfulness with which the speaker diaphragm
vibrates to all the complex frequencies in the
sound wave—and especially to the very high frequencies. Note those rapid, tiny vibrations present
in Curve No. 2 below, but not in No. 1. It Is
these rapid vibrations (high frequencies) which
give crispncss and clearness to speech, and timbre
and quality to music.
Recent developments in high-speed oscillographs have made it possible to photograph the
complex sound vibrations, including the highest
frequencies. In the accompanying oscliiograms,
prepared for Radio Retailing through the courtesy of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, the
original pure sound-wave graph of the word
"radio" is compared with the same word as received through a set cutting off frequencies below
250 cycles and above 3,000 cycles.
By comparing curves of recorded speech and
music in this way, it is possible to show to customers the difference in the response of a good
and a poor set, and to explain why the poor set
sounds muffled, distorted, and indistinct.
Fidelity of reproduction In a radio set is not,
of course, a matter of the speaker alone. Not
only the speaker diaphragm, but every [ink in the
circuit, from antenna to sound box, must oscillate
faithfully to this complex wave form. This includes the electrical currents flowing in the many
local circuits, the electron streams in the tube, and
the mechanically moving parts of the speaker.
Only if all lake part, in unison, in this complex
vibration pattern, does the ensuing sound produced emerge "real" and undistorted.

A Good $150 Combination
THE trade wants a good non-automatic combination to list for not more than $150. This
need was frequently pointed out to the writer
on his recent "swing around the circle" trip.
Engineers and sales managers please note.

(2.) All frequencies present
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Worlds

September, 1931

Fair

Highlights on the

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES TO GET
EQUAL REPRESENTATION AT
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
THIS year's Radio-Electrical World's Fair, the 8th annual, to he staged
at Madison Square Garden, New York, will teaturc complete displays
of all types of electrical appliances as well as the newest radio sets and
accessories.
Elaborate scientific displays, revealing the latest wonders in the fields
of radio and electricity, will be headlined. The crystal studios will bring an
array of stellar microphone performers of National broadcasting Company
and Columbia Broadcasting System before the show visitors.
In connection with the Fair, the manageir.ent is sponsoring' the "Third Annual ' i
~ ~
'
"
Search" for the most beautiful radio artist
in America. Every radio studio in the
RADIO SHOWS
land is being surveyed for the fairest
feminine microphone performer. An emi- New York City
Sept. 21-26
nent committee of judges will select the
Sl/t Annuul Radio World's
winning entrant who will fx1 brought to
Fair and Electrical ExposiNew York City with all expenses paid, to
tion, Madison Square Garden
reign at the Fair. An elaborate suite will
be reserved at the Park Centra! Hotel— Si. Louis
Sept. 21-26
official show headquarters — for "Miss
Annual Soullnves! .\<iRadio, 1931" and her chaperon. A car and
tionnl. Radio Exposition,
chauffeur will also he at her disposal, as
Nezv Coliseum
was the case last year.
Bernardine Hayes, of WBBM, Chicago, Minneapolis
Sept. 28-Oel. 3
the reigning "Miss Radio," has appeared
Sept. 28-Oc[. 3
in talking motion pictures and hltcd numer- Philadelphia
ous personal appearance engagements in
Electric & Radio Show.
Los Angeles. Olive Shea, of WABC, New
Municipal Convention Hall
York, "Miss Radio, 1929," has been feaOct. 3-1(1
tured in several Paramount and Warner Kansas City
Bros, productions and, last season, was seen I.os Angeles
Oct. 4-11
on the Broadway stage in "Blind Mice."
Vlh Anniial Radio ami ElecThe New York show will launch a camtrical Exposiliou. Special
paign to close the gaps in radio ownership.
iniildinq, cor. I-air fax and
In some states slightly more than SO per
IViltshire
cent of the families own sets, while in
others the percentage of ownership is as Milwaukee
Oct. 6-10
low as 10 per cent.
Chicago
Oct.
19-25
A sharp increase in the use of electrical
household appliances, which will react to
10ll> Annual Chicago Radio
the benefit of the thousands of radio dealers,
Show and Electrical Exposiis destined to accompany the advance ol
tion, Coliseum
radio, show Manager Clayton Irwin
National
Assn.
of Broadcasters
believes.
"With the increase of cheap power,
Oct. 27,28. 29
everywhere," Mr. Irwin declares, "more of
To be held in Detroit, Mich.
the work about the home is going to be
done with electricity. A trend is now
started for widespread ownership o£ household appliances to be merchandised by radio
dealers. In recognition of this trend, the
m
name of the annual radio exposition, after
seven years, has been changed to include
ii
the word 'electrical' and it is now known
as the Radio-Electrical World's Fair for
that reason."
Coining Down
'mmwAWe
Substantial reductions in admission prices
tn the Eighth Annual Radio World's Fair
and the Tenth Annual Chicago RadioElectrical Show are announced.
The admission to the New York show
at Madison Square Garden, September
21-26, inc., will he 50 cents afternoons, and
75 cents evenings: for the Chicago show
at the Coliseum, October 19-25, inc., 50
cents afternoons and evenings.
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Plane Minded
This monster Douglas amphibian is
Powers third plane—or is it his fifth?
Uses 'em for strictly business purposes.
This photograph was taken at his
arrival at the Atlanta airport with
first samples of new radio sets for delivery to Beek & Greg-g, Crosley distrlbutors in Georgia.
iLeft to right: J. R. Jones, of the
Kelley Co., dealer ; W. A. Parker, president, Beek A: Gregg; Powel Crosley.
C. A. Gooper, factory representative,
and J. IF. Almand, St ere hi Bros.
Supreme Announces Contest
Incidental to the introduction of its
new Diagnometcr AAA1, the Supreme
Instrument Cor]), announces a contest
of interest to service men. A group, of
prizes will be given for the best letters
on the subject "Why I Prefer a Supreme
niagiuiniclcr AAA1 for Modern Service." First prize is a new tester, and the
contest is open to anybody.
The contest closes at midnight, Octo
her 15. Full, information may be received from the Supreme Instrunients
Corp., Greenwood, .Miss.
Ken-Rad Holds Juhilea (I <;d;
Ken-Rad Jubilee Week, sponsored by
the Owensboro Messenger Inquirer, recently closed with one of the greatest
merchandising and business pep-ups that
Owensboro, Ky., has ever seen. More
than fifty of the largest stores, cooperated with Ken-Rad in a city-wide
window display contest.
J. R, Bizzelle, formerly assistant sales
manager of Pacent, has been stepped up
to tbe rank of general sales manager.
The Certified Radio Servicemen of Oakland, Calif., have just elected the following
men to office for the coming year: Pan!
E. Current, B. K. Estes, Claire W. Lannan,
and A. F. Kurrels.
Radio Retailing, September. 1931

New York,
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New- of the Month

RMA ACTIVE IN
PATENT POOLING

New York, N. Y.
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COLUMBIA TO JOB
FAD A AND NORGE
DO

Eight Branches to Start.
Distribution—
U ill Make Dry Cleaner

President Coil Appoints
Managing Connnittee

Many services to the radio industry have
:
recently been launched by (he board o
to :
Realizing that if it would meet the
directors of the Radio Manufacturers Assoneeds of dealers, it must supply them
ciation. Chief among these is the resolve
And in Spain
with a more varied product, the Coof this body to take an active participation
lumbia Phonograph Co. is adding other
in the forthcpming meetings, at WashUatlio distribution headquarters of
radio lines so as to more thoroughly
Platon Text do, liarrelona, Spain, who
ington. D. C, for the purpose of evolving
ivprosonts ("hmnu in the land of the
cover the field.
a workable, equitable patent pooling plan.
iuill and the olive.
At the present time this well-known
Other members of this scries of conferconcern is distributing Fada sets through
ences will be the U. S. Department of
eight of its branches: Boston, Atlanta,
Jtislicc, the Radio Corporation of America
Jacksonville, New Orleans, Dallas, Los
and the Radio Protective Association.
State Dept. Aids RMA
Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle.
Preliminary meetings of the RMA special
Additional standard makes of receivers
in Tariff Fight
patent committee already have been held.
tire to he taken on for sale through other
The first meeting with government officials
Assistance of the State Department at branches as fast as arrangements can be
and other interested parties is scheduled
for approximately the middle of this month. Washington has been accorded to the made.
Association in opDistribution of the Norge refrigerator
An innovation in the RMA organization, Radio Manufacturers
drastic increases in tariff rates on through Columbia's Atlanta branch is
instituted by President Coit. is the estah- posing
apparatus recently ordered l)y also announced—to be handled by other
lishment of a managing committee to take radio
countries. Argentina, branches later.
action in emergency matters between meet- t-atin-American
ings (if the directors. This committee Uruguay. Costa Rico and Mexico _ In addition to these added activities,
higher customs rates on radio Columbia will bring out a popular priced
also will act as a contact body with other decreed
radio organizations. With president Coit sets, tubes, phonographs and phono- "home dry cleaner" for use with a special
non-explosive fluid.
as cx-officio chairman, the new managing graph records.
W. C. Fuhri, vice-president, feels that
committee includes: A. L. Wells of Chiwith this new policy, dealers' sales curves
cago; Fred D, Williams of New York and
will he considerably straightened out.
Kennedy Distribution Policy
N. P. Bloom of Louisville, Ky., vicepresidents of the RMA; L. F. Muter of
li. Kennedy Corp. has decided not
Chicago, treasurer of the Association, and to Colin
distribute exclusively through jobbers in
To serve dealers in Montana, R.
FL B. Richmond of Cambridge, Mass.,
all territories, owing to present day condi- Proud fit Co., Lincoln, Neb., has opened
past-president.
tions,
but
has
adopted
(he
policy
of
going
a branch in Great t ails, under the managerOne of the important enterprises of the
ship of S. E. Ely.
managing committee will be cooperation direct to dealers in some cases.
with the Radio Wholesalers Association
and the National Federation of Radio
Associations in promoting "National Radio
"Mighty Monarchs" Fall for "Chicken"
Week." September 21-27.
Company for Radio Servire Formed
Pacific Radio Service. San Francisco,
has recently been organized to handle
dealer service departments. Thus far
this organization has been successful in
arranging with several large dealers to
lia!idle_ their problems. They are members of the Pacific Radio Trade Association. and are employing certified men.
D. [. Dreessen is manager.

i:>
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Santa Barbara Licenses Dealers
An ordinance lias recently been passed
in Santa Barbara, Calif., that requires
every radio dealer to pay an annual
license fee of $50, to provide funds for a
radio interference department.
The Colonial Radio Corporation announces the appointment of R. L,
Englaston Sales Company, Chicago, as
manufacturer's agent.

Although much vvatsr has flown
under the wheel since Majestic hold its
first convention, the •custom of having
a pretty girl unveil the new line is
still retained.

Rail: Retailing, September. 1()S1

"The most businesslike, effective ami
plctislnff convention In our history",
according to all who attended O rigs byGrunow's recent convention in Chicago.
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DISTRIBUTOR
APPOINTMENTS
Zenith—Scranlon Disl. Inc., Scranton,
Pa., northeastern Pennsylvania; Zwcifler,
Inc., Marrisburg, central Pennsylvania;
Post & Lester, Hartford and New London,
Conn.: Connecticut except Fairiield County
and the southern half of New Haven
County.
Golii Seal Electkic Co.—Continental
Television Corp.—National sales rights of
Continental Television kits,—Territory
now being allotted to distributors throughout the country.
RCA-Radiotron—H. R. Cnrtiss Co.—
Territory—northern California.
Kolster—Western Radio, Inc., Los
Angeles; Columbia Stores Co., Denver;
Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., Baltimore;
Edwin C, Lewis, Inc., Boston; F. Tiemann
Stove & Hdwe. Co., St. Louis; B & O
Radio, Inc., Newark; Thomas J. Northway,
Inc., Rochester; Heat & Power Engineering Co., Toledo; Roberts Auto &• Radio
Supply Co., Philadelphia; Radio Wholesalers, Inc., Scranton; J, E. Dilworth Co.,
Memphis; and Wadel, Connally PIdwe, Co.,
Tyler Texas.
Brunswick—W. F. Frederick Piano Co.,
Pittsburgh and Morley Murphy Co., Philadelphia.
Majestic—Specialty Wholesalers Inc.,
Buffalo. Seven counties in western New
York.
Lyric—Wakcm & Whipple, Inc., Chicago—northern Illinois.
Trav-Ler to Make Sets and
Television Equipment
A license under patents of the RCA
and affiliated companies to manufacture
radio receivers, combinations and television receivers and apparatus, has been
granted to the Trav-Ler Mfg. Corp.,
St. Louis.
Trav-Ler intends to go into production immediately and market a complete
line of receivers, including both t.r.f. and
superheterodyne types, ranging from
$39.95 to $89,50 retail, An auto-radio
and short-wave set arc also included.
Of interest, are the plans of this company to also go into production on a
complete line of reasonably-priced telcvision equipment, including both separate television receivers and combination
radio and television instruments, as well
as kits, parts and accessories.
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Keep Your Eye on the
Ball! Mr.?
Kadio's masked marvel. Who is he?
Large and unusable priijos will be
awarded the first three who name this
"land cleaving" jobber. Another "ray"
of light on this mystery will be found
elsewhere on this page.
New Quarters /or Bechtol
Ray Bechtol has moved his Cleveland
Ignition Co. to new and sumptious quarters
at 1301 Superior Ave., Cleveland. Claims
the other location was too near the golf
links.
Spartan W ill Nat Start Branches
The following letter was received Aug.
21 from William Sparks, president. SparksWithington Co., Jackson, Mich.; "Information has reached me that a great many
rumors arc passing around in the industry
that the Sparks-Withington Co. is about
to start branches of its own to handle its
product in place of distributors. We have
never had branches and today it is the
farthest from our thoughts to handle our
distribution in any such way."

PERSONNEL CHANGES
"Bill" Hutteb's many friends will be
interested to learn of his recent election
to the directoraie at Capehart, He will
act as chief electrical engineer and be in
charge of the Manufacturers' Division sales
of the record-changing devices.
E. G. Hefter lias taken charge of the
Zenith office at 1225 Broadway, New York
City. For ten years Mr. Hefter was president and general manager of the Great
Western Auto Supply Co., St. Louis, distributor,
Arthur S. Detscii has been appointed
district sales manager for Polymet in
Washington and Oregon. His office address is: Security Building, Portland, Ore.
P, T. Clay, F. R. Sherman and F. W.
Stephenson, president, vice-president and
secretary-treasurer, respectively, of Sherman Clay & Co., have retired from active
participation and C. TI. ok Acres has heen
elected president and general manager. Mr.
de Acres has been with this company since
last July, when he resigned as vice-president
and general manager of Lyon & Healy.
Fred H. Straver has decided to strike
out into a new line of work, and has left
Sylvania for the Hammond Clock Co.,
where he will be in charge of the advertising and sales promotional work. Mr.
Strayer, who has been with Sylvania for
the past four years, was guest of honor at
a farewell party given by the executives,
and presented with a sterling silver service.
Henry E. Gardiner has been appointed
Western sales manager for Colin B. Kennedy, and will be in charge of all sales in
that territory, as well as Hawaii.
Wylie M. Dosan, San Francisco: C. W.
Towns, Los Angeles, and G. B. Flood,
Seattle, have been appointed Colin H, Kennedy zone managers.
H. Seerv, formerly representative of
Jackson-Bell, Ltd., succeeds R. S. Prtbyl
as sales manager of the Cardinal Radio
Mfg. Co., Los Angeles.
Gerard H. Slattery, for the past few
years director of broadcasting with Harry
M. Frost Co., Boston, is now manager
of the new Shortwave & Television Co.'s
stations WIXAV and WIXAU. He still
retains his radio affiliations with Frost.
Robert Hertzlkrc has resigned as sales
promotion manager of Pilot to return to
New York where he was formerly active
in radio publishing circles.

This Month's Shipboard Picture
\i
w - 2."

Studebaker Purchases
Fricker-Irvine Patents
The Fricker-Irvine patents, and
patents pending, on a system for suppressing inductive interference and
minimizing fading and atmospherics,
have been purchased by Clement Studebaker III from William C. Grunow. Mr.
Grunow retains a non-transferable
license. The services of R. H. Fricker,
inventor, and Chas. C. Henry, who have
conducted research on radio noise suppression, have also been secured.
The trade name "Elimostat" has been
adopted. The Sonora Company of
Canada, Ltd., Tornoto, has secured a
license to manufacture and sell the
Elimostat in Canada,
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The publicity boys, apparently, have
agreed that we must run at least one
nautical photo per issue. This month's
contribution comes from Sparks-With-

ington and shows the winners of the
Sparton Scholarship Awards, with
chaperon, on European trip, "Capt."
Sparton is chaperoning the chaperon.
Radio Retailing, September, 1931

FIRST 16MM SHOW
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VICTORIA
Jn this mammoth hotel will will have an opportunity to
be held the first exposition view the latest developments
and convention of the 16 mm. in home talking movies by
motion picture industry.
journeying eastward three
Dealers visiting: the Radio blocks to 51st Street and 7th
Worlds Fair, at New York, Avenue.

With the Wholesalers
This is the time of year when the jobbers
are putting out those irresistable invitations
to gather at the "Home Office" and get
another shot of pep medicine. Judging by
the character of the news items recently
received, the big fellows—while in their
customary hospitable mood—are planning
their fall campaigns with unnsnal
thoroughness.

new home talking movie projector—and
has the exclusive on the Ken-Rad Acrcmentcr for the Philadelphia territory.
Alderman Holds Pre-Shotcing
H. B. Alderman, Inc., Sparton distributor
in Buffalo, N. Y., held its pre-showing
August 10-15. Individual attention to dealers, a planned program of serious selling
—rather than whoopee, characterized this
group treatment affair.

M. J. L ewis Entertains
Is M. J. Lewis entertaining? Weil,
rather i Ask (he Crosley, Sprague, and
Cunningham dealers—or their wives—who Trade Show Held by Hi Iks Company
attended the open house reception party
In their new location in the ConvenAugust 25 at Philadelphia. M. J. is presi- tion Hall Building, Detroit, The Wilks
dent of the Lewis Radio Co,
Distributing Co. set up a miniature
theater for the showing of the Visionola,
and the full line of Sparton radio sets.
Buchn Also Put Out Latch String
During the show, the Visionola was reThe Louis Buehn Co., another Phila- quired to put on a practically continuous
delphia distributor, held open house last performance for the dealers.
month. This was in conjunction with the
Atwater Kent "new line" national broad- Selling Refrigeration in n Big Way
cast programs.
Incidentally Louis now represents the
That radio dealers are rapidly learning
Pacent Electric Co.—which is pushing its how to sell electric refrigeration in a big
way is evidenced by a recent statement from
the Hieb Radio Supply Co., Des Moines,
Iowa; that the following, dealers in Hieb's
territory have placed carload orders for
Majestic ice boxes; SmnlckolT's, Cedar
Rapids (two carloads in 40 days) ; Nicols
Srrom
Gari
& Gates, Waterloo; and Cerro Gordo Maytag Co., Mason City.

"Its Pays to Advertise '
"The woll ttnown saying certainly is
true", declares A. R. Goddard, of
Alhoi, Mass., whose truck generaliy
earries a special advertising hanner.
Radio Retailing, September, 1931

DUE THIS MONTH
To Be Held in New York, Sept.
21-26—Under Auspices of
16MM Board of Trade
Indicative of the closer relationship
arising between the radio industry and
the home (16mm) motion picture interests is the news that the latter's first
exposition r and convention will be held
at New Y ork concurrent with the 8th
Annual Radio-Electrical World's Fair.
Dealers may view all the latest devices for jiroviding talking pictures for
home and commercial use in the Ball
Room of the Hotel Victoria, 51st Street
and 7th Avenue, Sept. 21 to 26, inclusive.
In addition to narrow film equipment
and pictures, the exhibits and demonstrations will include silent projectors
and cameras, motion picture productions
and other equipment, supplies and accessories that could be handled by radio
dealers.
Various meetings and conferences
will be held during the week, with particular attention being given to the organization and early operation of talkie
film rental libraries,
Julius Singer, president of the ShowAt-Home Movie Library is president of
the 16MM Motion Picture Board of
Trade; A. B. Ayers, Sprague Specialties
Company, is 1st vice president. A
ticket for the election of additional members of the Board of Directors, to be
voted Monday, Aug. 31, includes the
names of M. Ellison, president of Peko,
Inc., and S. Harrison Noden, secretary,
Pacent Electric Company.
A permanent Information Bureau is
maintained by the Board of Trade at the
Hotel Victoria. This is at the service
of all dealers whether members of the
board or not,
Book Review
TELEVISION. By Edgar H, Felix.
(McGraw-Hill Book Co.) Selected by the
Scientific Book Club as the August Bookof-thc-Month.
This thorough, unbiased and well written
work discusses the progress of television
over a period of years, pointing out the
difficulties to be surmounted before the
art may be said actually to have "turned
the corner." It provides an answer for
the man who wishes to know what may
be expected of television and when it mav
be expected. Price, $2.50.

Service Men To Raise Standards
The Institute of Radio Service Men
has committed itself to raise the standards of radio service and make of it a
profession. Headquarters are located at
400 W. Madison St., Chicago. A bookIn Modern Quarters
let setting forth the details of its workPiiilco Radio Distributors, Inc., Port- ings and coming activities may be
land, Ore., has built one of the most obtained by a request to this address.
modern demonstration and display rooms
in the West. Elimination of outside
noises and deadening of interior echoes
The Third in Oakland
in demonstration rooms has been secured, through the use of a new type
Sherman, Clay & Company, the
composition insulation board, and with- Coast's big music merchant, has opened
out the use of drapes or an excessive a new store at 2006 Broadway, Oakland.
amount of furniture.
This makes its third in that city.
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E chop hour Model 1!'
Echophone Line
THREE standard size superhet
midgets, a baby mode! and a
console, together with two special furniture models, make up
the new line of the Echophone
Radio Mfg. Co., Ltd., Waukegan,
111.
Model CO has 7 tubes, including pentode and 3 variable-imi's,
Jensen dynamic speaker, full
vision dial, and lists at $53.75
complete.
Model 70 is made for direct
current, and is $5^.50 complete.
Model SO is an 3-tube set,
with two pentodes in push-pull.
$69.50 complete.
Model 90, S tubes, comes in a
lowboy cabinet with burl walnut panels and lists at $89.50.
"Echoetto" is the 4-tube
"baby" midget. $32.75 complete.
Echophone offers a console
cabinet to those who already
have the midget, into which
either Models GO or 80 may be
fitted, to make a complete 30b.
The cabinet only is $12.50.
A unique combination of
beauty and utility is offered in
the book cabinet, made also to
hold either Model GO or 80. The
set is placed at the top, and the
combination gives the general
effect of a grandfather clock.
This cabinet is $22.50.—Radio
Rrtailiufr. September, 1931,

^3®
i-.'chophone Model 90

Electric Chime Clock
Revere clock go., Cincinnati, Ohio, has introduced a
low-priced electric chime clock,
known as the "Loyal," It is a
mahogany tambour model, Telechron-motored, retailing at
$22.75 with hour and half-hour
strike, and $29.75 with Westminster chimes.—Radio Retailing f September, 1931.
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All announcements appearing on these pages are published
without advertising considerations of any kind whatsoever.

Automatic
Phonograph
n T7~ ING of All Automatics" is
IV the trade name of the
automatic phonographs made by
the Superior Automatic Phonograph Co., Huntington, Ind.
Seventy minutes (ten records,
twenty selections) can be played
without attention and the cabinets arc of a size that look
well in .any surroundings. Both
commercial and homes types are
available, the former being coin
operated with glass front. The
records stand on end in the
record magazine to prevent
M ajest ic "F gfen-o od'"
warping.
The specifications briefed, are:
Cabinet, 40x35x20 in., solid walMajestic Line
nut ; Chassis, simple and silent
in operation, Jensen dynamic
engineering staff
speaker, 2 stage amplifier, uses MAJESTIC'S
has been working on three
two I5's, a 27 and-an 80.— Radio new features
which will be built
lyctailing, September, 1931.
into tiie new 1932 line, ready
for delivery, Oct. 1.
The first of these is the sprayshield tube. This heavy shielding
coating not only replaces the
m
perforated metal cans generally
in use, but because Of its closer
proximity to the elements within
the tube, is a much more effective shield, it is said.
The second lies in the use of
two detectors working together
to pass the voice and music
from the r.f. stages to the tubes
handling a.f. impulses. This is
known as "twin power detection."
The third is what Majestic
terms "modulated circuit," its
chief purpose being to enable
one tube to carry out the functions of two. In this case, one
tube performs as both first delector and oscillator.
Five-, 9- and 10-tube models
are offered ; all superhets, using
spray-shield,
multi-mu and penTelevision Kits
tode tubes, and a dynamic
Television piioducts co. speaker, the "Grand Opera."
of America has recently been
Havenwood, table type, 5-tube
established to manufacture and chassis, $14.50, complete.
merchandise the "See-AH" televisor kit and shortwave radio
receiver, as well as a complete
line of television accessories.
At the present time, produc•?
tion is under way on two items
—the televisor kit, listing at
$19.75, and the shortwave receiver with a retail price of
$39.50.
The Northeastern Sales Co.,
5 Cnion Square, New York, has
been appointed exclusive sales
distributors for these products.
—Radio Retailing, September,
1931.
Low-Wave Adapter
THE manufacture of a lowwave adapter to be known as
the "Pollcer," to retail at $2.50,
for use with any t.r.f. radio set,
has been undertaken by the
Kahm Corp., 1481-A Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III. With
this adapter the set will tune
over the regular dial from 80
to 200 meters. It is manufactured in two numbers, one for
the 227 detector and one for
the 224.
At a later date, this company
will bring out an adapter to
work with the superheterodyne
circuits,—Radio Retailing, September, 1931.

Mayestic "Brcnttoood"
Ells wood, a compact console,
3-tube, $59.50.
Fyfewood, end table model,
5-tube, $64.50.
Castle wood, a radio-phonograph combination, 5 tubes,
$109.
Cheltenwood, miniature highboy, 9-tube chassis, $79.50.
Brentwood, Jacobean lowboy,
9 tubes, $99.50.
Going into the higher-priced
range, Majestic ' presents the
Collingwood, with Twin Grand
Opera speakers which arc fed

by the 10-tube chassis. This
set has automatic volume control and lists at $165.
Abbey wood is a radio-phonograph combination with the
same radio chassis and automatic record changer phonograph handling ten records.
$290.—77mil0 Retailing, September, 1931.
Sentinel Sets
1 TNITBD AIR CLEANER
CORP., 9705 Cottage Grove
Ave., Chicago, has changed the
cabinet in its Model tOS-A tabk
model, 108-A console, and lO'.i

Sentinel 108A Lowboy
console. The cabinets are now
designed along extremely graceful and flowing lines, and carry
the new prices of $59.50, $69.50
and $89.50 complete.
These models, together with a
revised 4-tube midget set, represent the fall line of this company. — Radio Retailing, September, 1931.
Audiola Superhets
IN addition to its 6- and 8-tube
superheterodyne, Audiola
Radio Co.. 430 S. Green St., Chicago, II!., has brought three
7-tube models in the same cabinets as the others. These new
sets employ two 35's, two 24,s.
a 27, a pentode and an iSO, They
have tone control, full vision
dial and dynamic, speaker.
Model 710, the midget, is
$54.50 ; Model 712 lowboy is
$69.95 and Model 714 lowboy is
$7 9.95, all prices complete. Radio Retailing,September, 1931.

Audiola 712
Radio. Retailing, September, 1931
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This editorial section is prepared purely as a news sendee, to
keep readers of "Radio Retailing" informed of new products.

Crosley tfPlaytime"
Crosley 124 Series
THE rlia.ssis incorporated in
tlie "121" series now beinftshown by the Crosley Radio
Corp., Cine inn atl, Ohio, is an
is-tube push-pull pentode superheterodyne, employing- two pentodes, two variable-nm's. 11 2 1,
2-27s, and an au. The large
auditorium-type, full Moating,
moving coil dynamic speaker is
used in nil models except the
"Playboy" and "Cheerio."
The "Playboy" table model
stands 17 in. high, and comes
in a walnut finish cabinet.
$49.75. This model, as well as
the others, is priced complete.
"Cheerio" is a 40^ in. high
console of simple lines. $65.
"Merry Maker" is about the
same size but is slightly more
ornate with its burl maple and
walnut trimming. ?75.
"Announcer" is a door model
highboy, $85.
The high spot of the series is
the "Playtime" model, an electric grandfather clock with
radio. The cabinet has mahogany veneer panels with solid
mahugany front frame, moldings
and corner turnings. It is 6fi5
in. high by 16 in. wide and
carries a price of $95.—Radio
Retailing, September, 1931.
Lm,

Crosley "Mef i ff/nake?^'
Ampro Sound System
A MPHO Corp., 28S9 N, WestJ*- ern Ave., Chicago, has developed a new portable 1G mm.
sound-on-disc unit, which is contained in two cases approximately the same in size and
weight, each weighing about 45
lb. One contains the projector
Radio Retailing, September, 1931

and turntable, while the other
houses the amplifier and
speaker. Six discs and six
reels can be carried.
No speed regulation is required as the motor does not
depend upon the line voltage for
maintaining constant speed. By
means of a single control knob,
the projector can be made to
run at 16 or 24 frames per second. This knob also has a
neutral position so the turntable
can be operated while the projector is idle, to entertain the
audience with a musical selection while the projector is being threaded. The turntable
can be operated at either 33^
or SO r.p.m.
Pictures 9x12 ft. can be shown
at distances up to 100 ft. The
price is $575.—-Radio Retailing,
September, 1931.

Portable "Talkiola"
DEMAND for a portable
"Talkiola" talking picture
machine has caused the Talkiola
Corp., 1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.,
to develop a portable model employing 16 mm. film, and playing either standard or 16 in.
records. A medium-size transparent screen is part of the
equipment, but if desired, a 7x9
ft. screen is available. A 250watt Mazda lamp is used within
the projector.
A l/20th hp., a.c. motor is
used to drive the projector and
the phonograph turntable. Both
3 3h or 78 r.p.m. speeds are obtainable by means of an automatic device, synchronization
between film and record is obtained upon starting the motor.
The portable "Talkiola" is enclosed in a leather-finished case
23x18x14 in., and weighs 80 lb,
complete with screen and other
necessary equipment. —Radio
RetaUinfj, September. 1931.

Fleron Duo Taps
A/f
M. FLERON
SON,
INC.,
1V1- Trenton.
N. J.,&has
brought
out a line of radio-electric convenience outlets.
Aerial and ground connections
are made by a strong positive
bronze contact which meets the
Code Requirements. The receptacles are of Baheiite and special
polarized caps are furnished
with each receptacle.
There are three models. The
first is for the radio aerial and
ground connections only, $1.10.
and ground connections, togcther with an outlet for the
radio set. $1.70 and the third has
two electrical outlets and the
ground and antenna connections.
$2.—Radio Retailing, September, 1031.

Stromberg Model 22
Stromberg 22, 25, 26
MODEL 22 superheterodyne
of the Stroniberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester.
N. Y., comes in a solid walnut
highboy, equipped with automatic volume control, silent visual tuning and a new design
speaker. It also incorporates
apparatus and circuits for a permanent phonograph connection
and electrical remote control.
$375, complete.
Model 25 is lower in price
than any other complete console
offered by Stromberg. It is a
superhet with permanent phonograph connection. The cabinet
is a walnut lowboy, 4 3 in. high,
$175, complete.
Model 26 is constructed so that
by the addition of the No. I
phonograph panel assembly ii
becomes a complete radiophonograph without cabinet
alteration. It has the same operating unit as the No. 25, and
ironies in a highboy cabinet.
$210, complete.
Model 27 has automatic
volume control, visual tuning
meter, and push button to eliminate background noises while
tuning. This set also has the
permanent phonograph connection and provision for connecting electrical remote control.
The set is 48i in. high, and
lists at $365 complete.—Radio
Retailing, September, 1931.

Peter Pan Midget
NO higher than a telephone
and weighing just ten lb.,
the "Peter Pan" midget set,
made by the Jackson Bell Company. Ltd., 1682 West Washingtun Street, Los Angeles. Calif.,
lists for $24.95 complete. It uses
the Pentode tube arid comes in
an attractive Gothic design cabinet.—Radio Retailing, September, 1931.

Columaire
Junior De Luxe
TWO tone walnut has been
used to form the simple but
attractive cabinet which houses
the Columaire Junior De Luxe,
recently announced by the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Mansfield, Ohio. It is an electric clock model, modernistic in
design, incorporating automatic
volume control, multi-mu and
push-pull pentode tubes, WestInghouse air-column reproducing
system, and built in electric
clock. The set is a 9-tube superhet. $125, complete. — Radio
Retailing, September, 1931.

m

Universal
Auto-Radio
Everything necessary for a
complete installation of the
"Universal auto-radio receiver
made by the Universal AutoRadio Corp., 1223 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, can be purchased
for $69.50. Installation is $15.
There are three main parts:
the set which uses 6 tubes with
push-pull ampUfication, and slips
out of the case for service; the
dynamic speaker and the remote
control which attaches to the
steering gear. It is equipped
with automatic volume control.
—Radio Retailing, September,
1931.

%
%
DeWald Midget
THE new midget radio being
shown to tlie trade by PierceAiro, Inc., 510 Sixth Ave., New
York, is named the DeWald
"Cub Companion," and is a
4-tube set, employing the new
pentode and variablc-rnu tubes.
The set measures 13 in. high
by 10 In. wide, and features
illuminating dial, power detection and electro dynamic
speaker.—Radio Retailbtg, September, 1931,
49

Auto-Radio
Remote Control
BY using the remote control
offered by the Carter Radio
Co., 407 K. Aberdeen St., Chicago, an auto-radio set can be
placed at any convenient location in the car with the control
panel conveniently located on
the steering gear.
The remote control has flexible control cable, a control unit
case, measuring 4 k*2gxl in.,
illuminated dial, junction box,
volume control and lock-switch.
Other Carter products for
automobile radio include volume
controls, audio transformers,
resistors, switches, screen grid
caps, speaker plugs and jacks.—
Radio Retaili/ifj, September, 1931.

Operadio Portable
P. A. System
TO its line of public address
equipment, the Operadio Mfg.
Co., St. Charles, 111., has added
a portable system. The complete unit is carried in a single
carrying case, the front of which
is utilized as a baffle for the
self-contained dynamic speaker.
The input from the two-button
microphone, or from any 200
ohm phonograph pick-up, is
raised by the three-stage amplifier to a volume level sufficient
for addressing a group of people
in a room 1,000 ft. square.
The amplifier operates from
60 cycle a.c. and supplies power
for all accessories including the
speaker and microphone. A control panel is provided with
separate volume controls for
microphone and phonograph input, and a changeover switch
for shifting the amplifier to
either input. A jack is provided
that allows from one to four
additional a.c. dynamic or magnetic speakers to be operated
without affecting the output of
the main speaker.—Radio Rctailing, September, 1931.

Community Aerial
Coupler
/BARTER RADIO CO., 407 S.
Aberdeen St., Chicago, is
making a community aerial
coupler which permits the use
of several receivers on one common aerial.
There are two types—No. 1
is mounted in black crystalline
finish metal box,
in.
size. Removal of cover exposes
a Rakelitc panel on which there
are four soldering lugs for conneclions. This model is designed
for outside mounting and is protected against short-circuit
caused by dirt, corrosion, etc.
Type No. 2 comprises coupler
mounted on a Carter No. S70
or 871 outlet plate, with two
a.c. outlets, aerial-ground jacks,
a No. 1 separator plate and two
Imp plugs for attaching set.
Type 1 is priced at $5, Types
2-87fl and 2-871 are $7.50 each.—
Radio Retailing,Septemhev, 1931.

Supreme AAAI
Diagnometer
NEW from stem to stern, and
a combination of five service
instruments built as a single
unit, to be used as a portable
radio laboratory, complete shop
equipment, or mounted on the
wall or back of a test bench as
a test panel, service men will
find Model AAAI "Diagnometer"
an especially handy set analyzer.
The five major testing functions
of this instrument are: analyzer,
tube tester, shielded oscillator,
ohmmetcr, and capacitor tester.
The analyzer circuits are designed to meet all practical
radio service requirements on all
types of radios and tubes, including the new pentode, variable-mu. and two-volt tubes.
Provision is also made for test
of the older type of battery
operated sets, and the helium
types of non-filament rectifier
tubes.
AH necessary accessories are
included including analyzer
plug, cable, power supply plug
and cable, output adapters and
test leads. Supreme Instruments
Corp., Greenwood, Miss,—Radio
Retailing, September, 1931.

■r

Automatic
Radio-Tel Switch
THE question of how to
answer the telephone, and
shut off the radio set at the
same time, is answered with the
automatic radio tel-switch the
lusuliiie Corp, of America, 78
Cortlandt St., New York City,
has placed on the market. The
set is automatically turned off
when the telephone receiver is
taken off the hook, and turned
on when the receiver is replaced
in position. It works with cither
the French or desk type telephone. — Radio Retailing, September, 1931.

Alden Adapter
TX ORDER to use the 247 penJ- (ode in place of the 245, the
Alden Mfg. Co., 73 5 Center St.,
Brockton, Mass., is making an
adapter. A twin adapter for
using the 238 pentode in sets
having 171 push-pull amplification Is also available.
In addition to these adapters,
there is a complete line for use
in testing pentodes in the various makes of tube checkers
and set analyzers. A new latchlock analyzer plug handle is
also being supplied to lock the
testing adapter to the plug.
Alden's new binding post
takes any size wire and keeps
Aztec Model 50
it in place and away from the
chassis.—Radio Retailing, SepA PENTODE, triple screen tember, 1931.
grid, t.r.f. midget, using 3
224's, a 247 and a 280, and
known as Model 50, has been
added to the line of the Aztec
Webster
Radio Co., Ate hi son. Kan. The
list price is $39.9(1, complete.
Power Amplifiers
Radio Retailing, September, 1931.
WEBSTER ELKCTRTC CO.,
Racine, Wis., at this time
announces to the trade three
new power amplifiers.
Model 6039-R is a 3-stage penVariable Tuning
tode amplifier, designed to work
directly
from the PE cell, and
Condenser
has suitable volume for houses
having
a
capacity of
TO meet the demand for vari- from 300 seating
400. If greater
able tuning condensers of the output is todesired,
the A-350
split stator type, the Allen I>. Power stage amplifier
may be
Card well Mfg. Corp., 81 Pros- coupled to it, thereby giving a
pect St., Brooklyn, N. Y., has power output of 3 5 watts.
produced such condensers, not
Model 6040-R is a 2-stage
only for broadcast receivers, but amplifier
a single pentode
also for medium power and high output, andwith
6041-R has push-pull
powe r transm i tters.
pentode
output.
Known as Model 202-E, they
6039-R, for 110 volt
are especLally designed for use 60 Model
operation is $90 ;
in push-pull radio frequency cir- Modelcycle
6040-R
is $39.50 and
cuits. — Radio Retailing, Sep- 6041-R is $49.50,
These are
tember, 1931.
also available for 220 volt GO
cycle, and 110-volt, 25 cycle
operation. — Radio RetaiUna,
September, 1931.
Automobile Aerial
WORKING on a roll similar
to a window-shade, the
"Aeroll" automobile aerial can
be installed in 10 minutes. The
housing containing it is
in.
wide, 2 in. deep and 16 in. long.
It fastens with four screws
above the windshield and to the
right of the mirror. The aerial
part is a copper screen 14^ in.
wide by 36 in. long, and can be
pulled out to any length and
hooked to small pegs screwed in
the cross bows of the roof.
When not in use, it can be
closed up. The price is about
$10.50 installed.—Radio Retailing, September, 1931.

Wren and Lark
Midgets
DE FREE SAI.ES CO., South
Bend, Ind., offers two midget
sets—one the "Wren," a small
5-tube table model, TJ in. high
by 11^ in. wide, with full vision
dial and control knob located
on the side.
The "Lark" is a somewhat
larger set, using 3 variable-mu's,
a pentode, a 24, 27 and an 80.
It is 17 in. high and has full
vision dial. The price complete
is $59.50.—Radio Retailing, September, 1931.

"Elimostat"
THE Pricker system of radio
interference suppression is
now ready for delivery. The
system consists of the "Elimostat" and a special aerial with
shielded lead-in (less pipe and
guy wire).
It is claimed that this system,
when properly installed, will
suppress man-made static, minimize swinging, fading and selective fading, and materially
red uce atm ospheres.
Essentially the Fricker invention consists of extending the
earthed shielding of the receiver
to the collector (antenna proper)
and a shielded electric resonator
for building up the radio signal
voltage much as if it were
amplified.
The "Elimostat" is a product
of the Studebaker Laboratories,
and is sold exclusively by the
DePree Sales Co., South Bend.
Ind.—Radio Retailing, September, 1931.
Quick-Set Aerial
A FOR TAB EE radio home
LA demonstration aerial is
being manufactured by the
Quick-Ret Aerial Mfg. Co., Maryville. Mo. Complete installation
can be made in one minute, it is
said, and the device is easily
portable. A nickeled steel ball,
housing the reel and antenna
wire and strong wood sections
attached to a. heavy iron ground
spike, make no this device. It
is priced at $6.75.— Radio Retailing. September, 3931.
Sreed Tube Checker
CHARACTER! RTTCS of all
types of tubes can be read
with the Speed tube checker
just announced by the Cable
Radio Tube Corp., Brooklyn.
N. Y.
It is fitted with an easily
readable, flush-mounted meter,
7 in. in diameter, so that the
customer can easily see how the
various types test and compare
the test with the limits of each
type.
It is assembled in a walnut
finished cabinet and can be supplied with a table to match, if
desired.
The checker can be bought
outright or through the Speed
purchase plan whereby it can be
acquired at no expense whatever.—Radio Retailing, September. 1931.
Volume Control
CLAROSTAT MFC. CO., 2S5
N. Kill St., Brooklyn, N. Y..
has perfected a new type of
on-and-off, 110 volt line switch,
which is built into the volume
control. The mechanism is positive in action, being enclosed in
a Bakclite case and mounted
so as to form an integral part
of the control. The switch
employed is approved by the
Underwriters Laboratory for I
amp. at 250 volts or 3 amps at.
3 25 volts. These combination
units are especially welt adapted
for use where space is at a
premiutn. - - Radio Retailing,
September, 1931.
Sylvania
Emergency Kit
A SPARE tube of each type
used in the receiver is
offered by the Hygrade Sylvania
Corp.. Emporium, Pa. Six combinations are made up covering
practically all models. In this
way a customer need not buy a
complete new set of tubes but
only one of each type, attractively packaged, in a special
carton small enough to be tucked
away. No charge is made for
the kit container.—Radio Retailing, September, 1931.
Radio Retailing, Sepfember, 1931

Is

Faulty

Reception

A Just Basis For

THE question of the right of a customer to refuse
to pav for a radio on the ground of faulty reception
lias several angles. If the fault in reception is
shown to result from some imperfection in the radio,
the customer may be within his rights in such a stand, and
especially so if the merchant has warranted the machine.
On the other hand, there are so many causes for imperfect reception, that this in itself hardly constitutes
ground for avoiding a contract of purchase. The burden
is on the customer to show that the cause of the trouble
arose because of some defect in the instrument, before
lie will l>e in a position to repudiate his contract—as the
following recently decided case illustrates;
The plaintiff sold the defendants an all-electric radio
of a well-known make for $177. The defendants made a
down payment of $15 and the balance was secured by a
note and chattel mortgage upon the radio. Defendants
made no further payments and finally plaintiff brought
suit on the note and mortgage to enforce collection.
In defense the defendants relied solely upon the contention that the reception over the machine was defective.
From this alone they argued they should be relieved from
the contract, though they continued to use the radio from
time to time, never offered to return it, nor did they offer
any explanation for the faulty reception. In reviewing
the record of the transaction between the parties the
court said:
The Record Reviewed
"The evidence shows that the radio was installed in
defendants' home by plaintiffs and that it was in good
condition at that time; that afterwards there was some
complaint on the part of defendants and plaintiffs took
the radio back to their place of business and, on examination, found a defective tube in it: that they replaced
the tube with a perfect one and thoroughly tested out the
instrument and found it to be perfect.
"That within a few days thereafter they delivered it
to defendants and hooked it up and that it operated perfectly. that the reception from Cincinnati, Chicago and
New York was good : and that since that time, some threes
weeks or more prior to the filing of this suit, there had
not been any complaints from defendants about the set.
"Defendants contended that the radio had noises in it
and that thev could not get out of town stations on it
except Dallas. They failed to account for the noises in
the instrument or to show whether it was caused by local
interference or by mechanical defects in the machine.
Neither defendants nor any of their witnesses claim to
have any mechanical knowledge of the workings of a
radio and defendants offer no evidence tending to show
that anything was wrong with the machine, except that
it had noises and they could not get far-off stations well."
Radio Retailing, September, 1931

Non-Payment f

So much for the evidence of record, which has been
set out rather fully because it is typical of a certain class
of complaints that frequently arise in the radio field.
Needless to say, complaints of this sort are especially
hard to deal with if put forward by customers, without
regard to fair play and what may he reasonably expected
of any radio set.
And now let us see how the court dealt with the problem raised in this case.
What the Court Decided
"It is a matter of common knowledge that many things
can interfere with reception on a radio; a loose connection, a bad tube, or any one of the numerous electrical
machines and things of that kind that cause local interference and mar perfect reception. This could all happen and the machine be perfect. It was incumbent on
defendants to show by proper testimony that the machine
itself was defective and they cannot resist payment of the
price of the machine until they have done that. It is not
shown that any of defendants' witnesses were experts or
knew anything about radio.
"The radio was in possession of defendants all the time
after its delivery to them in February until the trial of
this case in June, with the exception of the few days
plaintiffs had it and checked it over. Defendants have
not at any time offered to return the machine
and on the day prior to tine trial of the case defendants
received over this radio the report of the hall game that
was being broadcasted. It would be a strange law that
would hold that defendants could keep the radio and
make use of it daily and not be compelled to pay for
this use . .
It is therefore ordered that (plaintiffs)
recover judgment against the defendants." (128 So.
418.)
The foregoing case was carefully reasoned by the
court. The holding announced is unquestionably in accord with the weight of authority on the question involved. This authority taking the position that where a
customer attempts to repudiate a coittracl o f purchase on
the ground of defects in the article the burden of proof
of the alleged defects is upon the customer. This rule
appears to lie peculiarly applicable to radios where the
complaint is grounded solely upon the claim of imperfect
reception without a showing of defects in the machine
itself.
Needless to say every radio merchant wants to give his
customers full value and will go to any reasonable extent
in making adjustments. However, since the radio has
not yet been made that will insure perfect reception under
all conditions, no merchant should be expected to warrant
this feature. And the courts do not require it as a condition to the enforcement of a contract of sale.
51
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ting the service intended. Therefore I have my "radio
reputation" already built.
Editor. Radio Retailing:
I am capable of selling and installing auto-radio equipment
and of seeing that it gives service after it is sold.
THE Richmond City Code concerning electrical inDo
you think an automobile salesman will exercise
spections, classes radio as an electrical fixture so that
no radio not approved by the National Fire Underwriters much effort to the sale of one little radio set, if it endangers the sale of his car? No, he would close the
Laboratories can be installed in the city of Richmond.
sale
of the car thinking he would talk radio later, but
If either the installation or antenna do not conform *
in every respect to the requirements of the Code, the would he? Then if he did sell them, he would have to
radio is disconnected and, if necessary, the current cut have a trained technician to do the installation job.
The battery man ? Well, you know what per cent
off. Thus, the dealer obviously cannot afford to attempt
the sale of radio that does not have the proper approval of his service work is old autos.
So, the radio dealer will sell 'em!
sior to put up makeshift antennae. These regulations
W. A. Peters.
are enforced to the letter.
Kaw City, Okla,
Kansas City Radio Co.
The result, Mr. Editor, is this, that of all the radio
manufacturers there are, at this writing, exactly twenty
six manufacturers whose radio may be installed.
Oh for a Moses!
You may think that a lovely situation is thus provided
Dear
Sir:
for the retailing Richmond radio dealer. Such however
is far from true, though the condition is much better WE SHOULD appoint some dominant personality
than in other cities.
to be the Will Hays or Judge Landis of the radio
Seventy-five per cent of the cities have identical rul- industry. Give such a person authority to set minimum
ings. The inconsistency comes from the fact that only standards of construction and make such other regulaone other city appears to have either the desire or the tions necessary to safeguard the interests of both the incourage to enforce this ruling already on their statute dustry and the public.
books.
Alex A. Gettlin.
My whole desire in writing you is to call your atten- Philadelphia, Pa.
tion to this local ruling, to state its results, and to say
that to my mind if such enforcement could be nationally
recognized by city electrical bureaus—and conformed to
More Power to Mathes
by manufacturers—then no small percentage of the
dealer's competition from objectionable merchandise Editor, Voices from the Market Place:
would probably be eliminated.
MORE power to Mr. Phillips Mathes of Kiel, Wis.,
G. C. Rowe, Pres.,
and his ideas regarding that master stroke of the
Commonwealth Radio Co. Radio Tube Trust in its recent drastic reduction in tube
Richmond, Va.
prices. They tell us dealers it was to enable us to sell
more tubes due to the lower list. Well, all I have to say
is that so far it has not achieved that for me. The
only thing it did was to give me an inventory that put
me in the red for $40,
Gives Us an Argument
Instead of our master brains of the industry thinkingMr. Caldwell, Editor:
out ways to increase the income of the trade, they bring
IT LOOKS as though you want an argument on, out midgets at a song and tubes for the price of lamp
"Who will sell auto-radios."
bulbs. I have not noticed the movie boys lowering the
For a number of very good reasons, the radio dealer price of admission during the past few years. With the
coming of the talkies, which by the way is a stepchild
will sell them. Why?
I am a small town dealer, selling from 50 to 75 sets of radio, they raised their prices instead of lowering
a year. I am known in my community as a radio man. them.
C. A. Anglemike.
one who has always sold honest merchandise at an
honest price, one who calls to see that the buyer is get- Nazareth, Pa,
The Richmond Wiring Code
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Smaller, lighttrr, handier
TJiio "last word" in a portabte. compact, complete Jaboratory, A combined lest
panel and portable laboratory—mounts on (he wall
easily ae removingr the lid
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A l LAS 1—Hiu li.'.-lnb; imti'umtjui modern Bervtc© men hare
aw ailed . . . and look to "Suprome" to create, Conceived
months asro. Model AAAl is now offered, tested and proven,
under niosl ex acting' standard*. Presented to the radio service world
• riJARANTEED as the most inclusive, the must positive the moal
advanced—and wiHial the easiest to handle—radio testing equipment
m history.
A Super Diagnomelcr with meter ranges to 2500 volts: a Completely
Huelded
Oscillator
calibrated
for every
frequency between
and
I iim kilocycles:
Tube
Testing and
Ohm-Mcsrohmmeter
features1)0never
l*doro incorporated in any service instrument. 4 mstruracnts in 1
al the price of one! Space won't permit, words can't tell, the complete amazing narrative oJ Ihia Supreme engineering triumph. All
-Jobbers will soon be slocked, but the ones listed in panel to right are
those selected for the pre-showing of this sensational new instrument
iiii September 1st. and now hare Hie IP.TJ Model DIAGNOMETER
ON DISPLAY AND AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION Go see
II today. It may be possible far you in . . .

gctyounA,
Sic the Model .I.I.IT at the
\ew York Show . , . A>tr
York demonstration rstom*
ISO West 1,2nd St. Also of
Philaflciphla Shon—M tf ff
Sportinff Goods Co.

SyPREME
| Testiur/ lustrumenls |
'SURlEMf 8Y COMPARISON'

DI.SIMERE^TKIi fiKl>re* will award :i NEW Model AAAl la
the berxon who writ.-.- Hi.- best !i-rit r mi the subj •• i U H"Y'
1 PRKPEK A SITROIE DlAONUMETKK—-MODEI, AAAl-—
POH MODERN SERVICE,■' Evuryiine is cliifiliJf. L's#- ibe i'<Miiion
h.dmv—-today
for .•imiideie
rules. Ask Hurry—^-onfest
your jobber . cl«ise>
. or
one of Htosc lisu-il
here . contest
. In dpmonstrale.
OelulMT loth, mill. See Hie DIAGNOM ETEK, Thin vio>/ he pour
Suprcvu'/v" T.wk'/ Dan I In Hie event of u He. duplicate prizes
will bo awarded.
SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
41 2 Supreme Bldg.
Greenwood/ Miss.
Distributors in all Principal Cities.
Foreign Division: 130 West 42nd St., New York City
Calle Address: LOPREH. New York

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SUPERDIAGNOMETER
plus
Shielded
OSCILLATOR
plus
Advanced
TUBE TESTER
COfflbincci in fhii ma liter,
ultra-modem model, •! (lie
price of qoe. Genwioe
ecotvomyl

'PREVIEW JOBBERS"
ALABAMA
yjoiiiii- MiOmvln
hyon Hdwe aX: siiiiuh Co.
I.I P'HINT& A lUiwnscrofl L • Angrli;*: ("AKirndlf
LIT V ITtii
Loo J,St.:McyliCfK
Co.—flafl
southSt.;Flower
hmll..
Supply Co,—312-M Smith Broadway
Sau Franrlsco; FCIorulff & Raiemcioil
—131 Nintli
Co.—73
Tenth St.:
St, Loo J. Mevberg
COLBRADd
Denver Uenerut Elei. Supply Corp.—
1.133 Lawrence.
rrutlauapolis; INDIANA
Krusc lla.llo, Inc —
29-3.1 W. Ohio St.
LOUISIANA
Newpany—201
Orleans: MaEazine
ElectricalSt.Supply ComMissnuiti
St Louis: Van-Ashe Radio Co.—DMh
& W alnul St.
NEW YORK
New Vmk City:
Uoyal-Eaateni Bloc.
Supply
Co.-—Ifi-IN
West St.:
32niiTimes
St ;
Sun Ibtflio
Co,—K 4 \"e«ey
Appliann- Co.—131 West 52n(i St,:
Wliolesale Uadio Scrv. Co.. Inc.—
3 0-33 Vesey ohkc;O\
St,
Portland:
Wedel
Washington St, Company. Inc.—I A:
Philadelphia:PENNSYLVANIA
M A- H Sporting Good i o—513 Mnrkot St.
TBNNESSKl-:
Meuiphb:
Orglll Bri»s.si. & Company—
rdi n • ■:» 1D Tennoasee
TEXAS
San Anton In:WASHINGTON
Southern Eriulpmeiu Cn
Seal tin: Harper-Meggco.
Inc.—.uh &
Ulanelinnl; Wedel Company, Inc.—
520 Second Avenue
Spokane: Spnkane Radio Co., Inc.
WISCONSIN
Sheboygsm: J. J. Koopsell Company.
Supreme Iribtrumenlrt Corp..
■112 Supreme Bldg., Qrecmvoud. Mh<
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A T)(lTn Good Business {Continued from page 20)
Outside selling is conducted by part time men, servicers
or the proprietor. It is not practical to use full time
commission men on this work. Most sales are made
over-the-counter, many dealers depending entirely on this
method for moving the little sets.
Sub-midgets, when sold by reputable dealers, must be
guaranteed for at least 30 days. A budget allowance of
$1 for servicing expense would cover the majority of
cases. Frequently the guarantee provides that the set
must be brought to the store if faulty.
Home-demonstration requests as a rule are avoided or
refused outright. One dealer featured in his newspaper
ads: "$1 down." However, he reduced the time allowance to five months and doubled the size of the weekly
payments. "If they cannot meet these terms on a $45
article, then they certainly are a poor risk and never
should be sold. Furthermore, if an account lets payments lapse by as much as two weeks I pull the set. On
the other hand, if payments are met promptly for two
months I make a personal call and frequently sell a
better receiver—allowing full price for the first outfit."
The Grief in a Nut Shell
NOT until I reached Indiana did I encounter my first
example of good old fashioned "bellyache." It was
the typical case of a dealer, originally well financed,
who sold plenty of sets in '28-'29 and at Steinway prices.
He was geared for high speed and couldn't shift to second
for the steep hill. Too much overhead, too many sets
out on time, at former prices, and unwillingness to start
again on a new and firmer foundation were his troubles.
But his self-diagnosis (and there's still a mightv Jot
of truth in what he says) pinned the fault on tfiese
four things;
1. Manufacturers' advertising of free home demonstrations. To meet this promise dealers must carry large
stocks. Then—in the middle of the season—models are
changed and prices lowered. Result; the dealer holds
the bag and must take a heavy loss.
2. Poor tubes at starvation prices. Dealer must service sets and replace tubes for at least six months. But
tube manufacturers' guarantee does not parallel this
dealer obligation. Result: tubes now are a costly liability
instead of a source of income.

3. Present dollar volume not sufficient to cover fixed
and promotional expenses.
4. They're making the $69 set too good. Can't demonstate convincingly the proportionate extra value of a
receiver at $110.
Other Observations
ABOVE a background of raucous radios, everywhere
TV demonstrating the ultimate in unbeatitifui tonal
values, my reportorial ear caught these additional interesting comments:
"What this country needs is a good combination to
sell for $150." (Many times was this need expressed,
and with a surprising uniformity of agreement as to
the list price. Radio manufacturers, where have you
been?)
"The set for less than $30 is just an incident—we,
and our public, refuse to take it seriously,"
"Sets between $30 and $45 have a place in the very
low buying power field but are not seriously challenging
the great popularity of the $70 models. Thinking people
are not buying wood and metal, they want radio enjoyment. We're selling up."
"The $65-$7S models are too darn good for the money.
Just can't sell a model for over $100 these days. Rut
we believe we can make money this winter with the
present set-up."
"1931 dollar volume is off about 40 per cent over
1930. But we're still selling sets even in midsummer
and see a substantial replacement business opening up."
"The 'weak sister' dealers have pretty well fallen by
the wayside. We who have survived have no illusions.
We won't get rich over night, on the other hand we see
stabilization and a good living at hand and a better one
when things pick up."
What are we going to do about this business of ours?
Friend dealer is answering this question for himself,
with—and without—benefit of other members of the
clan. And if the manufacturer doesn't spill a few more
beans on the stove we predict that Dick's Radio Music
and Refrigeration Shoppe will take jolly good care of
itself this winter.
But why in Heaven's name, do they run those front
door sets so loud, so long—and so sour?

Mis Men Are Plodders
proached before. These people are called on in the home
before they had ever thought of buying. They haven't
gone shopping around and seeing which dealer they could
get to chisel his profits the most. Being able to find
such prospects and sell them, enables us to keep our
price up the year around,
"From (lie standpoint of the salesman, the plan works
well. Fie doesn't waste his time jumping from one part
of the city to another. He doesn't have to drive a car,
except to bring prospects to the store. The men have
to worry less about competition. And they have back of
them the demonstrated fact that if they make a certain
number of calls they will close a given number of sales.
"We don't need to hire star salesmen. In fact we get
along better witbout them. In former days it was easier
for fellows to sell, and the smart individual forged ahead
without much effort. But the star doesn't fit into the

{Continued from page 23)

present picture. There arc too many obstacles for him
today. FIc becomes discouraged. The man who has
never had experience in easy selling, accepts the present
conditions as normal, and plugs away at the job.
"Our sales have been very gratifying. In June we
sold 80 sets. So far sales have been ahead of last year.
We have a feeling of security. We know we have sold
yesterday and last week, and have no fear of the law of
averages failing us in the future."
Mr. Granzow has handled radios from the time the
first sets were put on the market. He has sold them when
they were easy to place. People say these are evil times
in selling, but Mr. Granzow feels a greater security as a
dealer than at any time in the past. Through the sales
methods being used, it is possible for him to plan and
budget ahead knowing that come what may the door
knob turners, if kept at it, will get the business.
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The
now

hottest
presents

Clarion challenges the world with
these improved models! Never
have such features been offered
at such low prices! Profit with
Clarion this year! Write today!

line
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IMPROVED
NEW

MODELS

LOW

PRICES

Ou-.L.
(Left) MODEL 84
A dignified, graceful
console model in handsome walnut. Stands 40
in. high; 12^ in. deep;
22M in. wide. 7-tube
Super-Heterodyne circuit with PENTODE
and Multi-Mu tubes.
Full-vision dial; variable
tone control; unheardof sensitivity and selectivity. Performs like a
8- or 9-rube set.

4095
■ * Complete
READY TO PLAY
MODEL 85
(Aboie)
Beautiful cabinet in high-lighted
two-tone walnut; fluted gum pilasters support a beautiful zebra-wood
arch. Height, 1914 in.; depth, 11 in.;
width, 16H in. 7-tube Super-Heterodyne circuit with PENTODE and
Multi-Mu tubes. Full-vision dial;
variable tone control. Standard of
performance equal
to 8- and 9-tube sets.

are bme
98;z T

$

so
69 Complete
READY TO PLAY

MODEL 94 W)
The aristocrat of the
Clarion line — the greatest
value ever built into a receiver. High-lighted twotone walnut with four-piece
matched butt walnut doors.
8-tube Super-Heterodyne
circuit with PENTODE
and Multi-Mu tubes. AutomaticVolumeControlwith
Clarion's new Super-Sensitive Switch eliminating the
between-station noise; variable tone control; Fuilvision dial. Standard of
performance equal to 10or 11-tube sets.

Five models priced from TRANSFORMER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
§39.50 fo $129.50
Ogden and Keeler Avenues ■ Chicago, Illinois

$

SO
89 Complete
READY TO PLAY
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PORTABLE

MIDGET

ADDRESS

RAM

SYSTEM

Costs but 3 Rentals
and
mb
mm
Si

■

Makes

3

Profits

You can pay for this system with one, two
or three rentals, and when sold—usua Hy on
one demonstration—you net three times the
profit that comes from a sale of the average
Midget Radio Set, and your service problem is negligible.
'tr

Look what you set
The list price of the complete Mldset RAM
Address System is $11 5 00, and see what you:
customers receive for their money:
2-button Hand Microphone with volume control in handle and 50 feet of shielded cable.
Microphone Amplifier.
Power Amplifier.
Dynamic Speaker.
Complete set of tubes.
AC connection cord and plug.
All of the above in a single carrying case having
a total weight of 28 lbs.
Write for Bulletin RR No. 26 descriptive of the
Portable Midget RAM Address system.

\amson

tefo/

Manufacturers Since 1882
Main Office;
CANTON, MASS.
Factories at;
CANTON AND WATERTOWN, MASS.

You sell classes of prospects now best able
to buy because you are handling an article
designed for commercial use, and not a
luxury.
When you purchase a Portable RAM
Address System, you are buying a product
of a manufacturer now in its 49th year of
business; a pioneer in the Amplifier field,
and the originator of the all AC-operated
microphone amplifier and the all ACoperated portable Group Address system.
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WHEN a customer calls lor ser-

a

vice it means two things. First,
the product you have sold has failed
to give perfect performance and
second, because of this failure, you
SPECIAL
OFFER!
Here is a handy kit of Shake proof Lock W ashc-rs
and Shakeproof Locking Terminals that is just
what you need. It contains an ample supply of
many types and sizes, neatly arranged in this
special box. It makes a very convenient assortment for the shop and can be easily tucked
in the tool bag. Mail the coupon below for
free samples and complete information on
how you can secure a Shakeproof Service Kit.

are forced to spend time and money
to correct the trouble.
Hundreds of manufacturers are helping you avoid costly service calls by
equiping their products with Shakeproof Lock Washers and Shakeproof
Locking Terminals. The patented
twisted teeth of this positive locking
device keeps connections absolutely
tight and reduces customer complaints to a minimum. Be sure the
appliances you handle are Shake-

5

proof equipped—it's the surest way
to cut down service calls.

v;

Test Shakeproof on your next service job — free sam pies will be mailed
on request—send the coupon today!
ll't the
Twisted
Teeth
thai LOCK

SHAKEPROOF
COUPON

Type 12. Inttrnai
Type 20
Tor
Type 11, External Type 15. Comitersiink Locking TerminaIs
S. A. H. and Standard Tor Standard Holts Tor ail Coantersnnk Tor Radio and
Machine Screws
and Nuts
Screws
Electrical Work
Shakeproof representatives are located in the following cities
New York City Philadelphia Boston Pittsburgh Schertectady Cleveland
Detroit Toledo Cincinnati Birmingham. Ala. Dallas, Texas Milwaukee
Los Angeles
Seattle
San Francisco
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
(Division of Illinois Tool Works}
2331 N. Kcekr Avg,, Chicago. )JI.
Gentlemen: Please send us free samples of Shakeproof Lock
Washers and Shakeproof Locking Terminals. Also, tell us
morca bout your special offer on the Shakeproof Service Kit.
Firm Same .
Address
...Slate
City
Title
By
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8,000,000 Homes Every Month

Get

Just plu^ Cinderella into
any electric outlet. It does
the washing: in a jiflfy lor
only one cent an hour.

this

^ ^

Sales-Making

.

i

Story

Giants of Advertising Carry

Companion

\

s

^ \

Cinderella^s Message to the
Cream of the Market

VN
■wsr '9U
loisel^
mes
s

Cinderella is useful for the
week's wash, and for the
quickly needed things that
are washed every day.

>

Bf
^2

H

m

—

-eJ^* ^Pptov
0^
•A
Good inStitUtE
Housekeeping
'
^kt^pfSfKEEPINC

5s«

Hv1 STEIN r
Yl!hl lucky
.^ifterica'ns !

Cinderella is a big seller
to small families, especially to families with
young babies.
m

//
tnaereila
Cinderella is safe for the
daintiest silks and laces; it
has no moving parts to
injure clothes.
^7

r
•a
Cinderella is fust right for
apartment dwellers. It can
be tucked away in small
space when not in use.

This glass demonstrator
shows Cinderella's "Vacuum-Action" in action. It
helps you make sales.

\

y

* ayi?
vJ/

PORTABLE ELECTRIC CLOTHES WASHER

IF EVER there was a price set for selling
an electric clothes washer—that's
$37.50. If ever a clothes washer was set
for selling—that's Cinderella. With Cinderella's amazing new "Vacuum-Action",
doing away with all moving parts, with
Cinderella's quick portability, its low
operating cost, its larger-than-you-suspected capacity—it's easy to understand
why Cinderella's story makes sales.
We're telling the story. Telling it to
more than 8,000,000 homes every month.

Telling it through five of the most powerful women's magazines. Telling it forcefully, simply, effectively.
Jump on the band wagon. Display
Cinderella in your window, in your store,
in your advertising, and cash in on this
productive national advertising. Take
full advantage of the liberal sales poli cies
that are making profits for dealers
throughout the nation.
Don't delay. Send in the coupon for
full details of the plan NOW.

——'/
"Nj -■ ■
%
The Black & Decker Mfg. Co.,
602 E. Pennsylvania Aye.
Towson, Md.
Please send me full information on the Cinderella Sales Plan.
Name
- Street and No.
City
.
State

World1 s Largest
Manufacturer of
Portable Electric Tools
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worla-wiae reception!

X

Tudor Console— Only
75
ith
65 tubes
equipped for regular
broadcast reception
Same model equipped for both regular broadcast and
foreign or domestic short wave reception, <Q 775
as shown, complete with tubes
O#
Distinctive walnut cabinet, 36X inches high. Contains the new
Stewart-Warnuf Simplified Superheterodyne CLrcuit, using the latest
Pentode and Multi Mu tubes. Tone Control, Television Terminals,
Full Vision Dial, Electro-Dynamic Reproducer. Other models from
$23.95 to $104.75 complete with tubes- Western prices slightly higher.

And that means the New Stewart-Warner Silver
Jubilee Line.
Here is an amazing line that includes models
giving both long-wave and short-wave reception.
Sets that not only bring in domestic programs
with all the traditional Stewart-Warner clearness
and life-like tones, but that tune in on all the world!
Foreign stations, ships at sea, airplanes, police
calls and all others sending on short-wave lengths
—are brought within range! And the change-over
from regular to short-wave reception is effected
by the simple turn of a dial.
— -ixrvTil
Silver Jubilee Models are housed in cabinets of
outstanding beauty in design and finish. They
incorporate every essential for radio reception
at its best Yet, because of the tremendous production facilities behind them, they are sold at
the lowest prices in radio history.
Don't sell just radio—sell world-wide reception,
radio's latest, greatest thrill! Handle Silver Jubilee
Sets. Capitalize the Stewart-Warner franchise —
and all the prestige and benefits of national advertising that go with it! Your Stewart-Warner
wholesaler will gladly supply details. StewartWarner Corporation, Chicago, Illinois.

The Stewart-Warner Short Wave Converter
brings old radio st-ts up to dace—is packed and crammed with sales possibilities
for you. Here's an individual unit which converts practically any A. C. or battery
sec into a short wave receiver for world-wide reception. Quickly and easily
attached. No interchanging of coils and tubes. Only one dial. •
Housed in attractive walnut finish cabinet only 9^ inches Zp
V5
high, 1IV* inches wide, 8 inches deep. Can be set on cop of
your customer's present radio sec. Only
.
Complete with, tubes

STEWART-WARN ERi>®^RADIO
A GREAT RADIO BACKED BY A GREAT NAME

www.americanradiohistory.com
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FOR

YOU ANll

KOLSTER
l^here's a market tliat lias Maileil for years lor the New
Kolster Inlernalional,. .waited for the refinement in
radio thai the New Kolster International rcpresenls,♦♦
wailed for the new beauty and clarity of lone that it offers.
W$m

P:

3»»l»eL KO«
C!<»nipict«ly siiii ltU-d, ten lube, iuterslage double band juis-i refined
Hiiperhelerodyne with automatic volume control, jmnh-pull p<-nlo<le output variable mu (ubea and power detection. List §1-19-50 with lubea.
Oth4-r tn&tlvls: Model K80 (console) 9 lubes. List S129.50 with
tubes. Model K70 (console) 0 lubes. List §99.50 with tubes. Model K60
7 tubes. List 899.50 with lubes. All Kolster International models
include the band pass refined superheterodyne eirenil, pre-seleetor,
pentode and variable rnu tubes and tone eontrol. All console nuHlels
Isavo aiituuialie volume eontrol.

■v *%*

There's a plaee at the lop for you and Kolster. Write
or wire today for more information direct to 67 Broad
Street, New York City,
KOLSTER RAIIIO IXC.
International Telephone and Telegraph Building
67 Broad Street, New York City
tn Canada: Kolster Radio LtdFactory: 360 Thomas Street
Toronto, Canada
Newark, N. J.

l\jC

o
,tfAe
>1

%V

Nothing has been left undone in producing the New
Kolster International that would add one single degree
of quality to its performance. No expense has been
spared in making the New Kolster International measure
up to the eombined reputations of Kolsler and of the
great eo mm u meat ions organization thai is baek of il —
Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company.

hi"'

It will be the Kolster International policy to sell
only through distrihutors and dealers of recognized standing in the industry and only anabasis
that will provide a fair profit for all concerned.
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KiiiI'ui h'riiiilinii. Scpteinber. I'JSt

• In ilii.H lalioratory en^inrance Irsl several hundred standard ArrturuH PenI ude Tubes ore uperated under ermdi
lions paralleling the most severe usu^e en
eouutereil in a ra«li« receiver. Thtise tubes.
U|» to tlie lime of {i«iriK to press, which have
already ('xreedrd the life expected friim tinbest radio lubes, show that the iniporianl
charaeleristies
t inrliidint; emission) of ever V lulu- sir«- above tbr requrrements f«ir
edieient p'-rfonn a nee. Tbe^e lubes an* |»eriodieally selcrtrd from actual production,
and these results are representative of the
consistetil itnifonnity of Areturus Pento«Ies.
CHIEF ENGINEER

are

you
i

getting this kind of
service

from your

PENTODE

TUBES?

L. A llll IC ATO It V

TS SHOW THAT AIITTI HTS PPATOHPS EilVE THIi SAM li
Lorvt; I JFK AS TYPE * 15 POWKIt TI'IIES OF THE HEST
M AN UFA CT IT HE. EOA'OEIt Yl AN1IFACT1IIKINH EXPE111EX F EXPLAINS THIS EXCEPTIONAL ENDI 1IAXCE

Rctni'mber Nalittnal Km!to
Wwk* Sfptttmhtr 21-27

Tlie Areturus Pentode Tube made
possible many importaat radio improvements, aud is performiuf;
efficiently in many of tiie country's
leading radio receivers. Witb tliis
better pcrformauee Areturus Pentodes are giving the same long life
that made tbe Blue Tube famous.
Areturus bas been making Pentodes since 1928 — more than a
full year's extra experience to
perfect mauufaeturing processes for this complex tube.

Thai is the reason why the Areturus
Pentode Tube gives uuusually loug
service — service that has proved
most satisfactory to many of the
leading manufacturers of today's
Pentode Badio Koceivers.Tliat is the
reason why Areturus Pentodes are
ranked as standard aud used in
laboratory tests by critical engineers. And that is why jobbers and
dealers, to avoid expensive service
calls, demand Areturus Pentodes
with their sets.

AKCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
m

n

77^^
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How
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SERVICING

'c". , "
• •}
fOT*

irrJi

The first step to bigger servicing profits is good equipment. It means rapid,
thorough, complete work — satisfied
customers. "Call-backs" are cut down;
Profits go up.
For this type of service work, use
Weston Model 566, type 3, Radio Test
Set. It makes all the necessary and required tests on any receiver . . .
checks all type tubes with voltages supplied by the set—easily and
quickly. Extra wide instrument ranges plus an ingenious arrangement of switches and pin-jacks speed up tests and cut out errors. Set
or tube trouble is quickly and accurately located — its extent easily
determined.
Besides, Weston gives FREE with every Model 566, type 3, a Com-

WRITE FOR
BOOKLETJ

plete Service Manual. It tells the causes of poor reception; how to
locate and fix them. It gives many helpful ftps — information that
builds your profits. It is another extra that you get in a Weston,

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

CORPORATION

581

NEWARK,

FRELINGHUYSEN

AVENUE

....

NEW

JERSEY
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Atwatek
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Voices

from

the

FIRING

LINE

XKW I r-TO-TIIK->IIXi:TE 1»:I2 >IO»EI^
Every one a Super-heterodyne — lone eonlrol and static reducer , .
automatic vohnnc control if you want it, to counteract 64fading" , . ^
variable -nm and pentode tubes.,,screen-grid.,, 10 kilocycle selectivity
, . . adjuster for any length of antenna , . . Quick-Vision dial , , . velvetaetion station selector—the smoothest, easiest control in the world . . .
\ olunie control and on-and-off switch combined.,.Golden Voice electrodynainie speaker...special Atwater Kent single-spot circuit, eiiminating interference... weight-saving armored chassis... cabinets of grace,
beauty, and good taste — a further refinement of the characteristic
Atwater Kent design, approved by famous interior decorators as the
kind of radio one likes to live with.. .every model complete with tubes.
See us at Radio World's Fair, Madison Square Garden,
New York, September 21-26, Booths 1 and 3; Section G.
Console Model 89—Hand-rubbed walnut highboy ivith sliding doors. Ornamental grille over beauti ful duo-tone fabric. Tubes include rariablc-mn s and two
pentodes. Thefinest radio thai can be built.
$132.00^ complete with tufn's.
Model 89

GOLDEN

Compact Model 82—Automatic volume
control and other big-set features. Gothic
arch of zebra wood. $69MO, complete with
tabes.

VALUES

Model 82

with

hyt7(h(> RclathiUf.

fr!ember, 193J

Atwatem

65

KI: \T

|{\l>IO

See what the radio trade says, after testing the new 1932
Atwater Kent Radio for itself—a few sentences from a great pile
of spontaneous, unsolicited, free-will reports:
".,. No sot at any price will out-perform tlie new Atwater Kent."
"...Wonderful! Tone is perfect."
" ... Absence of cross-modulation very noticeable. Ability to handle loud
volume without distortion fine."
"...Most remarkable set Atwater Kent ever put out."
"...Wonderful performer in every way ... Tone and selectivity
excellent."
"...Very sensitive ami selective. Carries the power great."
"...Sharpest tuning set ever tested. Tone
([uality fine. Plenty of power on all frequencies."
"...CONGRATULATIONS! It has every thing
the public wants."
Low prices—yes. But a thousand times more
important to dealer and public is VALUE. Here
are the greatest values in Atwater Kent history,
with a price for every purse, and every price
containing a fair profit for the dealer.
ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING CO.
A. Atwater Kent. Presir/ent
4700 Wissahickon Ave.
Philadelpliia, PaCon so i. k Model 85 —Exquisite
American walnut lowboy with matched
halt walnut front panels. $96.Off,
complete with tubes.
Compact Model 80—New standard
of small-set values . . . amazing example of Atwater Kent workmanship.
$62.80, complete with tubes.
Other /ii</<Iris, ineludin/i hattrry sets usinff
the nrn 2-volt tuhes ami air-ccll battery.

the

GOLDEN

VOICE

(5tf
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THIS YEAR S
IS,SUE. WILL CONTAIN
comprehensive descriptions
of the industry's entire output, including
RADIO SETS
HOME TALKIES
TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
TELEVISION
AUTOMOBILE RADIO
COMBINATIONS
AUTOMATICS

RADIO

RETAILING
Tenth Avenue
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MONTH'S

will

be your

Fall

and

hands

Buying

ISSUE

Guide for

Christmas... .In your

October

1

LATEST SPECIFICATIONS
OF

ALL

PRODUCTS

ITH October I begin Radio's most active three months.

The

year's last quarter is always the best business quarter.
And, as usual, Reidio Retailing in its issue of October I will give
you complete buying specifications on everything of interest to the
dealer in radio merchandise—prices, sizes, styles, tubes, power, and so
forth.

This year the scope of Radio Retailing's SPECIFICATIONS

ISSUE will be extended to cover Automatics, Home Talkies, Television
and Automobile Radio.
This complete, condensed, easily-consulted buying guide makes it possible to stock up just at the right time with exactly the items your judgment tells you will be most attractive to your customers.

The attractive

prices now offered can hardly fail to bring good business if you have
the goods on hand.
In addition to the specifications contained in the editorial pages of the
October Specifications Issue, you will find in the advertising pages messages from active manufacturers
giving timely information concerning their products,
sales features, advertising plans, and so forth.

Cross-

indexing in the editorial pages will increase the usefulness of the advertisements.

TO
ADVERTISERS:

IF YOU ARE GOING TO NEED EXTRA COPIES
of the October Issue, order them now.

Advertising forms for
the October Specifications Issue close September 21.

Reserve

your space AT ONCE.
^

ABC

-

ABP

^

x

x

at 36th Street, New York

www.americanradiohistory.com
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HAS

GONE
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AND
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PACENT
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PROFIT

The market is ready . . . wailing for you.
Everyone goes to the movies . . . everyone
would like to hold shows at home. And they
can! With the new Pacent Home Talkie!
Here's your chance! Pacent, with more than
20 years' experience in electrical reproduction, has produced a three-purpose model of
unusually compact design. Sturdy and wellbuilt. Beautiful. When not in use, it is a
handsome, distinctive piece of walnut furniture; in operation, a complete talkie projector
capable of perfect professional performance.
And that is not all! In addition, the new
Pacent Home Talkie will play silent moving
pictures. If you have your own movie camera
you can have music with your films. And with
the projecter cut out, it is the finest electric
phonograph you ever listened to, using either
SV/s It. P. M. or 78 R. P. M. Records.
Customers to whom you have sold radios
will he interested in the special console model

mYeSfsir! I want to make Some Real Money !mt
PACEXT EI.ECTIIM* COSIPAXV, IXC.
Ml SEVEXTII AVEXITE, XEW VOICK t:ITV

Catalog No. 750A O tnsolette without amplifier and speaker for use with standard ratlin receivers $180.00.
Catalog No. 7.11 It Port able projector and
synchronous tnrn-table, complete with new Phonovox pick-up and special high-torque motor lists for
OXLY $*115.00. Comp lele A. C. operated
portable amplifier and speaker Catalog No. 751A
for use with equipment where radio set is not available lists for ONLY $*55.00 less tubes.
designed to use the amplifier and speaker of
standard receivers. Get out your old customer
records and see how easy it is to sell Pacent
Home Talkies.

A

STEADY

COME

GROWING

FROM

FILM

IN-

RENTALS

Gentlemen: I certainly am interested in learning
more abou t the Parent Home Talkie line. Please send
literature and complete information.

There is now plenty of film product for your
customers to play. Continuous and increasing
profits are being realized by wideawake dealers who are establishing suitable film libraries.
Rentals average $.50 to $1.00 per night per
reel. Write for complete list of films.

Ci«y_

I*ACliNT ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
!»l SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW VOItK CITY
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DEMONSTRATE

THE

NEW

Read how Wide-Awake Dealers are Increasing their Sales. Every one who comes into
your store is a potential customer for the new
Pacent Phonovox, If they own both a radio
and a phonograph (and almost everyone
does) then explain . , . and demonstrate . . .
the marvelous reproduction obtainable with
Phonovox.
Whenever a customer buys a phonograph
record demonstrate Phonovox. Point out that
only with this equipment can they get such
beauty and brilliance of tone.
Pacent's more than 20 years of experience
in the field of sound amplification and reproduction have made this pick-up possible. Physically the new PACENT NO. 120 PHONOVOX
follows the modernistic trend in receiver design. Its new rigid and delicately balanced tone

PA

and

SELL

PHONOVOX

arm finished in a deep black forms a striking
contrast with the glistening bronze sound
head. Moreover, changes in engineering design now make possible an output, more than
20% greater than possible with an ordinary
pick-up. The new design metal armature is
far ahead of anything yet attempted in pickup construction. Faithful reproduction is assured through the use of a special steel alloy.

lac* buck of f lits new Item JVOW
and learn what thousands of
other dealers already have
learned — Til 10 PACENT PHONOVOX

ItEPKESENTS

4|U1CK

TURNOVER AND RIO PROFITS.

CENT

PACKIVT KLiECTIlIC COMPAXT, I AC., SI Seventh Avenue. New York City
Specialists in the Electrical Reproduction of Sound for Over Twenty Years
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A

Virgin

Field

Is

Sales

Open

32 VOLT
Superheterodyne

L

T

C>

New Low Li

The dawn of a new day in radio retailinj;! The
opening of a new opportunity for you to rapidly
increase your profits — your business — is now
here.
The L. Tatro 32 Volt Superheterodyne brings
to hundreds of thousands of farm light plant owners the first chance to own a modern,
light socket operated receiver. Never before have they been able to obtain it.

A complete radio receiver — li^ht socket operated. Eliminates "A" batteries — a feature that
farmers instantly appreciate. Does away with
costly replacements of "FT' batteries every few
months. Economical operation — uses less than
50 watts. Marvelous tone — beautiful cabinets.
Every modern radio circuit and lube feature.

You can quickly and easily sell your
share of this great market.

32
ami

No

-T

Competition

The L. Tatro 32 Volt Superheterodyne stands
alone — it is not in a competitive field for no other
receiver offers the farm li^hl plant owner modern
up-to-date radio reception.

A

vol

National

RADIO

Advertising

Campaign

That Will Make Sales For Von!
L. Tatro consumer advertising is appearing on regular schedule in the leading national and sectional farm papers-with a total circulation of more than 7,000,000. Your territory will be completely covered — prospects in your community will know the L. Tatro 32 Volt Radio — and
you can sell them.
Write or wire today for full details of the L. Tatro unusual new dealers' sales plan — ft
opens a virgin sales field for you. Remember — The L. Tatro 32 Volt Radio is time tested
and proven. More than two years in the field. Thousands of satisfied users arc building sales
for dealers.
L. TATRO PRODUCTS CORP., DECORAU, IOWA
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TWO

Electric

instead

of

Clocks

ONE!

This

combination

makes it easy

TELECHRON SELF-STARTING

TELALARM

TO RETAIL AT
No, Til. Non-tarnuhinf/ "Dum-Hlveralloy" metal cane with black link elite bane.
Five inches hif/h. Dial iUuminnfed by
small Mazda lamp with rheostat control
for bright or dim.

if -.-i;1!

,^>-r. ^munMpPr1
y:*- ■■■

$9.95
WITH
LLUMINATED
DIAL

•■Jtiu,- - % N'. ——

H
^

REVERE SELF-STARTING TAMBOUR
TO RETAIL AT
75

"Loyal" Colonial design. Case of Hon- $22duras mahogany, 18%" wide. No. 300,
WITH
with Westminster chimes, $29.75. No. WESTMINSTER
500, hour and half-hour strike, $22.75. CHIMES, $29.75

Tela-laBm and Lovai,, launched last month, are selling like wildrire 1 We knew they would. They're right
in every respect. Possibly you didn't realize, at first,
the perfect combinalion-mle that these clocks and
their prices make possible.
Clever retailers are pushing the two of them together , , . pointing out that Telalarm stands guard
day and night upstairs, while Loyal chimes away
waking hours downstairs . . . emphasizing the fact
that both cat! be bought at the new low prices for
what one Such clock would have cost a few weeks ago.
That sales strategy means two clocks to a customer
instead of one — two profits — two salesmen in two
important rooms in the home daily demonstrating the
need for electric accuracy and convenience in other
rooms as well.
Telalarm is listed as 71 I, a lucky number for any
man who stocks it! It almost sells itself, with its handsome case of "Dura-silver-alloy" (won't stain or tarnish)—its dial lighted by a little Mazda lamp (rheostat control for bright or dim)—its pleasant alarm
hell and its silent, self-starting Telechron motor.
Loyal packs a potent sales-punch, too — case of
finest Honduras mahogany, Colonial design—$22.75,,
with hour and half-hour strike — $29.75, with mellow;
W estminster chimes — the lowest prices ever put on
such a product !
Everybody needs an alarm clock. Everybody wants'
a chime clock. And, of course, a Hostess model for
the kitchen. You can do wonders with these—backed
by big-space advertising in national magazines. Let
the coupon show you how.
TeterArvn it the iradc-mnrt. reai*teredi« the V 8 Pat Off nf fho6
Warren Telechron Company.
" '
TArRewreClorK
Companu.
of
Cincwnali,
Ohio,
manufaclnres
slnke and chime clocks with fein hron nujlors, priced up to ¥(150,

m
Key. U. S. Pat. Off,
WARREN TELECHRON COMPANV
39 Main Street, Ashland, M issachusetts
Please send me information on Telechron Electric Clocks and
details of your Authorized Dealer Franchise.
Name.
Address .
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RADIO'S

GREAT

PROFIT

LINE

GENERAL MOTORS
RADIO

We

Cal. J, Zamoiski, President
Jos. M. Zamoiski Co.
Baltimore, Mil.
H. P. Harbison, President
Harbison Mfg. Co.
Kansas City, Mo

Warren Cox, Vice President
Midland Radio Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio
T. H, Lewis, Vice President
Elliott-Lewis Electrical Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Quote

With

Pride!

"The deciding factor in making ourdedsion to distribute General Motors Radio
was flexible ability to manufacture, plus ability to merchandise successfully,"
"We selected the General Motors Radio line this year because we knew a
popular priced line, coupled with the name General Motors, would have immediate public acceptance. Up to the present time we have established over
200 retail dealers. Our dealers report to us that the General Motors line has
immediate consumer acceptance and we are getting some nice repeat business."
"The General Motors Improved Super-Heterodyne establishes a new standard
of value for radio merchandise. Never before has the dealer had a line which
offers the profit possibilities, and we are fortunate to have a line which will
occupy a prominent position in the industry."
"Our decision to distribute the General Motors line of radio receiving sets
was influenced largely by our recognition of General Motors prestige quality
of product manufactured in its other lines—the keen merchandising brains of
the entire General Motors organization its financial responsibility and its recognition of good business principles in dealing with the trade. We find that,
with the quality which is being built into the 1931 production and the fact
that General Motors is offering custom-built sets at prices that compare
favorably with other manufacturers' general lines, the dealers are quickly recognizing that they are being put in a position to step ahead of competition."
Multiply the opinions of these four men a hundredfold and you have
the reasons why General Motors Radio is today considered the great
profit line of the industry by leading distributors and dealers throughout America. The G, M, Improved Super-Heterodyne is as fine a radio
chassis as can be built. The eight standard models ranging in price from
$39-50 to $2 50, with tubes, and the eight custom-built models ranging
from $95 to $350, with tubes, represent the widest range of cabinet styles
and prices offered by any manufacturer. It will pay you to investigate
the new series General Motors Radio. We feel confident that you, too,
will want to enjoy the advantages of handling "radio's great profit line."
GENERAL

MOTORS RADIO CORPORATION
DAYTON, OHIO

czp4 c-AiodeL for ever if CPurse and CPrforence

n
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THIS

$

750.00.u

TESTING

BE

EQUIPMENT

FREE
.
w

to Preferential
Tung-Sol Dealers

w % ^
'•y -

1

HICKOK SPECIAL A. C. 4301 (List Value $750.OO)
and WHAT IT DOES
1r—Reads dynamic mutual conductance directly on meter. 2—Heads
plate current directly on meter. 5—Heads grid current or gas
directly on meter. 4—Checks fur cnthodc-lilament leakage. 5—Indicates shorts betweeil all elements of tnhes on series of colored
lamps. 6—Supplies up to 250 volts DC for plate circuit, thus making possible a dependable and accurate test. 7—Checks all type
tubes. S—Meters cannot be burned out or injured. 9—Operates
from 60 cycle 1 10 volt AC line—rei|uircs no batteries of any kind.
10—Compensates for all line fluctuations.
HICKOK SPECIAL
A. C. 47
(List Value $12S.OO)
1—Applies DC to plate
and grid. 2 — Indicates
directly on meters, dynamic mutual conductance and plate current,
3 — Operates from 60
cycle 110 volt AC line.
4—All indications independent of line fluctuations, 5—-Tests all llie
latest type tubes.

fpTSI
i .•l w*.:v 1 v .
v- }
'«. "sf" • ygtlt -C>
I* »
V v^
i
A
I" l«t., I

HEHE is an unprecedented dealer offer. A
Iliekok Special Tube Tester delivered
without cost, and at once, to those accepting
the new Tung-Sol Preferential Plan,
Placed on your counter and announced
in your window this equipment will bring
radio owners flocking to your shop to have
their tubes tested. Its impressive appearance
will gain their immediate confidence—make
more sales —more profits—both in tubes and
sets. Then loo, it furnishes dealers with a
quick and accurate means of testing tubes
of all types.
A smaller Iliekok Special Tube Tester,
listing at $125.00, is also available through
the Preferential Plan. This tester is especially valuable in that it may be used either
in the store or easily carried about by the
service man.
For full information on how to own one
or both of these testers, get in immediate
touch with our nearest branch.

TUNG-SOL
RADIO
One of the Famous TUING-SOL
TUNG-SOL Products

TUBEsilpi
J2 '

Made by TUNG-SOL RADIO TUBES, Inc., Newark, N, J.
Licensed under patents of the Radio Corporation oj America
Sale* DivUions : Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, KansasCityy Los Angeles, NewYork, St .Paul mm
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THE

KEN

RAD

Acremeter

and the Complete

Merchandising Plan back

of it have proved to

whale

of a

he

a

O

/

Success!

KE

RAD

Every smart merchandiser
agrees that Ken-Rad has the
real solution to radio tube replacement sales. They all see
how this complete plan also
increases the sale of radio sets
—and how it brings customers
into the store for other merchandise as well.

There

While the Ken-Rad Acremeter is a remarkable tube
merchandising instrument, it
is but one small part of the
complete Ken-Rad plan. KenRad is not just selling a tube
tester—something that has
been done for years. Ken-Rad
is offering what you want and
need now—a complete and
really successful merchandising plan.

is only one

Acremet r—and only Ken 'Rad ca

give you the complete and
ing plan
for so

fu pr

that has proved

many dealers and distributors everywhere.
Write for the. story of the many remarkable successes with the Ken-Rad Acremeter Plan.
The Ken-Rad Corporation,/«rorp«rOwensboro,K,L1 censed Manufacturers of

Ken-Rad Fine

Radio

Tubes
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RADIO
BEAUTY!

%r
IMPROVED

PERFORMANCE!

POPULAR
■

li:

m

PRICES!

Take smurl, new style plus the improvetl performance
of radically different radio design. Then add a popular
price—no higher than for old-fashioned, radios of
conventional type. There you have a sure-fire recipe
for increased radio sales. That's what Westinghouse
offers in the new Columaire Junior Deluxe-—a radio
that in beauty, in performance and in price leaves
radio tradition behind.
Sec your Westinghouse Radio distributor for information about this important new model and about
the complete line of companion sets in the Columaire

The Columaire Jr. Deluxe—a completely screened 9tube super-heterodyne set with fully automatic volume
control, fully graduated tone control, Multi-Mu and
Push-Pull Power Pentode tubes.

series and conventional designs. Ask him to tell you
about the advertising and sales support that Westinghouse offers.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUKACTURIAG CO.
MERCHANPlSmG DEPARTMENT
MANSFIELD, OHIO

Westinghouse

1 he Portable Midget; The WR-5 Conventional Model;
The Columaire Jr.; The Golumelte.

/2o
W
WtVIIHCKOliSE

V

Westinghouse
APPLIANCES
-pyf f*i*.
HO.V1 E
OlVf sills
THE OTHERS

a

1 lie famous Flavor Zone Ranges
in types, sizes and
prices for every
home.
A complete tnc
of irons, lei by
the new 1000-watt
Master-Malic.

T h e Westi nghouse ^Completely Balanced" Refrigerator with
amazing improvements and new
discoveries.

♦
itst%

*
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WEBSTER

ELECTRIC

CO.

Places Like These Need
Wherever
Sound Must

Modern Sound Distribution
Systems

Fill Great
Spaces

Bill

Webster Electric
VV Power dmpli/icrs
S* U
• .
o

SCHOOLS
AND COLLEG
Pro

SWIMMING POOLS

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

KS
m*
APARTMENTS AN CThotels

s radiu .\:s anu Arenas

PARKS ANS^MUSEMEN i C

rv
¥

»

BH
i

COUNTRY AND OTHER CLUBS
SOUND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS—their sales, installation
and servicing — offer a rich field for men or organizations with
sales ability and engineering facilities.
These systems require amplifiers . . . Webster Amplifiers, the
product of an institution specializing in the manufacture of delicate
and precise electrical apparatus for nearly a quarter of a century.
They are the product which provide an opportunity to enter
the Sound Distribution field for well established organizations.
Our complete line includes models ranging from small, base
type amplifiers for portable or home use to "Rack and Panel
types for the largest permanent installations. We solicit inquiries.

ifSI

jfi.
Webster
Recciive

Electric Conxp^ixy
ESTABLISHED IQOS
Wiscot\sir\

Webster Transformers .... Webster Electric Pick-ups .... Webster Power Amplifiers
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AMERICAN

BOSCH

W

marvelous

(SI
NEW

SUPER

HETERODYNE

SO

Model 31H —6 tube Super-heterodyne — 1 Pentode,
2 Variable Mu, 1 Screen-Grid 224, 1-22? and 1-280 Rectifier, A beautiful furniture piece, 39 i/16 in. high, 21 5/8
in. wide and 12 1/4 in. deep.
Complete with tubes , , . , $67.50,

COMPLETE
67 WITH TUBES

•j i!. I =1

»j 4

a

f

A MERICAN Bosch Radio announces its
A\ most sensational offering of 1931—a modern super-heterodyne built toAmerican Bosch
standards for $67.50 complete with tubes.
This remarkable receiver includes all the
latest developments—a perfect tone control
which permits a brilliant or mellow reception— single station selector—Line-O-Lite
UNITED
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

a

i

v/i h ; ■ t ij-.i ^

tuning—it is thoroughly selective and unusually sensitive. A perfect super-heterodyne
receiver in a walnut veneered cabinet 391l6
inches high—all for the low price of—$67.50
complete with tubes.
Write at once to the factory or the nearest
branch for complete details on the American
Bosch Radio Line.

BOSCH
CORPORATION
AMERICAN
CHICAGO
•
DETROIT
.
SAN FRANCISCO
•
Branches: NEW YORK
American Bosch Radio is licensed under patents and applications of R. C. A. Western prices slightly higher.
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SEASON S
GREATEST
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A 7 TUBE
SUPER HETERODYNE
RADIO
will! HAMMOND
Synchronous
i i
Ml
f
'
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ELECTRIC
CLOCK
movcment, containcd
in this beautiful floor
clock cuhinel—
No. 2.>!(>
69 HIGH

HP
I Ft IS il is Lin f tiv (;
X clock c a b i n e t
carries the very latest
in radio. A seven lube
Super Heterodyne Circuit with a fully shielded ohaseia. All of the
latest improvements in
radio are included; fully
illuminaP'd diaI and lone
control. The chassis has
been
desigrned
hoiiift made especially for na by one of America's
leading:andradiois
manufacturers, and is fully licensed under exislinp- R.O.A patents.
An oversize Utah Dynamic Speaker P eonoeaJcd in the top of the
cabinet.
This installation pives the utmost in radio performance as it utilizes the entire clock cabincl as a sounding board Its tone is really
remarkable and true in all frequencies. Simply plinr in to lipiu
socket and you have the Ulliinatt: in r.ulro performanec plus an
eh en ie syneUrcmtnis motor clock, friving' regulated time keeping
in its most advaireed form.
No. 2310
cali'mvl is beautifully veneered in Ameriran Walnut and i-arrics
overlay dmiralion of
Pird s Eye Maple. The
If a in in o n d Synehronuus
Eleetrir movoiueni ii
famous for its reliable,
ftriu rate lime keeping.
Full Wesiminsler Flvimes
are available iviUi W'r.lin giro use rnovcmonl at
£30.00 extra.

LESS Tl BES
t'MculCKlo
Tube-—Variableii Tubes Liivnscd tinder Wo DISTRIBUTORS
biiw an at Irani\r dis11.
I'alenls, for liO tribulor
pPMKXiiitui «ith
CanC. A.In: furnished
desirable"
roll, 110 eyries A.C. cur- some
si
IU
open
Kxclushterritory
e dork
rent only.
cabinets
shipped
complete
less radio
inslaUal
ton
available
Immediately.
An
opporiuiiHy
for
you
merchandise your ownto
radio in tills fast, selling
rablnul. A real oppor
timSly
to increase
retail sales.
Write unit
or
wire for details. Folder
sent upon request.
corpopa

1
VI RGI N I A MARION. VIRGINIA
T'on LI
LN
^ 1 NGO
^
WIN

OSCILLATOR
(Lirensed by A. T. & T. Co.)
18

Net to dealer
$30 list

Net to dealer
91
X Kill.^ onlpitl meter

If not, at your Jobbers ti e will ship direct
when remittance accompanies order.
A sturdy modulated instrument carefully
made. Completely shielded with separate
battery compartment.
Furnished with
22' 2-v. and 3-v. batteries. Uses one '30 tube.
Covers broadcast band (5S0-l500-k.c.)
and intermediate band ( 120-185 k.c.).
Operating instructions attached in case cover
with shielded wire leads. Very compact.
In leatherette case, 6x11^x5^2 in. Weighs
but 8 pounds. IJuilt to high standards.
Every serviceman should have the No. 550
oscillator to align r.f. gang condensers,
locate detective r.f. transformers, adjust
i.f. transformers, check oscillator stage and
determine sensitivity of a receiver.
A
necessary instrument.
Get yours today.
Write for catalog of servicing instruments.

Readrite Meier Works
Established 1904
0 College Ave., Bliifftoii. Ohio
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Get set

for

the

decade. . . the
gineering

biggest

radio

outgrowth

development.

achievement

from

of

RCA Victor

selling
a

It's

"Radio

i

truly

great

another

in

a

en-

great

Headquarters."

Company,

A Radio Corporatioii of America Subsidiary

idea

-

-

inc.

Camden, N. J.
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Radio Cabinets
WEATHER-PROOF
No. IH—Fits nil HighPADDED
COVERS
boys—-both
consoles
and
It
has
arrived//
combinations. $G (16.75
Colorado and West.)
—for
ALL
Radios
and
No. 12—Fits all I^ovvboys and console models
not over 42 inches high.
Machines
14 ($4.50 Colorado and Universal CoversWashing
=—
A new popularity
are made to fit ALL
West.)
No. 1 1—Fits all very radios, from the smallest midget set
small Midget sets of 4 to the tallest highboy—and ALL washtubes or less. $1.25
machines; round or square tub
for consoles
($1.60 Colorado ami ing
types, either wringer or spinner
West.)
No. 10-—-Fits all Junior models. Perfect protection against
Table models of from 5
And here is a console that is getting big attention everydamage in delivery. Made of strong,
to 9 tubes, $2 ($2.5 0 weather-proof
brown drill, padded
where—it's a real piece of merchandise priced lower
Colorado and West.)
with thick layer of high grade comWashing Machines
than ever before. You'll find it the right receiver with
fort
cotton—guaranteed
not to sepNo. 18-—Fits all round
which to keep sales brisk and profitable.
or square tub washers:
unless actually torn. Adjustable
either wringer or spinner arate
webbing tightly straps cover
models .... $3 (3.50 heavy
around cabinet or washer.
Colorado and West.}
All covers shipped parcels post. C.O.D., postage
MAISH BEDDING CO.
paid, On open account if
you have account with us.
1501 Freeman Ave., Cincinnati, O.
s. '■oiimiiimiimMiimrmiiiiimiiiiiiiirrmimiiimniiiiirMiiimnmiiMiii nniiii immiiiiimiiimmmmimiiiimMimiimrmimiiifirt
^niMiiMiifniimii.ijmiiminiiiiiiibiimiiiimimimmiiimmiiiiiiiiiuimiimiiiiiiiiimimmiiimmiiiiimjbiiiimiJfjiiiiNiiiihiMii'.:
Model "B BM
List Price
$25.00
Microphone Only

The Most
Rugged
Microphone
Made

The Superlative Broadcast Microphone
EXTRA HEAVY TYPE—TWO BUTTON
Outstanding beauty of workman- Extra Heavy 24-Karat Pure Gold
ship and finish.
Centers.
True, Natural Tone. Tremen- Duralumin diaphragms. Accudous Volume.
rately Machined.
Scientifically Damped.
Three Degrees of Sensitivity.
=
Other Models from
up.
5
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.
I
JIH3 Hyde Park It'vd.
= INGI.KWOOD.
CALIF., U. S. A. f:
AdMiiDiiuiiiiiiiiiitttiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiijiuiiiiMiuiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiMimMiiiiiiiiruiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiur
Z9

Model 712
(fish h.v 23 "A" Wirlt
Audiola Console
SUPERHETERODYNE
receivers incorpoLint price complete
rate every domi50
with genuine Ctmnant sales feature
timsham or Kadiotrun $69:
Tubes
.....
—note them
PENTODE . VARIABLE-MU . FULL RANGE TONE
CONTROL . FULL VISION DIAL . PHANTOM
LIGHT INDICATOR . R. C. A. TUBES . JENSEN
DYNAMIC SPEAKER . BEAUTIFUL CABINETS
. SUPERB TONE QUALITY . EXCEPTIONAL
PERFORMANCE . EXTREME VALUE.
Since the first Audiola receiver was produced, 10 years
ago, Audiola has been outstanding in quality. During
ail this time Audiola has made money for dealers and
made good tor its owners. Audiola continues to progress ri^ht along, Audiola today offers dealers a real
money-making opportunity and we suggest you give immediate attention to Audiola Consoles. Write for
details.

CABINETS
Your most powerful weapon in meeting today's competition in the radio
field is cabinet work of irresistible eye
appeal and structural precision.
With a successful experience of over
half a century in the making of fine
cabinets, Adler-Royal offers you a
wealth of merchandising ideas and a
thoroughness of cooperation that may
mean the difference between profit
and loss.
Let's talk it over.
ADLER MANUFACTURING CO.. Itmrporaud, LOUISVILLE
ADLER-ROYAL
CABINETS

ApdiolA
RADIO
430 S. Green St.

CO.
CHICAGO

. ... A jew manufacturer! with whom we hare worked: ....
ATWATER KENT . , . FADA . . . EDISON-GENERAL ELECTRIC
COLONIAL RADIO . . . COLIN li. KENNEDY, . . J. C. PENNEY
SEARS-ROEBUCK . . . MAGNAVOX . . . NATIONAL CARBON
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Fingers

Just
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to

Operate wmw
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The NEW FADA EjlMi

mme,
AUTOMATIC
*■

FLASHOGRAPH^

NOW YOU CAN DRAMATIZE
YOUR DEMONSTRATIONS
AND

MAKE

MORE

Whenhodicat
the red
renehen
the
pointlight
the
neon
tube
it you
means
youin"Right
have
the
station
want
On
the Button!"

SALES

Th e newest, the most salable and the most exciting
feature in radio today is the new FADA Automatic
Flashograph.
Instantly and automatically tliis ingenious device
tells you when you are accurately tuned. The station
you want at the precise point of perfect tone quality
—ami further records your favorite stations hy
call letter.
If you have not seen and heard a demonstration
of this newest method of visual tuning, write or
wire us today.
Other new features of the new 1931-32 DeLuxe
Fada: Improved Superheterodyne Design, Pentode
Tubes in Push pull, Multi-!\Iii Screen Grid Tubes,
Automatic Volume Gontrol, Tone Filter and Noise
Suppressor, Tuning Silencer.

1

In the lower
window arc
showothe
Ipttorsofthn
atntKin
youcall
want,
in light.).

illuatralcil
$147.50
piModel
Hie with
tubes above
De Luxe
Modelcom-4S
10-tuoe
Huperheterodyne.
4 REW FADA RADIO COMni!\ATIO!\ j.,st addo.i lo the
FADA line Model 57. 7 tube superheterodyne variable speed
turn-table and specially designed screen grid detector to give
full dance volume when re<[uired, complete with lubes,
only S159.50,
The nem FADA Una is coinplele with full price range for
every pocket book giving dealers maximum profit possibilities with a name thai has stood for the best in radio for years.
Prices arc as shown below from $69,50 to $175.00 all complete with tubes.
Manufactured hy F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

%
50
112

S

I47.5%q 50

o

175.00

89.5

ALL
S

PRICES

50

69

COMPLETE
WITH TUBES.
a

19 2 0

SINCE

a

L

o

BROADCASTING

www.americanradiohistory.com
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RADIO

^TUBES'

^40I0S **
Sell

SINCE l9iS

Cunninghams

and make Friends!

BRAIDITE HOOK-UPWIRE

Cunninghams give service that
inspires confidence in the dealer
who sells them.

JiiiniiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiirmiiinMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiujiiiiriiiiliiiiriiiiiiiiiiriMiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiii^

When you recommend and sell
Cunningham Radio Tubes as.
original equipment or for replacement, you are sure of a satisfied
customer who is a friend of your
store and a live prospect for a
new radio or other radio accessories.
E. T. CUNNINGHAM, Inc.
fA subsidiary of Radio Corporcrfion of America)
NKW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTA DAIJ^VS

w
*

RADIO WIRE PRODUCTS
ANTENNA WIRE
LEAD-IN WIRES
ANTENNA KITS
HOOK UC WIRES
ANTENNA ACCESSORIES
VNM NCTATOK WIRES
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
CABLES
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICES
If Your Jobber Cannot Supply You—Order Direct
CORNISH WIRE CO.
Makers of the famous

More Business |
and
|
An Extra Profit |
Janette
Rotary Converters =
bring- you more business =
because their surprisinsrly E
low prices and perfect |
operation make people in =
D.C. districts "live" pros- =
peels — for A.C. radio =
sets. And on every sale e
you make an extra profit e
on the converter itself. E
Write for Bulletin 431-/5. |
.'V:
JANETTE MFG. CO. |
.155 West Monroe St., ~
Chicago, III.
|
SingerEstate
Bldg., Trust
149 Broadway,
New York. E=
Converters for Real
Bldg.. Philadelphia.
3 2. 115 and Harrison Sales Co., 314 Ninth Ave., N., =
2S0 volt D.C.
Seattle. Wash.
=
vaiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiHMiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiinMiiTur

MpmMm
^
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uamy
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You know from experience that Radio Tubes should be
replaced at least once a year—
Do Your Customers Know This?

D
TUBE PERT

raD
MANCE MtTc

You know that good and bad tubes look alike—
Do Your Customers Know This?
Testing in the DayraD Tube Performance Meter shows which
tubes should he replaced.
Let Your Customers Do the Testing

Tie in with the modern tube merchandising plan, by installing an impressive,
accurate Tube Tester, one that tells conditions in plain English words—
Poor Tubes
Weak Tubes
Good Tubes
The DayraD Types 380 and 375 Tube Testers, wholly efficient and rapid, priced to suit your
store and pocket book

The Radio Products Company Dept. a., 5th & Norwood sts.

Dayton, Ohio
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HOWARD

HOWARD CONSOLK
Model No. 55
$99,50 including tubes

1

yNew SuperhetoTOdyne circuit with Special
Howard Dynaraic Speaker and Ton© Control. Walnut console cabinet, 40^ in.
high, 22% in. wide, and 14% In. deep.
Tubes employed;, 2—27*8. 1—8(1, 3—
5l*a and 2—47 8,

attains its highest quality and now carries
price m H

R D history

The Howard Radio Cornpanv opens the
season of 1931 and 32 with this positive
statement:
1st., That during the ten years it has been
making precision radios it has never
made a receiver the equal of its present
superheterodyne;
2nd., That notwithstanding it has reached its
peak in quality, its current prices are
now competitive with those of commercial sets.
This condition has been brought about by
rigid adherence to a constructive policy.

THE 1931-1932 HOWARD LINE
No. 10, Compact Model, TRF Circuit, wllh 5 tubes, complete.!|49.50
No. 20, Compact Model. Superheterodyne, with 7 tubes, complete 69.50
No. 25, Compact Model, same as No. 20. with drawer table
79.5 0
No, SO, Compact Console, Bupcrhcterodyno, with 7 lubes, complete 89.50
No. 35, Console Model, Superheterodyne, with S tubes, complete. 99,50
No. 4 0, Console Model, Superhetereodyne, with 8 tubes, complete. 119.50
No. 45, Console
ControlModel,
and 9 Superlmlerodync.
tubes, complete with
... Automatic Volume129.50
No. 6 0, Combination
Model,
Superheterodyne,
with device
Automatic
Volume Control. Automatic Record changing
and
9 tubes, complete
:
259.50

»

»

»

»

»

»

the lowest
»

»

»

»

»

namely—To make only a quality radio—to merchandise it only
upon lines which heretofore have been proved successful and not
to be tempted into a program of over production.
The result of this sound policy has been that for more than ten
years HOWARD has consistently made one of the outstanding
receivers in the industry—that it has had a solid, substantial
and continuous growth and that, today, it possesses one of the
most highly respected names in radio.
To hundreds of dealers who sold their first HOWARDS eight,
nine and ten years ago, and have sold them continuously since,
it will be a matter of unbounded pride to read the statement
made above—"that HOIVARD has neuer made a receiver the
equal of its present Superheterodyne, and that its current prices
are nonv competitive with those of commercial sets."
These dealers know from long ex-perience the character and
integrity of this statement and to them it means assured profits.
Dealers (who are interested in making a real pro fit
in their radio business are asked to correspond
with us.
HOWARD

RADIO COMPANY

Factory and General Offices
SOUTH HAVEN, MICHIGAN
All models represent the latest developments in Radio
Engineering in the scientific employment of the
Pentode and Variable MU tubes.
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It's

Now

a

NEW

MONTHLY
With its September issue the
Radio Call Book Magazine and
Technical Review becomes a
monthly publication — something
you've always wanted!

ms

Now you can get response
curves and service schematics of receivers you're selling, as fast as
measured.
Use these curves as a yardstick
to show your prospects what to expect from the set you are offering.
Service men will find schematics
in every issue that might ordinarily
be delayed for months.
These two features alone (to say
nothing of the many others) justify
your subscription today. The price
is $2.00 for the 1 2 issues.
USE THIS COUPON TODAY
Citizens Radio Service Bureau, Inc.
508 So. Dearborn, Chicago.
I need the Radio Call Book Magazine and
Technical Review every month. Here's $2.00
for the next 1 2 issues, starting with the
number.
I am a:
Dealer
□
Service Man
□ PLEASE PUT
Engineer
□
Manufacturer
□ A CHECK-MARK
Distributor
□
Salesman
n OPPOSITE YOUR
Technician
□
Experimenter
□ OCCUPATION
Name
Address
City.

State

PENTODE
TRANSFORMERS
Three AmerTran Output Transformers for use with the
new 247-type pentode power tube have won the enthusiastic approval of set builders. These pentode transformers
are designed and built with the same skill and fine quality
materials and workmanship that has made AmerTran
Products the Standard of Excellence since 1922.
Type 6150—Output from two type 247 pentode tubes to
500 ohms (center tapped primary)
Type 6152—Output from two type 247 pentode tubes to
4000 ohms (center tapped primary)
Type 6200—Output from two type 247 pentode tubes to
15 ohms (center tapped primary)
DO

YOU

KNOW

that your set can provide perfect reproduction of music
if AmerTran audio Transformers are installed?
that radio results are improved if burnt-out transformers
are replaced by AmerTran in your commercial set?
that an AmerTran audio transformer is available to
satisfy every amplifier need?
American
Paclory and Main
Office
178 Emmet St.
Newark, N, J.

Irans former

Company
New York Office
Room 1963
Hudson Terminal
50 Church Street

American Transformer Company
178 Emmet Street. Newark. N. J.
Gentlemen: Send me bulletin with complete information of AmerTran
Output Transformers,
Name
Street
City and State.
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1000,000
lO TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE

o
Dl

I
3 VARIO-MU TUBES

■.■■■■
2 PENTODE TUBES IN
PUSH-PULL

V.

r.

Kffi-

li

I-,:.'-

v

2 TONE-CONTROLS
A SILVER-MARSHALL
EXCLUSIVE FEATURE

f.;.

IOKC SELECTIVITY
GUARANTEED

80 STATION
SENSITIVITY

NON-RADIATING
OSCILLATOR

WITH BUILT-IN AERIAL

:

Pin this page to
your letterhead
for details on
the entire line.

The Model G6 is the best receiver that the great S-M laboratories can build. No
expense has been spared. It was built, not to a price, but to give the absolute
utmost in radio performance. Yet, doe to Silver-Marshall's Direct-to-Dealer system, eliminating the distributor's profit, its list price is only $109.50 complete
with Eveready Raytheon 4-Pillar tubes. Dealers in every state are finding
that almost every sale of a G6 automatically brings in repeat business for it.

SILVER-MARSHALL
0421 W* OSTH it. CHICAGO * 122 E* 42D IT* NEW YORK

S6
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"Drivingr to Music"—the new popular pastime.

e©

Unequalled Performance PLUS
C23

Right Price

make UNIVERSAL the

profit Auto-Radio for Dealers and Distributors
V

Q

Remote
Control—
rieht at the

UNIVERSAL

Here is Performance that will surprise and delight the prospective
buyer. Reception of tonal beauty quite unprecedented. Power to get
distance beyond all expectations. And the price is RIGHT! $69.50
complete including tubes and ALL accessories. A recommended
installation charge of $15 brings the dealer additional profit—for
the installing job is quick and easy.
Six tubes, with new pentode feature and Super-Dynamic speaker and Automatic Volume Control meets all competitive sped heat ions. Remote Control
of ultra-superior design is positively without backlash and cannot detune on
rough roads. It is included in standard outfit without extra Cost, giving all
Universal owners the most convenient form of tuning at the regular price.
Distributors! Dealers! WRITE ! I
A most attractive franchise proposition ready for dealers and distributors
in states now being opened up. But territory is going fast! Write, wire or
come to Chicago at once! Demand for franchises shows that the trade fully
appreciates the exceptional sales qualities of this wonder radio and the stability of the company behind it. If interested, DO NOT DELAY!
UNIVERSAL AUTO RADIO CORP.
1221-29 South Michigan Ave,, Chicago
mini mm
mini nun

AUTO RADIO
J
k
I Mini [I
nun mini
Ad/ustaMe
Sliding
Clips
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Cut down service calls
INSTALL PREMAX
AERIALS and GROUNDS

A
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Many preventable service calls
result from poorly located, poorly
insulated aerials and corroded, inefficient ground connections.
Many more calls are due to preventable interference from household appliances.
A Premax Ground practically
eliminates such interference, and
is guaranteed to stay efficient and
safe. Ideal for lightning arrester
installation. Consists of either
four- or six-foot copper plated
steel rod. with special, sure contact clarnp.
Premax Aerial Outfits are complete
in every detail, allowing installation in the most out-of-the-way
places.
Get Bulletin RR-3I and prices.
Make an extra profit on every set
sale.
PREMAX PRODUCTS CORP.
Niagara Falls, New York
iiiimmiiiimiiiiniiiMiiimiiniitmimnitimiMiiuiimiiMiiMimMiiMmimimiiummiiimminiiiimMmuiiimiimmiiiiiifi
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WORLD'S

HIGHEST

AUTOMATIC*-'*^
RADIO

A

QUALITY

QUALITY

LINE

COMPETITIVE

no

sale
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RADIO
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PRICES
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Zenithi

escape

Dealer

YOU can'f miss with the Zenith Franchise. For here is Quality and outL-Ov"V

standing Value in EVERY price class.
You can't miss meeting the wants of
every prospect who enters your store.
You can't miss

making real

profit

every time you make a sale. Zenith
. . . leader in the high-price field.
Zenette . . . leader in the low-price
MODEL 9t ILLUSTRATED ABOVE
ZENITH prices complete
with tubes range from
$

155

00

to*2,50000

field. BOTH Zenith-designed, Zenithbuilt. .. BOTH known, proved Quality,
Get

in touch

with your Zenith

Distributor TODAY. . . and sign up.

MODEL RH ILLUSTRATED ABOVE
ZENETTE prices complete
with tubes range from
$49 .95 to $125 .oo

See the complete line at the Radio Shows,
NEW YORK; Section J 1 and 3, Arena Floor, Radio World's Fair, September 21st to 26th.
CHICAGO; Space M 1, Radio Show, Coliseum, October 19th to 25th.
ZENITH
RADIO
CORPORATION,
CHICAGO,
WORLD'S
LARGEST
MAKERS
OF
HIGH
GRADE
RADIO
SINCE

www.americanradiohistory.com

ILL.
1914
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Complete data on construction
and repair of modern radio sets
These three books cover the entire field of building, repairing
and "trouble-shooting" on modern broadcasting receiving sets.
The Library has been brought right-up-to-the-minute in every
respect, and is based on the latest 1931 developments in the
design and manufacture of equipment. The recent interest in
television and short-wave reception is reflected in sections dealing
with the construction of these types of receivers.
Radio Construction
y

DEMONSTRATIONS these
D.
days are more exacting than ever before.
Turning on the volume: control may make
or mar a sale.
Sets that are CENTRALAB equipped permit
of ideal demonstrations . . . for they operate smoothly and noiselessly.
CENTRALAB-equipped sets are easier to
sell.
CENTRALAB volume controls are now
available for replacements . . . write for
new Volume Control Guide showing how
you can service practically all sets with a
mere handful of CENTRALAB controls.

CENTRAL RADIO
MAIL

fRL

Library
{1931 Edition}
Three volumes, 993 pages, 6x9, 561 illustrations
By JAMES A. MOYEK, Director of University Extension,
Massachusetts Department of Education
and JOHN F. WOSTRKL, Instructor in Radio Engineering
and Supervisor in Chargr-, of Industrial Subjects. Massachusetts Department of Education,
THESE three books embody not
only a thorough home-study
-7"
V
course but a ready means of
CONTENTS
reference for the experienced radioinformation is
VOLUME I.—Practical Radio t trician.on Step-by-step
wiring, "trouble-shooting,"
This volume presents the funda- given
installation
and
servicing
to get the
mental principles of radio so
lone quality, distance and
clearly and simply, that anyone best
selectivity
in
broadcast
reception
in
of average training will be able all types of sets.
to read, understand and apply
them. In one chapter alone, it
Practical data is given on radio
gives actual working drawings equipment such as antenna systems,
and lists of materials necessary battery eliminators. loud speakers,
for the construction of seven chargers, vacuum tubes, etc.. etc.
typical sets,
A section is devoted to the identiVOLUME II.—Practical Radio fication
of common faults in reConstruction and Repair: All ceivers
and methods of making
of the elementary principles of workmanlike
repairs.
radio construction and repair
are given full consideration.
The three books are profusely
An explanation of the necessary illustrated
with
steps together with a description diagrams of hookups,understandable
connections,
of the accepted practices, for loud speaker units, installation
repair and construction of and antenna erection—as wellwork
as
radio sets are covered.
numerous photographs, tables and
VOLUME III.—Radio Receiving charts which clarify the text.
Tubes: In this volume the
essential principles underlying
See this Library
the operation of vacuum tubes
are explained in as non-techfor
10 Days Free
nical a manner as is consistent
with accuracy. It gives the
No Money Down—Small
construction, action, reactivaMonthly Payments
tion. testing and use of vacuum
tubes and applications for dis- It is your privilege to examine this
tant control of industral procfor 10 days without cost.
esses and precision mcasure- Library
If the books prove satisfactory, send
ments.
>jn initial payment of only $1.50 and
$2.00 a month until $7.50 has been
paid. Otherwise return the books.

LABORATORIE S

COUPON

NOW

central radio laboratories
920 Keefe Avc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Enclosed find 25c. for whicli send me your new VOLUME
CONTROL GUIDE.
Name
Address
City . . .
State

Mc Graw- HI
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
uS5B
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., .^70 Seventh Avenue, Now York.
Gentlemen;—Send me the RADIO (^INSTRUCTION LIBRARY.
all charges prepaid, for 10 days' Free Examination, tf satisfactory
I will send Si.50 in ten days and $2.00 a month until $7.50 has
been paid. If not wanted I will return the books at your expense.
Name
Home Address
City and State
Name of Company
Occupation
r.r 9.31
To insure prompt shipment, write plainly and fill in ai) lines.
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• Model SO, is an S-tube Superheterodyne,
using screen grid, variable MU and
Pentode tubes. The circuit consists of
a pre-seiector; one stage of high gain R.F.
amplification using a type 235 tube; a first
detector using a type 235 tube; one stage of
I.F. amplification working at 175 K.C., and
using a type 235 tube; a second detector
using a type 224 tube; a single audio stage
using two type 247 Pentode tubes in a resistance coupled push pull circuit; an oscillator
using a type 227 tube and a power supply
using a type 280 tube. $69.50 complete.

•

The New Echoette—Mode! "40"
four tubes, i—235. 1—224, 1—
247, 1 —280 including Pentode and
variable MU, full vision Dial, Dynamic Speaker, walnut paneled, 13
inches high and 10 inches wide. Only
$32,75 complete.

Wl
L

-s•

"Model 60" Superheterodyne —
Seven tubes, 1—224, 1—-227,
3—225, 1—247, 1—280 including Pentode and three Variable MU, Jensen
Dynamic Speaker, Full Vision Dial,
Tone Control, Phonograph Jacks,
Walnut Cabinet—6 inches deep. $53.75
complete.

rchophoDE makes you prepared for

Better

with

m

'■

r

.p

•

Model 90. ts an 8-tube Superheterodyne, employing variable MU and Pentode Tubes.
The circuit consists of a pre-selector; one
stage of high gain R.F. amplification using a type 235
tube; a first detector using a type 235 tube; one
stage of intermediate frequency amplification using a
type 235 tube; a second detector using a type 235
tube; a single audio stage using two type 247 Penlode tubes in a resistance coupled push-pull circuit;
an oscillator using a type 227 tube, and a power supply system using a type 280 tube. $89.50 complete.

its

Business

new

line

^ Preparation is vital now—on it depends the
extent of your radio business. These new Echophone receivers come at a most opportune time—
Now, when you are looking for radio that sells
and customers are demanding radio that is not
too costly yet that has appearance, tone, and performance. Echophone has built quality receivers
since 1921.
Dealers have made money with
Echophone season after season—this new line
represents the best we have yet produced. Here
is everything desirable in radio — here is your
answer for better business. Prepare for profitable
radio business by featuring Echophone,

Get in touch with our nearest distributor or write us direct for
complete details. We supply customer literature and store displays. We give you full cooperation.

f [ECHOPHONE RADIO MFG. CO., LTD.
Executive Officer ancj Factory
WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS
Export Division—Echophone Export Co., 44 Whitehall St., New York City
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Television,

New

Receivers,
/

H ome

Talkies

and

Automatics

Get the complete specifications and detailed /acts about
each of these new lines in the big Annual October Directory issue of RADIO RETAILING —and at half price.
Once again Radio Retailing has prepared its
In the same manner it answers the many quesAnnual Directory of Radio Specifications. Dealers,
tions that your prospects ask about how your line
wholesalers, manufacturers, service men, and decompares with others on the market. No need to
partment store buyers, will welcome this new edition
argue with them if you use the Directory. Simply
of radio information to help them with their fall lines.
show them the answers in print and clinch your sale.
This year in addition to the speciWhere and How to Get It
fications for radio receivers, tubes and
midgets, the Directory will include
Radio Sets
The Directory Is published, comspecific details about television receivTube Characteristics
pletely in the October issue of Radio
ers. home-talking movies, automobile
rhonuuraidi Combinations
Retailing which will be ready for disAutomatics
radios and phonograph combinations.
tribution about October 5th. All
llornc-Talking Movies
For each one of these many lines
regular subscribers will receive their
Television Receivers
will be given the model, size, style,
copy as part of our regular service.
A u l oin obi 1c Radios
power, manufacturer's name and adThe Directory will not be reprinted.
All are ineludod in the New
dress, price and special features.
You can get your copy by becoming
Directory Number of Radio
Nothing else published gives you
Retaiiinu.Special
availableHalf-price
at SI a
a regular subscriber to Radio Retailyear.
similar information in such complete
Kate.
ing at the special rate now available.
or compact form.
(See coupon attached.)
Buying and Selling Aid
The Directory answers such questions as; Who
makes a Oolonial Clock Model Set? Where was
that new company located ? Does Rosch make an
eight tube midget? What price low-boy does
Atwater-Kent make? Who makes a television receiver ? Every day such questions come up. All
you have to do is refer to the Directory and there
are all the facts to answer them in detail.

The regular price of Radio Retailing is $2 a year.
You can, however, secure a year's service at just
half that price or $1 by sending $1 in check or currency, with the coupon below. This special rate
will entitle you to the October Directory Number
of Radio Retailing with your year's subscription.
Why Wait? Simply fill in the following blank and
mail it NOW, with $1, sending the money AT
OUR RISK.

Single copies of the October Issue will not be available. Only
by entering your subscription to Radio Retailing can you obtain
this valuable Directory Number. Remember you also get 11 other
monthly issues, each containing helpful sales and service
information. Mail your order NOW.

SAVE SI WITH
THIS COUPON
The regular price of Radio
Retailing is $2 a year. This
coupon and a check, moneyorder or cash for $1 will
bring you the next 12 issues
of this practical dealer
merchandising service at ]/
the regular rate.
Mail Your Order—NOW
Payment must accompany order
as we cannot bill at reduced
rate,
SEND MONEY AT OUR RISK

Radio Retailing—330 W, 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

EBO-31

Here is my $1. Enter my name for a year's subscription (12 months) to Radio
Retailing at special half price rates starting with the October "Directory Number."
Li Check here if you are already a subscriber and want your subscription extended at
special $1 price.
Nar,
Address
City
Company

Stale .
Position

Nature of Business
Price outside 17. S. and Canada S3 a year. Price in Canada S2.50 a year, payment with order only.
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EMPLOYMENT and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES—SURPLUS STOCKS—DISCONTINUED MODELS
DISPLAYED—RATE PER INCH
INFORMATION:
CNDISPIrATBD—RATE PER WORD;
1 inch
$7.50
Box Numbers in care of any ol our offlcea
Positions Wanted. 5 cents a word, minimum
2
to
3 inches
7.26 an inch
count 10 words additional in undiaplayed
$1.00 an insertion, payable in advance.
4 to 7 inches
7.00 an inch
ads.
Positions Vacant and all other claaaifica
Rates
/or
larger
spaces,
or
yearly rates,
Discount of 10% if one payment is made
tions, 10 cents a word, minimum charge
on request.
in
advance
for
four
ronsecutive
inser$2.00.
An
advertising
inch
is
measured
vertically
tions of undisplayed ada (not including
on one column, 3 columns—30 inches—
Proposals, 40 cents a line an insertion.
proposals).
to a pag^e.
Radio Retailing
SPECIAL NOTICE:

POSITIONS WANTED

To the Radio Industry
Advertfoiug In connection with legitimate
offers of surplus stocks and discontinued
models of radio merchandise is acceptable
in this section of "Radio Retailing."
Extreme care will be exercised by the publishers to prevent, the use of advertising
in the Searchlight Section to enconrage
price cutting on current models of merchundise or equipment. Nor will advertising
which Invites violation of the dealer's contract with the manufacturer be acceptable.
All merchandise offered in the Searchlight
Section must be accumtey and fully described and must be available on order.

RADIO department manager, now employed, de
■ires to make change. Capable taking charge
••lea, service and repairs. Excellent references.
PW-146. Radio Retailing. Bell Telephone Rldg .
St. Louis. Mo.
WANTED
WOULD buy cash job lots electric refrigerators;
must be rcpuiahle make, in original packing
boxes, with oO-cycle motor or without any:
four, five or seven cu.ft.; state quantity and
price f.o.b. cars New York, Write W-141), Radio
Retailing, Tenth Ave. at 30til St., New York.
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EXPORT—
MANUFACTURERS
Large exporter of Radio, Electrical
and Automotive Products desires additional lines for Export on exclusive
basis. All orders financed.
References:
Dun and Bradstreet, National Credit Office
of Cleveland. Irving Trust Co.. 1 Wail
Street, New York,
If interested urrite for details.
Sterling Motor Replacement Co.
130 West 43nd Street, New York

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
For Sale
Louis D. Rubin Electrical Company. Charleston,
S. C. Well established radio retail and contracting business—sales $136,000 a year. A
complete organization and store and shop.
Plenty of goodwill; sale due to owner's impaired health. Open climate year round, no ice
or snow. BO 150. Radio Retailing, Tenth Ave.
at 36th Street. New York.

An

"FEATURE STANDARD AND NATIONALLY KNOWN"
VACUUM CLEANERS
REBUILT TESTED FULLY GUARANTEED
EUREKA
IIOOVKK
All cleaners equipped
ISEK VAC
WESTERN ELEC.
with new cords, new
I'KEMIEK DUPLEX
UM VEKSAL
bags, new brushes. Look
AIRWAY
PREMIER
and fund inn like new.
ROYAL
HAMILTON REACH
Write for new prices and special quantity discounts. All machines sold on 10 day
approval plan.
Empire State Tube and Electric Co., a03 Fourth Ave., New York City

i

Investment ♦
SELL PORTABLE

I

Productive advertising
is an INVESTMENT
rather than an EXPENDITURE.

Talkie Sound-on-Film
To Theatres, Schools,
Churches, Clubs
Write for manufacturers' prices on
Soundheads. Photocells, Optical Systems,
Rectifiers, Amplifiers, Horns, Faders,
Synchronous Motors, Projectors, Lamphouses, Screens, Microphones, etc.
Dept. RR—S.O.S. CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York City
Cable Address "SOSOUND"

"Searchlight" advertisers almost invariably
report prompt and satisfactory results.
BE CONVINCED—
send us your advertisement TODAY.
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Tssth Av«. at 36th St., N. Y.
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recordings
MADE TO OliDEn ,

Finest quality instantaneous type phonograph recording for Advertising Messages;
Announcements; Public Address Systems;
Sound Truck and Aeroplane Theater; and
Broadcasting Stations. 78 or 33-1/3 R.P.M.
8, 10, 12. 16 in. double faced: Musical and
Sound Effects background. Prices $2.50
to $10.00. 24 Hour Service. Complete
stock Microphones. Amplifiers, Speakers,
Cables and Recording Apparatus. Send
for list.
ROYAL RECORDING FILM STUDIOS
Dwt. RR. 661 N. Michigan Atb.. CHICAGO.

Radio Dealers!
Radio Service Men!
Hard-to-Get Radio Parts
at lowest prices — We have
them in stock — Condenser
Blocks. Transformers, Rcsisiora.
Volume Controls, etc. — Power
Transformers Rewound *—• Condenser Blocks Rebuilt, Send ua
your repair work for estimate.
We are distributors for all
well known radio products.
Send us your radio problems—
r/:* solve them. free.
Write for our free
100 - page Catalog.
Grant Radio Laborafcriei
6531 So. Halsied St., Chicago, III.

F YOU do not find what you want
in the Searchlight Section of
I RADIO RETAILING
, . . . then advertise (or ill
Hit-1
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Radio Retailinyi A McGrcnv-HUl Publication

At the Show—See the NEW

I>eWALI>
SUPER-HETERODYNE CHASSIS
With PENTODE and Hl-MU TUBES
7 and 8 Tube Models—A.C. Current

NEW LOW PRICES
on all models including our new
PENTODE 5 TUBE "CUB" RECEIVER for A.C.
AND OUR
PENTODE SUPER-TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
for D.G.
Ail models available in cabinet or chassis form and all licensed
under R.C.A. patents
See the Pierce-Airo Display at the New York Radio Show,
Section KK, Booth 1.
PIERCE-AIRO, Inc.
MAM FAfTrHERS OF FINK RADIO SETS FOR TEN YEARS
fpl
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Howard Radio Corp
Hygrade-Sylvania Corp

ALPHABETICAL INDEX
TO ADVERTISEMENTS

—

Page
86 Talro Products Corp
74 Zenith Radio Corp.
14-15 Transformer Corp. of America. . 55
Tung-Sol Radio Tubes. Inc
73

Page
. . 87

Janetle Mfg. Co.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Co
l.'J
Page Kcn-Rad
Corp., Inc
74
60
Adler Mfg-. Co..,
go Holster Radio Co
American TpaiiBformer Coi'p.... Si
American Weekly,
4
88
Andrea, Inc.. P. A. D
81 McGraw-Hill Book Co
80
A returns Radio Tube Co
61 Maish Betiding Co
Atwater Kent Mfg-. Co
64-65
Audiola Radio Co
80 National Carbon Co.. . .Front Cover
National Union Radio Corp. . . .8-9
Black & Decker Mfgr. Co
58
Brunswick Radio Corp.
68-69
Inside Front Cover Pucent Elec, Co...
Permo Products Corp
92
Piercn-A i ro. Inc
9 *.2
6}
Capehart Corp
Xfj Pilot Radio & Tube Corp
80
Central Radio Lab
88 Pre max Co
Citizen's Radio Service Bureau,
Inc
84 RCA Radiotron Co.. Inc.
Cornish Wire Co
82
Back Cover
Crosley Radio Corp.
Victor Co.. Inc.
Inside Back Cover RCA
(Radiola
Div.)
79
Cunningham, Inc., E. T
82 Radio Products Company
83
Readrite Meter Works
78
Echophone Radio Mfg. Co
89
Eleotrad. Inc
86 Samson Elec. Co..
56
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.. . . 57
Silver-Marshall Radio Co
85
General Elcc. Co
10-11 Sparks-Withington Co.
16
General Motors Radio Corp
73 Stewart Warner Radio Corp.. .3, 59
GrigBby-Grunow Co
.6-7 Siromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.. 2
Grinnell Wash. Maeh. Corp
5 Supreme Instruments Corp
53

This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every
care Is taken to raake it accurate, but JJadio Retailing
assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.

United American Boach Corp.. . . 77
86
Universal Auto Radio Corp
Universal Microphone Co
80
Virginia-Lincoln Service Corp.,
Warren Teleohron Co
Webster Electric Co
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.
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76
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PIAYS~21)00 RECORDS

Long life, true tone, and
freedom from record
scratch or wear, has
proven the PERMO
POINT phono needle to
he an ECONOMIC
NECESSITY for any
phonograph, especially
so for automatic recordclianjiinj! phonographs.
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Remernher, one PERMO POINT needle will play more
than 2,000 records. It is used and endorsed as standard
equipment by leading manufacturers of automatic record
changing phonographs, portables, and radio phonograph
combinations.
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Permo Products Corporation
3623 Montrose Ave„ Clucago, III,
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Tube Pu^h-Pull Pentode Output
Exponential

or Variable Ru .
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Superheterodyne Itadio Receivers
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350 Merchandising Experts have
contributed to the development
and design of the Racliotron
Merchandisers.
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HERE THEY ARE—The first real
radio rube merchandisers. There
are others. Some of them — most of
them—are mere adaptations of merchandisers of other lines of goods. A
merchandiser should be designed to
sell one product and only one product. It must be a highly specialized instrument, designed and
constructed to provide for every conceivable merchandising peculiarity of the one article to he sold.
The Radiotron Merchandisers have been in the process of developement for over a year. They are
made to sell RCA Radiotrons and to sell them as no other device possibly could.
They are offered to you as the selling machinery of the new Radiotron Store
1 Sii!
Merchandising Plan. A plan that brings people into your score—sells tbem while *n
■
they arc in the store—and builds for you a live prospect list. Here at last is a plan
111
inexpensive in its operation and outstanding and complete in its results.
1
For further information regarding the two new Radiotron Merchandisers and
the Store Merchandising Plan write to the RCA Radiotron Company, Inc., Sales
Promotion Dept., Harrison, N. J.
RCA RADIOTRON CO., INC. - HARRISON. N. J,
A Kuciio Corptfraiicm of America Sulwitiiary
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